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ABSTRACT
This survey examines the influence of Ernest S. Williams on the trumpet 
teaching of Leonard B. Smith (Detroit Concert Band), Raymtmd Crisara (The 
University of Texas at Austin), Robert Nagel (Professor Emeritus, Y ale 
University), and Lecmaid Meretta (Ptcrfesscr Emeritus, Western Michigan 
University). Ernest S. Williams has been recognized in instrumental music circles 
as having a great influence on many performers and teachers today. The 
questionnaire develc^red for tins study was given to each prc^essor through an 
interview. Transcriptions of the interviews were examined to gain insight into the 
teaching of each a( the respcmdents respective to their study with Williams. All of 
the participants exhibited teaching characteristics of Ernest S. Williams and were 
influenced by him through varying degrees.
vu
CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
Trumpet pedagogy is the subject of much ddaate among trumpeters. One 
only needs to view the most recent issue the Journal o i the Intemartfwal Tnimp«»t 
Guild nr Brass Bulletin to read Ae latest ‘‘tribute.’* Dr. Wayne Clark writes, “Great 
perfotmos have studied with great teadiets of their respective instruments. Great 
teachers, it seons, also have followed a similar path seeking knowledge and 
inspiration from a  master teacher. The ccmcqsts passed cm by the master teachers of 
the past live again in die studios of the master teachers of the present’*' The truth of 
this statement is validated with each passing generation, but is generally 
documented posthumously.
This study will examine the influence of Ernest S. Williams on the teaching 
coitent and philoso^diy of four trumpet f^t/essors; Leonard B. Smith, Raymond 
D. Crisara, R obot E. Nagd, and Leonard V. Meretta. It is hoped this study will aid 
in the identification of current teaching techniques and serve as a  resource fw  
trumpet teadiers and stucfents who desire to examine their own methods of teaching 
and playing.
Ernest S. Williams’ inflt^ice cm the muacal larulscape of the twentieth 
century is extensive. He was considered cme of the most prominoit brass teachers 
of his day ^  and the success of the alumni of die Ernest S. Williams (ESW) School 
of Music attests to \^^lliams’ career as a  muac educator.^ Graduates of the school
' Wi^neR. Clack,‘The TeadnngCaooqits aid Tecbmqiies Utilized by Three Amencaa 
Trombone {^ofessocs.” (DAfA. diss.. Univeisity OMahoma. 1996). 1.
'Ronald G. Santh. ‘The life  and Woik of the Orohesu^ Bass Trombonists. Allen 
Ostrander, and the Development of Ihs Bass Trombone Methods and Sdos ” (D.M.A. diss.. 
Louisiana State Univern^ md Agricnltmal and Vfechamad Cdfl^e. 1992). vü.
' KeidtRobettWniidng.‘‘&nestWilliams. Viituoso and Edncaron A Biographical 
Survey of (fis F^erences andTecfamques” (DALA. diss.. University oiTesas at Austin. 1992). 
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have been members o f leading musical and educational institutions in America fw  
much o f this century. Williams was Principal Trumpet of the Philadelphia Orchestra 
frcxn 1917 to 1923 and in 1931, founded the Ernest S. l^ lia m s  School of Music in 
Brooklyn, New York.
Ernest S. Williams was bom in Wayne County, Indiana, near the small town 
of Winchester on September 27, 1881. He began the study of the com et at age five 
with his father, Samuel Williams. By age ten, he was the featured comet soloist 
with the Williams* family orchestra, tfis first professicmal position was with the 
When Band, an organizaticm sponsored by die When Clothing Ccunpamy of 
Indianapolis. However, with die onset of the Spanish-American W ar in 1898, he 
left to serve in tl% military, becoming first a member cf the 158th Indiana Volunteer 
Regiment Band. At the age o f seventeai, Williams became bandmaster of the 161st 
Indiana Volunteer Infantry Regiment During the summer of 1899, Williams 
studied with Leslie Peck in Indiana* and at the urging of Peck, moved K> Boston to 
study comet with Henry C. Brown and Gustav Strube. After a brief period. Brown 
suggested Williams forego private instruction, and go to New York to play 
professionally because, "there was nothing mcxe for the young student to learn 
except from experience.”®
From 1901 to 1929, Williams performed with many the pm ninent 
conductors and musical organizations of his day;
John Philip Sousa Band ( 1901),
Boston Cadet Band (1903 - 1910),
Herman B dlstedt Band (1911),
Pierre Mcmteux and the Ballet Russe Orchestra ( 1916),
VictOT Herbert Orchestra ( 1917),
* Charies Chase. "%oest S. tX^Uiams,” New York Brass Gonfiacoce for Scholarsinps 
(New York: Charles CoUn, 1975), 68.
’Winldng, 3.
Goldman Band (1918 - 1922), and 
Philadelphia Orchestra (1917 - 1923).
In 1929, Williams began an aflUiatioa with Ithaca Cbllege, when he was sdected as 
the Dean of the Conway Military Band School. The College and its affiliates later 
became the Ithaca Conservatory of Music.' Williams left the college in 1931 and 
founded the Ernest S. Williams Sdiool of Music in Brooklyn, New York. The 
school was patterned after the year-round music school, Kneller Hall, a military 
band sdiool in England which enjoyed a  very fine reputati(m.The Ernest Williams 
School of Music was a  *Yeflection of the greatest ccmcert Bands in [the] Ametica[nJ 
era; Sousa, Gilmore, Conway et al., and became the basis for the present day 
university, civic, and military bands.”  ^However, the school was short-lived and 
with the outbreak of die WWn, many stu^nts either enlisted or were drafted into 
military service'. The drain of personnel was too much and the school closed in 
1943. Shortly thereafter, Williams returned to Saugerties, New York, the location 
o f his summer music camp since 1930. He died there on February 8, 1947, at the 
age of sixty-five.
‘Ibid.. 11. 
’Ibid.. 18. 
•Ibid.. 30.
CHAFTER2 
DESIGN OF THE SURVEY 
This prefect focuses on four trumpet prc^essionals who studied with Ernest
S. Williams. They are; Leonard B. Smith (Detroit Concert Band), Raymond Crisara 
(The University of Texas at Austin ), Robert Nagel (Professor Emeritus, Yale 
UniversiQr), and Leonard Nferetta (Pri^essor Emeritus, Western Michigan 
University). Their length of study was from one to ten years:
Leonard Smith 1926 - 1936 10 years
Raymond Crisara 1937 - 1940 3 years
Robert Nagel 1942 - 1943 1 year
Leonard Meretta 1935 - 1937 2 1/2 years.
A questionnaire was givaa to each to sd id t their perception of Williams^ 
teaching cm their careers as performers aixi educators and to identify their teaching 
amtent and philoso^y of teaching trumpet The survey was given in written 
fwmat prior to an cual interview, either in person or by telephone. The process 
lasted two to three and one-half hours. Transcriptions of the interviews were 
examined to gain insight into the influence o f Ernest Williams’ teaching to the 
individual’s trumpet pedagogy. ()uesticms were limited to the prdiessors’ study 
with Vfllliams and any potential correlation between each of the individuals and 
Williams. Sixty-one questions covered five areas: background, general study with 
Ernest Williams, warm-up, technique, and private lessons.
LEONARD B. SMITH 
Leonard B. Smith has impressive credentials as a musician. He was ccxnet 
soloist and first chair with the famous Goldman Band from 1936-1942 and 
principal trumpet with the Detroit Symphcmy from 1937-1942. He was the founder 
and conductor of the Detroit Concert Band (DCB), Inc. and its music publishing 
divisicm, the Bovaoo Catalog, containing more than one thousand entries for the
concert band.*
Leonard Bir%ky Smith was born to Frank and Etbd May Schubert Smith in 
Poogbkeqame. New York, on September 15.1915. He came from a muacal 
family. Frank Smidi was a  pianist and founded the Smith Orchestra, winch 
performed locally. Ethel & nidi was a  anger and a church dioirdnector in 
Poughkeepsie- An older brother. Schubert, played the violin. Frank Smith was 
dqermined hB two sm s wotdd have a musical education. At age eight. Leonard 
Smith was given a secoiK&and Ifileron Comet which his father had bought for 
twenty-five do llars.T he instrument was made from "spare parts” and was of poor 
quality. Frank Smith had originally purchased the instrument far his son’s couarL 
Smidi notes. ‘Tie didn’t  do anything with it and after three or four years my father 
bought it back for fifteen (Wlars and gave it to me for Christmas.”"
Smith’s first teacher was Robert A. Coon c f Poughkeepsie. He was not a 
comet player, but was held in  high regard. Smith recalls. "He didn't play the 
instrument, but he did play die Alto hom. He oouldnt play the cmnet at aU. but he 
could tell me what to do and I would do i t  I didn’t try to imitate or emulate him. his 
tone was terrible on the comet. The cnly time he would play comet was to iHustram 
something for me. He was a  fine teacher and musician.”*^
After two years, Coon suggested to Frank Smith that be find another teacher 
for his son, because Coon had taught the student as much as he knew.^ Leonard
* IxooanlB. Smith, *nie 1994-1995 Bovaco Catalog of Band Axranganaits for Vocai 
Songs and Anas, Insu umental Soke and Other Fine Band Anangements," Detroit Concert Band, 
Inc., I.
'*ViaoeatR)ice, *The Wlucmoc of Leonard B. &mth on the Heritage of the Band in the 
United States," (Ph. D. diss., (Xno Stale Umveraity), 13.
” See Appemfix Two. 57.
'^ See Appentfix Two, 57.
"Ibid., Appendix Two, 57.
notes this episode bad a favorable imfaessioa on him since Coon s scde income was 
derived from teadiing private lessm s, for fifty cents each! Smith remembers, “I fd t 
that was one of the most wonderful things about Coon. He was a  man who needed 
the m o i^  because his wife was ilL""^
Frank Smith stWicited a TeœmmendsOioa from  his fiirad, Gœrge 
Waterhouse, timpanist with the Rochester Philharmonic. Waterhouse suggested 
Ernest Williams: On this advice. Smith and his fadter travded to New York to see 
Ernest S. Williams and after a personal auditicm, the young ccunetist was accepted 
by Williams. Smith began his studies with ^^^lliams at age deven and ccntinued for 
ten years ( 1926-1936), Im ger than any other Williams' student."^
Smith’s peifmmance career is imfuessive. In 1926, he p l^ e d  in a  town band 
in Poughkeepsie, New York, under the directioi o f Frank Scctfidd. He was last 
chair. In 1929, he was a member and trumpet solcnst with the Pfeckscher 
Symphcmy Orchestra in New York. It was conducted by Isidore Strassner and was 
a training ground for young talented musicians.
At age fourteen. Smith enrolled in the New York Nhlitary Academy, 
Comwdl-on-Hudscm, graduating in 1933. Smith viâted the ESW summer band 
camp with the intent to enter the Williams School, but his father wanted him to 
attend architectural school instead. Frank Smith discussed the situation with Arthur 
Pryw and decided bis scm would attend the ESW for one year and then make a 
judgm ait about school and career. Leonard graduated frcxn ESW in 1936 with a 
Catificate in M astay of Music in Arranging, Perfam ing, and Conducting.'^
In 1934, Smith began his professicmal carea  with the George Barrère Little
'Tbid.. Appendix Two, 57. 
"Ibid.. Appendix Two. 57. 
“ Pbl«, 20.
■’Pbice.32.
Symphony Orchestra at the age of mn^een. Smith recalls, **Georges Barrère was 
the world's foremost flautisL He had this little symfriioiiy, a  symphcxiette really.
We had two first virWins, one second, one viola, one cello, one string bass, one 
flute, one oboe, one clarinet, one hcxn, one bassoon, one cornet, one timpani. I 
toured with him several years. It was one of the most delightful experiences you 
can imagine.”” In 1936, Smith became the comet soloist and fîrst chair with the 
Goldman Concert Band. A year later, he became first trum ps with the Detroit 
Symphony Orchestra (DSD). Smith states, “In those days, the Detroit Symphony 
was one of the best business engagements you could have. We had a twenty-cme or 
twenty -eight week seascm with the symphony and thirty-nine weeks on the radio 
with the ‘R nd Sunday Evening Hour.* That left ûàrteea weeks, ten which were 
with the Goldman Band. I was working year round, back and forth; rirst trum ps 
with Detroit and comet sdoist, first chair with the Goldman Band.”” Smith thought 
the Goldman band was the finest wind ensemble of its day and believed “there was 
nothing like i t ”"  The experience was a pivotal one fw  him. He began conceiving a 
plan for starting bis own concert band but was interrupted by WWII.
Smith enlisted in the Navy in March 1942 and was ccvnet soloist widi bands 
while stationed in Philadelphia and Washington D C. He was discharged in 
September 1945, but was unable to return to the Goldman Band, because the 
positirm had been filled by James Burke. Smith performed as principal trumpet with 
the DSO for the 1945 season, but the experience was less than satisfying. Playing 
under the baton of Kail Krueger, whom Smith called, “the world’s worst 
conductor,” he resigned at the end o f the season. In 1946, he founded the Leonard 
B. Smith Concert Band, but dxanged the name to the Detroit Ccncert Band, a
"See Appendix Two, 59. 
"Ibid., 69.
2«Poice. 34.
professicMial org^mzatioo still operating tcxlay. Smith estimates the band has 
performed approximatdy three thousand concerts since its incepticm!^
RAYMCHMD D. CRISARA 
Raymrmd D. Crisara holds the Frank C. Erwin Jr. Centennial Professorship 
in Fnne Arts at the University Texas at Austin and is a member c f the Academy of 
Distinguished Teadiers. He has been presented the Teaching Excellence Award 
fm n the University of Texas at Austin and the American Bandmasters 
Association's prestigious Edwin Franko Goldman Citation Award. He received an 
Hmorary Doctor o( Music degree frcxn die State University o f New York - 
Cortland. He attended the Ernest Williams School c^M uac and the UniversiQ; of 
N/fichigaiL He has over thirty-five years of prdiessicxial trumpet performance in 
New York in all areas musical expression: radio, television, recordings, films, 
jingles, and concerts. Crisara served as O xnet Soloist with the Goldman Band and 
Band of America. He held fxincipal positions in die Nfetropolitan Opera House 
Orchestra, NBC Symphony under Toscanini and the New York staff cxchestras.
Dr. Crisara performed the world premiere of Karel Husa's Concerto fœ  Trumpet 
and Wind Symphony (1974) and is active as a clinician for the Selmer Ccxnpany.
Raymcxid Dominick Crisara was b(xn to Frank and Margaret Crisara (XI 
October 19, 1920 in Cordand, New Yoric, a small town near Syracuse. The elder 
Crisara was a tool and die maker for the Broadway Motor Trade Company as well 
as a clarinet player and ccxiductcx' of the town band. Emphaazing bis father’s 
ability, Ray retails, *^1 don’t know how he did it, but be taught virtually all the 
players in that band. 1 grew iq) in a  musical atmoqibere because p e t^ e  would come 
to our bouse in the evening for their lesstxis.”^
Crisara started playing the trumpet at an early age. Crisara reminisces.
“ See ^ jpendtxTwo, 74.
” See Appendix Three. 76.
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“When I was ten, I tcdd my father I wanted to play trumpet, so be bought me a 
second-hand trumpet for ten dollars. It was made in Czechoslovakia and was not a  
very good instrument!*^ Bank Crisara encouraged his son to learn music, but 
neglected to provide iesscms. Crisara cmtinued, “Like the cobbler whose kids had 
holes in their shoes, my dad never had time to teadx me. I never had any lessons 
until I went to Williams* schocd, so 1 learned by osmosis.**^
Crisara graduated from high stAool at fifteen and decided to become a 
trumpet player. His father had second thoughts and told Ray, “Why <kn’t you do 
scsnething htmorable, play your trumpet for fun and get a  regular job!** But the 
young Crisara was not deterred: “1 was very insistent because 1 wanted to play the 
trumpet!**  ^Bank Crisara so u ^ t the advice o f George L i^ t, the local band 
director, who was a  former student Williams at Ithaca C o U ^  and knew of Ae 
WilUams* summer camp. Light eiK»uraged Crisara's parents to send the young boy 
to the camp so th ^  could see “how 1 ranked in the general level of young comet 
players.**  ^Crisara continues, “ At the end of summer camp, Williams told my folks 
that if everything (ell into place, I had a reascmaUe diance to make a living with 
music. My dad decided to send me to the winter schoc^ in New York, but my 
mother thought fifteen was too young to go to New York alone, so 1 stayed home 
fcr a year and went to W lliam s’s school in the fall o f 1937.**^
Crisara attended the school for three years and four summer camps, 
graduating in 1940. Crisara studied privatdy with three teachers; Williams, Frank 
Bsass of the Goldman Band and Leonard M erita. The lessors with Williams were
“ Ibid., 76. 
” Ibid., 77. 
" Ibid., 77. 
“ Ibid.. 78. 
“ Ibid., 78.
his first on the instm m oit Crisara remembers, ‘T he first teacher I had was Ernest 
Williams at his summer camp in 1936.1 also had an extra lesson each week with 
Leonard Meretta. In my eyes, Meretta was a giant! Leimy was the first chair 
oometist and did extra teaching with the Chief [Williams]. I did some additional 
studying with Frank Elsass, solcâst o f the Grddman Band, but Williams was my 
most influential readier.””  Crisara’s education continued as a  teaching assistant for 
V iliam  Revelli at the University o f h/Gchigaru However, Crisara returned to New 
York in the summer o f 1941 and aiiditicmed for an opening with the Metropolitan 
C^iera Orchestra. Crisara states, T  auditioned, and was given the job with cme 
stipulation; I was to be coached by cme of their conductors fw  the summer, so I 
could learn the repertrare. It was a  wise thing because there was very little «d iestra  
rehearsal time at the M et I was at the Met for one and one-half seasons until I went 
into the Army in December 1942.”® Crisara was discharged in February 1946, and 
joined the NBC Orchestra as a staff m usidart eventually beccxning a  member d* the 
NBC Orchestra under Toscanini.
Crisara’s career in New York was varied and exdting. In the interview 
Crisara remembers what it was like to perform over thirty-five years as studio 
musidan, T t was a marvelous way to make a living because I went from Toscanini, 
Charies Munch, and Ormandy to Frank Sinatra, Barbra Streisand, Paul McCartney, 
and Alice Ccx^per. You never knew what to expect until you got to the date.”® In 
1978, Crisara jdned  the University of Texas at Austin as Professor of Trumpet 
Crisara tmninisces, T  feel fcxtunate to have had a  career that encompassed many 
different idirans. I was playing with the very best of the symphony, conunerdaL 
and jazz players in New York. I think I’m a product d  my upbringing, of
» Ibid., 78. 
” Ibid., 80. 
"Ibid., 81.
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Williams, and o f my environment I tell my students, as long as you play this 
instrument, you're going to learn something about yourself everyday. You really 
are learning more about yourself than anything dse .””
ROBERT E. NAGEL
Robert Nagel has had an impressive and m ulti-facæd career. Known 
piimaiily as the founder of the New York Brass Quintet [NYBQ], Nagel’s career 
spanned more than three decades, performing with the Little Orchestra Society and 
the RCA Victors’ Symphony under the direction o f Leopold Stokowski, as well as 
numerous recordings, radio, televisicm, and symphonic engagements.
Robert Earl Nagel Jr. was bom on September 29,1924 to Robert and 
Louise (Poltrok) Nagel in Fredand, Pennsylvania. He started playing the trumpet 
after hearing a  danonstiation of musical instruments by the Conn Company at his 
elementary school. Nagel reflects, “I started cm the trumpet at age eight. The music 
business was so different in those days! The Corm Company had a tiny trailer and 
would travel to different communities. When they came to my ccmunurnty, they 
presented an assembly program at my school. The salesman demonstrated all the 
instruments, and then passed out a notice to the parents amiouncing a display of all 
the instruments that night. As a result, my parmits bought me a Urumpet, and that’s 
how I got started.”^  Nagel studied with a variety of private teachers, including two 
clarinetists and member o f a polka band, but it was not imtil age twelve that he 
studied with his first trumpet teacho-, Fred Bosworth, third trumpet in the S tanly  
Theater pit orchestra in Philadel|Aia. Nagel recalls, “He was educated with a degree 
in psychc^o^ from the University of Edinburgh in Scotland and had two scms who 
played trumpet He was a gcxxi teacher.. .  In a  way, he was [xobably the most 
influential teadier because of the lengthen time I studied widi him and his
" Ibid.. 78.
"See Appendix Four. 103.
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thoroughness.”®
Nagel also studied widi Rank Simon, the renowned comet soimst and 
Murray Karpilovsky, principal trumpet with the Rttsburgh Symphcmy. Nagd 
comments on the career and impact of Karpilovsly 'W ell, be was my seccnd most 
influential teacher, and I studied with him my senior year in high school. He could 
have been another Bud ffeis^h. You name it, be could have been one c f the top 
symf^iony trumpet players, but be had a  very negative personaliQr. He played 
principal in the Pittsburgh Symphony under Fritz Reiner! If you could play for Fritz 
Reiner and stay in there [laugfas], well that says a lot about you! He had a big 
sound. It was a loud sound, too, but it was big! He came to N w  Ycak to freelance 
and [dayed in the Voice cf Firestone radio orchestra. My dad got an ordiestra 
subscription for the entire seascm to the Pittskirgh Symphony my senior year in 
high school. We went to all the symphony concerts and heard him piay big 
repertcHie, like the Strauss tone poems and such. Karpilovslqr had the physical 
abiliQr to do that repertoire, and play it musically. I learned a  lot fm n  him in certain 
areas. He was very demanding, but patient He wouldn’t let up until I did 
something the way he wanted”^
In the fall of 1942, Nagel enrolled at JuUiard and had a choice of trumpet 
teachers between William Vaccfaiano or Ernest Williams. Nagel remembers, 
"Vacchiano and Williams were listed in the JuUiard catalog as the teachers. I didn’t 
know Vacchiano, so I studied with Williams. I felt comfortable with Williams 
because o f my badcground in comet with Simon. Williams didn’t get into orchestral 
matmial, which is what I really needed”"  He studied with Williams for the 
academic year. 1942-43 and was drafted in die summer. Nagel rd lects, "I went into
“ Ibid.. 99.
“ Ibid., too.
“ Ibid. 106.
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the Aimy and played with die West Point band at the military academy. The first 
trombone in the band played secoml trombone with Toscanini in the NBC 
Symjrfiony. I continued my education wcvking with these erperienced people.”^
Nagel was discharged from the Army in the spring of 1946 and returned 
JuUiard in the fall to study composition. He completed his bachelors [1949] and 
masters [1950] d^rees in composition and planned to teach in college. IBs career 
began to unfold in an unintended direction when he was asked to perform on a 
chamber concert conducted by a  student, Charles Schiff. This was NageTs only 
puNic performance during the year and proved to be important. Nagel elabcxates,
“I played Copland’s O uiaC itv for the first time. Several days la ta, 1 received a 
phone call as I was leaving for class. The gentleman on the phone said, 'You don’t 
know me, but 1 went to the ccmcert and heard you play Quiet Citv. 1 liked your 
playing and gave your name to four contractors in New York.’ Do you know who 
the four contractors were? NBC, ABC, CBS, and in those days WOR [radio].
NBC and CBS had symphcmies and WOR had a symphonette. As a  result of his 
referral, 1 got a  call from the contractor of WOR, who had also been engaged to be 
the contractor for the Little Orchestra SodeQr. 1 went down to his ofRce at WOR 
and played a little of the Haydn Concerto and some excerpts. I pdayed five to ten 
m inutes, that’s all. We went into his office and he said in a  very matter-<f-fact way, 
'W ell, I can give you principal trumpet.’ This was incredible, because 1 was the 
only giry who played fw  him, and he’s offered me a  ccmtract with the little 
Orchestra Society! I received a  contract at double scale for eight pairs of concerts at 
Town IBÜ1. The Little Orchestra Society was a new orchestra, but within three 
years, it grew to sixty concerts a  year. This was equivalent orchestras like
Pittsburgh or Indianapolis in those days. I worked with the Litde Orchestra Society 
for thirteen years frcxn 1947 to 1960.1 just fell into playing in New Ycxk. Think
“  Ibid.. 101.
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about how different it is today Nagd also enjt^ed a career in contemporary 
music a id e s  winch he attributes to his technical facility received in his early comet 
training.
In 1954, Nagel created the New York Brass Quintet, performing with the 
ensemble fw  thirty-one years. The group had a  profound impact upon brass music 
setting the standard for other brass quintets to follow." Nagel began with his 
associaticm with Yale University in 1957, also teaching at; the Manhattan School of 
Music, Aspen Institute, the JuUiard School, New England Conservatory, North 
Carolina Schod of the Arts, and Rutgers University. In 1975, with the 
encouragement of Harvey Phillips, Nagel and Charles Gorham formed the 
International Trumpet Guild (FTG)." He retired as Professor Emeritus in the 
summer of 1988.*
LEONARD V. MERETTA 
Leonard Victor Meretta graduated from the Emest S. Williams School of 
Music in 1937. After several years of public school teaching, be attended the 
University a[ Michigan where he received his Masters d  Music in 1940. He 
returned to puWic schod only to be caUed back to the University o f NÆchigan by 
William Revelli as the first fuU time brass instructor in 1942. After three years, 
N/feretta left the University of h/fichigan to accept the position of Director d* Bands at 
Western Michigan University. His tenure lasted forty-three years until his
Ibid., 102.
Owen Wells Metcalf. “The New York Brass Qmntet; It's BSstoiy and Inflnence on 
Brass literature and Pofonnanoe’' (DM . diss., Indiana University). 78.
The ITG developed from the National Tnmqtet Symposium at Denver Univexsity, 
foonded by Mr. L e^  Bunts (Ptofessor o f Trumpet d  the University d  Oklahama, Retired.) See 
Douglas L  Laramore, “A Ifistory d  the National Trumpet Symposium. I96B-I973” (DM A. 
diss.. Umvenity d  Oklahoma, 1990).
* *  At dus writing. Robert Nagel resides in South Carolma, where he teaches aiQunct 
trnnqtet at the UniversiQ'd South Carolina.
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retiiement as Professor Emeritus in 1968.
Meretta was bom to John and Henrietta Meretta September 5, 1915. The 
family lived in Marion Hdghts, Pennsylvania, where John was a  weigh cleric in a 
coal mining office. Whoi Kferetta was three, his mother died and as a result, the 
family relocated to Zarephath, New Jersey, to be near relatives.
Meretta began his music studies eariy. Ife studied piano at age eight, comet 
at age nine, and pipe organ at age twelve. Recalling how he received his first 
comet, Meretta remembers, **My brother was older and played piano and comet 
My Dad thought he riiould have a  good instrument so be got the silver-plated 
comet my Dad owned. 1 started on an awful comet It leaked and only cost five 
dollars!*^ Meretta was self-taught and played in a “junicn* band.” He learned to play 
by observing the other players. M oetta adds, ** We played a lot of marches and the 
fingerings were all mariced above the notes!”^ J(*n Meretta bought a Conn trumpet 
fœ  his son’s twelfth birthday. Meretta recalls, "*[Itj belcxiged to my couan. It had a 
slide with a quick change to the key of A and was my instrument for quite awhile. I 
smile about it now because later in my first rehearsal with iA^Uiams in the wchestia, 
we played 5îchehera7aA> which is written for trumpet in A. This will live with me 
forever. There were two other students thme; I don’t know why he had me play. 
But Williams didn’t want me to pull the tuning slide out to the **A” positicm. He said 
that was “cheating,” but you know how the piece flies! Williams said, ’You 
trumpeters should be ashamed of yourselves; transpose that music!’
When Meretta was thirteen, he began to play comet solos on a “Children’s 
Hour” {xogram on a small, part-time radio staticm in New Jersey. He would listen 
to a similar broadcast which featured Leonard Smith on WJZ radio in New Y ork,
See Appendix Hve, 126. 
«  Ibid., 125.
" Ibid., 126.
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because “we were playing the same Clarke solos.”** The two began a  lifelong 
friembhip when MerAla began corresponding with Smith. Meretta explains, “I 
wrote to WJZ and got his address. We struck up a ccnrespondence and have been 
voy good frioids ever since. Leonard [Smith] always bad a personal interest in me 
and my career after our initial correqxmdeaoe. He went to the New York NÆlitary 
Academy, Corawall-On-Hudson, and wanted me to come and be part of the band 
program, but my father wouldn’t  allow it.”*^
Meretta graduated frmn h i ^  sdiool in 1933 and considered a  career in 
electronics, but dedded against it after visiting with a man in the electronics fldd. 
Meretta adds, “He said music was more fun!” Meretta worked for several years and 
then sought advice about continuing his musical studies. Meretta recalled. “I talked 
to Leonard [Smith] about schods after graduating from high school, and he 
suggested the Williams School. It was Leonard’s influence that caused me to go.”** 
\«feretta had three trumpd teachers in his career, all of whom played with 
Sousa; Ernest Williams, Del Staigers, and Louis Anderson. Remembering bis 
studies with Anderson, Meretta states, “He had a music store in Newark, New 
Jersey just 25 miles away. This was during the depression, too. Let’s see, we’re 
talking 1933-34, and I was in a  high school. I had weekly lesscms with him (xi 
Saturday. He pdayed along with me from Clarke’s Tprhniral Studies. His 
perscnality was easygoing and friendly and he conducted a  military band in the 
Newark area. It was a  good band. I played the “Staigers Carnival” with him (xice 
on WOR in Newark, and I received much fan mail. ”*^ Meretta studied Iniefly with 
Del Staigers and cmnmented, “I had several lessons with him, and they were
“  Ibid. 128. 
“  Ibid., 128. 
“  Ibid., 128. 
*’ Ibid., 140.
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inspiiatioiial, but this was during the depression and lessons were $5.00. That was 
a lo t( f  nxmey! **“
Meretta ennWIed in Ernest S. Williams School Music in the sping of 
1935 and commuted from New Jersey. He attended part-time taking three classes: 
band arranging with Mayhew Lake, trumpet lessons with Ernest Williams, and 
band. At Ae end of the term, Leonard Smith encouraged Meretta to audition for the 
Mtyor Bowes’ talent show because “you could g ^  five (kllars!” Meretta continues, 
“I sent a postcard to NBC and almost immediately got a reply to report on a Friday 
for an auditiotL I played Staigers* Carnival of Venice and Clarke’s Bride of the 
Waves. Holding the high “C,” second note to the end helped make me a winner.”* 
Meretta toured with a unit d[ the h/kyor Bowes’ organization for ax  months, 
missing the fall term of school, but returned the next spring. The following summer 
(1936), Meretta attended the band camp where Williams gave Meretta “additional 
duties” to tutor ten “campers.” Meretta explains, “I would give each of them a 
private lesstm and then as a  group, they would have a  master class with Williams. I 
would play the piano from volume one of Williams’ method, and each would play 
some of their materials and Williams would comment I learned how to teacfa!”^ 
One of the campers assigned to Meretta was a sixteen year old boy, named 
Raymcnd Crisara. Meretta, elabcxates, “Ray was a student o i mine that summer at 
the Williams camp. He {rfayed beautifully and was only a  graduating senior from 
high school! That’s when I got a very good opinion of Ray!”®
The program of study at the ESW was a three year pogram  of cmly music 
classes. Students were allowed enter New York U niversi^ to complete their
" Ibid.. 140. 
"Ibid., 131. 
' Ibid.. 146. 
" Ibid.. 140.
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bachelors’ degree after an addidonal year<^ academic stucfy. The summer of 1937 
was very busy for Meretta. He received a Certificate from the ESW school on June 
10,1937, while taking summer classes at NYU. Meretta recalls a particularly 
important concert, **CXi May 29,1937, Percy Grainger conducted his Lincolndiire 
Posev with the Williams’ Band at Town Hall in New York. This was the first time 
the work was performed in its entirety. About a month before at an ABA 
conference, a band performed five of the six movements, but our ccmcert was the 
first complete performance. 'Yours truly’ was fcxtunate to play the first comet 
part!”°  Nkretta entered the UniversiQr c f Michigan the fall term of 1937 to complete 
his bachelcMS degree. Meretta recalled, "I was teaching fnivately in New York and 
heard of an opening at the University of Nfichigan for a teadiing asastanL One of 
my private students wanted to go to college, so I suggested he audition for the 
positicn by tape. He flayed his comet, and I flayed the piano. We sent the tape to 
Bill Revelli. Revelli wrote back and said the position was filled. Following this, I 
thought the field was wide < ^ n  and suspected there was something in dus 
student’s playing, Revelli didn’t like. So I wrote to Revelli, and by return mail, 
Revelli said 1 had the j(* ! 1 think the Williams background and the Mtycr Bowes’ 
experience helped.”®
Nferetta taught beginning trumpet methods to music educaticm mayors while 
attending the univeraty as a full-time student In the summer of 1938, he entered 
the master’s {xogram while simultaneously earning his bachelor’s degree. In the 
fall, he accepted an crffer to become the assistant band director of the b i^  schod 
band in Lenoir, North Carolina. Meretta was impressed with the school system 
saying, "It was quite a  setup; they had their own band buses and building! The 
director was James C Harper. Periuy» you wouldn’t know that name unless you
”  Ibid., 129. 
”  Ibid., 129.
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read his book. Getting Resalts With School Bands. He was from a wealdiy family, 
and bend was his bobby. AfterW orid W ar I, he started the high school band in 
Lenoir. In college he mzyored in history and finance. He went to the University of 
NcHih Carolina and to Davidscm College. We went to festivals for our sectitni 
which was an area between Washingtrm, D C. and Fimida. Captain Harper was 
dedicated to building an excellent band program.”**
Completing his master’s in the summer of 1940, William Revelli called 
offering him a full-time positirm. Meretta said, **ln January 1942,1 joined die 
faculty at the University o f h/ficingan as their first full-time brass instructcy. I taught 
all the brasses, tuba r i^ t  cm up to trum ps! Now, there are specialists on every 
instnnnent!”** In the fall 1945, Meretta Irft the University of Nfichigan to become 
the Director of Bands and Wind Instrument Instruction at Western Michigan 
University. M erita  commented, "When 1 started in 1945, there were only four or 
five faculty; now there are forty-six! 1 had to teadi ^ o y th in g , evœ  the woodwinds 
and percussicHL Thank goodness for my experience at Lenoir, because that is what 
I had to do in puWic school. I apçücd the l)^lliams’ lesson fcmnat 1 learned at the 
schocd with all my wind instnnnent students at western MichigaiL The Williams 
experience helped me again!”**
”  Ibid., 130. 
”  Ibid.. 130. 
“  Ibid., 131.
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CHAPTERS 
ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
This study will examine the influence of Ernest S. Williams on the teaching 
ccxitent and philosophy four trumpet professors; Leonard B. Smith, Raymond 
D. Crisara, Robert E. Nagel, and Leonard V. Meretta. A questionnaiie was 
designed to solicit responses from a varieQr of questions regarding the teaching of 
Ernest S. Williams as well as their own teaching. During the interviews, an effort 
was made to ask each participant identical questirms, but responses would often 
lead to additional questions. As a result o f those interviews, a pedagogical picture 
emerges of the teaching o f Emest S. Williams. To detam ine the influence of Ernest
S. Williams on the teaching of, it is useful to construct an overview of Williams’ 
teaching from the interviews. The reader is directed to the zqqrendices for a complete 
reading d* interviews to gain additional insights.
Four areas will be used to ccmstruct a model o f  Williams’ teaching for 
comparison; Williams’ f^losophy of teaching, his use of curriculum materials, his 
demeanor with students, and specific teaching techniques used by Williams.^ The 
techniques to be examined are lesscm format, group lessons, warmup and 
maintenance routines, vaiiaticn of written exercises, slurring, memorization, 
register, extended techniques, small ensemble playing, the use of homs other than 
B-flat, teaching classical versus commercial paying, and Williams’ strengths and 
weaknesses as a teacher.
Williams’ teaching was based upcm the preparation of his students fcx the
The teadung tecfaniques discussed he» are not inctnsive and represeat infoanadoo 
gathered fiom the survey. For a complete discussion, the reader is referred to Dr. Keith Winking’s 
dissertation. Emest S. Willianw. Virtunsn and FAicatnc: A Biographical Survey rfK s  
Philosoohi*» *nd Tmrhnigne* The University of Texas at Austin. 1993. Dr.Winldng has 
smnmarized specific techniques used by Williams as described by alumni of the ESW School. 
These techniques are proper breath management, embouchure control, a complete range, endurance, 
a dmough knowledge of scales, tone production, proper practice habits, the use (rf* an arched 
tongue (Tah-ee). transposition, and s ^  discipline with initiative.
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rigors o f the professioiial world of music. Trumpet/comet players o f the period 
performed in concert bands, orchestra, and commercial sitings. Williams bdieved 
two Qypes o f playing were requiied for professional players: the more desired soft, 
restrained playing which Mended with the strings and woodwinds of the orchestra 
and solo com ^ playing in the concert band; and loud, powerful playing which was 
required by military trump^ers and dance bands.* \^^lliains cautioned players to 
avMd the latter by saying, ‘*Hdd>Tnnnpeters (and many other performers who play 
loudly all the time) Mten use the diaphragm to such an extrait ttiat the abiliQr for 
delicate (Waying in varied ranges, so necessary for difficult solo work and cochestral 
s^le, is greatly impaired.”* Williams* basic premise was for the student to learn the 
language of the trum pet so as to be able to conquer any musical situaticm. Crisara 
quoted Williams as saying, “You must learn to do what trumpet players are 
expected to do. Once you’ve learned the language, nothing will give you trouble.”* 
Williams’ teaching was nrm-specific, giving die student a general direction 
in which to fxoceed. The student was to determine the means by which to attain the 
desired outcome. Crisara noted that when he asked for such help, Williams would 
respond, “ T don’t know how you’re going to do i t  You go w o k  with i t  and 
you’ll find out how to do i t ’ This view was a  central theme for his teadiing. 
Williams’ own words reveal an insight into his thinking. He said, “When we are in 
tune with nature’s requirements, the playing of any brass instrument is 
comparatively easy. Our proMems arise when we attempt to do something in a way 
which cannot be done. Three technics should be synchronized and developed
" Emest S. WilUans, “AoMems in dw Teaching of Brass Instniments,” The School 
Mnmaan 1936, 13-14.
" Ibid., The Sectet of  Terfmigiie-Presctvalioo (New Yodc Charles Colin PoUisbeis. 
1946). 2.
** See Appendix Two. 86.
“ See Appendix Two. 91.
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simultaneously: breath technic, lip tedinic. and finger technic."®
Williams was an insomniac and worked long houis.® His students were 
expected to do the same. Crisara commented on this point, "I've asked other 
Williams’ students what th ^  learned from him. The response was usually, 'I don’t 
know!’ We learned a lot from inm, but nothing specific. He taught us to work band! 
He would teadi me late in the evening. He might schedule my lesscm at 11:00 at 
night and 1 would go down to his studio and be there until 230  in the mcxning! 
[Dcm] Jacoby told me, Williams would stay up late writing music and have him 
come down extern at 2:00 in the morning to play through his composidcm!"® 
Williams was steeped in the comet traditicm and the nuyority of his 
perfwmance career was in a variety prestigious concot bands of the era. It was 
not until relativdy late in his career that he also peifcumed in several ochestras. He 
taught from the available literature of the time, whicdt was primarily comet 
literature. Brfcxe 1937, he (xedcmnnatdy used Arban’s Ccsnplete Conservatory 
Method forTium petaugmented by the Saint-Jacome’s Grand Method fcarTmmpet 
and Com et comet solos of the poiod, and Williams’ own Complete Method for 
Trumpet and Com et voliunes 1 and 11 published in 1935 and volume 111 puUished 
in 1937. In 1937, he began using newer materials as they becsone available, adding 
his own Methcxl for Transposition- Chariier’s Thiitv-Six Transcendental Etudes.^ 
Henri Chavanne’s Twentv-Rve Charactprisri<r F in d »  Schlossberg’s Dailv Drills. 
and Walter Smith's TopTcmes. Robert Nagd notes that orchestral studies were not 
available when he was a  student of Williams, but that be did work in William’s 
transpositicm method. Meretta stated that in tus lessons, Williams did not work cm 
"Williams. 13.
«  Winkmg. 12.
“  See Appendix Two, 95.
" Alcbooeh Chadier's Thntv-Six TrmnsoendcmCal Etudes was first pnbUsbed in 1926, 
neidier Smith nor Meretta recall Wiliams naing the text widt them.
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oichestral materials or tianspositioa. Meretta speculates, “I don’t think in those 
lessons he to t*  up transposition. He directed the (Hchestra at the school, and I think 
he felt you got it there.”"  However, Meietta’s lessons at the ESW School predate 
the puUicaticm of William’s transposition method.
Williams treated his students as individuals and was considered a 
psychologist and motivate»' by his students. His was often stem, but fair. Smith 
remarks, “He knew how to ^rproach each student and make you play. It wasn’t 
just a formula; go ahead and play your lesson, blah, blah, blah. He would get you 
to play to the best of your abilities.” Crisara observes that Williams treated students 
diffomitly saying, “Don Jacoby was his favorite. Jake earned it, because he was a 
marvelous player. I’m sure Williams thought Jacol^ in different terms than me. 
By comparison, I was an upstart Jake was already a player. If Jake wasn’t doing 
well, Williams would climb all over him and give him a real going-over. ’ If 1 
didn’t do well, Williams would say, ’He’s doing the best he can.’ At the time, 
Williams conducted the band at New Yc»k University and had a few o f us play as 
“ringers.” Once while playing, 1 did something wrong. He looked at me shaking 
his hands and said, ’You rascal, you. Why do you play like that?* He probably 
thought that was the strongest term I could accept and still frmctitm! Everybody was 
different”®'
Nagel had no direct knowledge o f Williams’ treatment of students, other 
than himself. However, he did relay a  story tcdd to him by another Williams’ 
student Jimmy Burke. Nagel ccmtinues, ’They were doing s(»nething like the 
French National Anthem w  the 1812 Ovature, and Ammy Burke was pobably 
playing the solo ccnnet chair. \^Uiam s told .Rmmy to play the sixteenth note late, as 
in the French sQde, with douMe dotted notes. Burke played almost a thirty-second
“  See Appendix Hve, 137. 
” See Appendix Three, 87.
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note. The next (by, while playing Beethoven’s The Consecration of the House. 
they (ame to some typical dotted eighth diytfams, but Jimmy played a dotted thirty- 
second figure as befcue. .Rmmy said Williams stopped die rehearsal and asked, 
‘Jimmy, what are you dcsng?’ Jimmy responcfed, ‘That’s the way you told me to 
play those figures. ’ But not in Beethoven! Williams looked at him and said,
Jimmy, your ignorance is refreshing!’ That tells me something of him. I never saw 
that side of T/^^ams.”®
Williams’ lesson format was centered around the materials he chose for his 
students, especially Smith and Meretta. Williams’ primary material for them was the 
Arban method. The lesson was structured using the fcrflowing exercises:
Topic Page Exercise
Scales 61 12, 21, :
Chromatics 79 8
Flexibility 42 18
Arpeggios 142 48
Intervals 125 all
Single Tongue 28 19 only
Triple Tongue 153 various
DouMe Tcmgue 175 various.
Leonard Meretta recalls his lessons with Williams noting, “I would walk 
into his studio. He was seated by his desk, and I played my lesson standing. He 
would say, ‘Okay, Leonard, let’s do the scales. Okay, page sixty-one: number 
twelve.’ I have in front o f me the Arban bcxik. Williams had us perform the 
following scales starting on page sixty-one; numbers twelve, twenty-<me, twenty- 
seven, thirty-three, thir^-nine, forty-nine, fifty-four, âxty-one, and sixty-seven; 
four sharps, four flats and the key of C. ‘Now, let’s do the flexibility study, page
' See Appendix Four. 108.
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forty-twcK number eighteen.' Then I did die two-octave duomatics cm page 
sevenQr-nine; number eight and the intervals on page forty-two. Then the 
arpeggios, some triple, double tonguing. He might omit something of the latter 
part, but we always ran through die scales! Then I would do die solo and maybe an 
Arban characteristic stiitfy. Sight reading was a  rare part erf* the lesscm. In my 
lessons, Williams only used the Arban and his book, when it came out in 1936.1 
imagine in thirty or forty lessons, I played diose same scales from Arban every 
week! Then in the \A^lliams’ bcxik he expanded cm them. Getting back to those 
flexibility studies [page forty-two, number eighteen in Arban], how wonderful it 
would have been had Williams expancfed those studies with me as he did for 
Walter. But he was a brass teacher, a  band director six days a  wedc, and an 
orchestra director three times a  week. He was running a schcml and writing a bcxik. 
When was he going to find time to do mcme? If you loc^at page sevenQ^-eight in 
the Arban, you find the two cmtave chromatics scales. We did those every lesscm! 
Then he would have me go to page one hundred twmity-flve and do the intervals, 
then arpeggios; 1 played page one hundred forty-two every lesscm, all of them, but 
only the m ^ors! He never heard me {day beyond that pcmit In the Williams bcmk, 
he takes it up to high E-flat [p c^  155]. He didn’t cto the expanded scale work to E- 
flat with me until his book came out my last year at the MflUiams’ Schcxd. Those 
high range studies in volume two did wonders for me!"^
Leonard Smith remembers a am ilar experience for his lessons, “When 1 had 
my lessons with Williams, he would say to me, 'A ll right Lecmard, now suppose 
we start with our scales. ' 1 would play number thirty-three in the Arban bcxdc, then 
forty-nine, twelve, twenty-one, twenty-seven, thirty-nine, fifty-four until 1 finished 
the scales. He expected me to {day those flawlessly, whicdi 1 had to learn to do! 1 
played the scales, lip slurs, intervals, chords, triple tcmgue, double tcmgue, single
’ See i^ ppeadix Hve. 139.
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tcngue, long tcmes, and flexibUiQr exercises; those nine {biases o f the playing. It 
was very simple because if you do dûs routine on a  regular basis, you covered 
everything you would see in the professional worid. The worst thing people are 
axifrcmted with is the fear of turning over the page and suddenly seeing something 
they can’t play. But dûs routine insured success. It gave you confidence!*’^
Crisara recalls that Williams exposed him to the wwk of Théo Charlier, 
Walter Snûth, and Henri Chavarme. Crisara continues, **WiIliams taught from the 
materials he chose and the challenges th ^  presented. In his teaching, he would 
cover as much of the language of the instrument as possible and materials which 
presented that language. His goal was for you to leam how to play any comet solo 
or trumpet literature (û* the period, or literature that n û ^ t  come in the future.”’'
Nagel’s lessons with Williams at JuUiard consisted of the Arban, 
Schlossberg’s Dailv Drills, Chariier’s Thirtv-Six Etudes. Smith’s Top Tones, and 
Williams’s Method forTranspositicm for Trumpet and Comet explairûng that 
Williams limited the lessons material to those areas and combiiûng than  in different 
ways. Nagel notes that he did not study cxchestral literature, which he thought he 
needed to do. Nagel adds, "We didn’t do any orchestral excerpts. If you wanted to 
study excerpts, you had to copy them from the score; they weren’t published like 
today.”'*
Williams did not use or emphasize the term, "warm-up”, as it is today; 
inftfpad he ccxicentrated on areas for maintenance and growth and "renewing ones’ 
teduûque daily.”** In 1946, he wrote his book. The Secret of Technique- 
Preservation which covers the essentials for maintaining one’s tecimique with
' See Appendix Two. 65.
See Aiqiendlix Three. 92.
See Appendix Four. 110.
”  V ^ am s. The Secret of  TBchnimie.fte3ervation. 2.
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minimal piacdoe.^ Crisara ccmments on Williams’ approach by saying, ‘*What was 
important to him was a daily routine o f scales, lip slurs, and articulations, including 
low and high register work.*^
Earlier in his teaching career, Williams concentrated on the printed exercise 
and did not vary them for his students. Both Smith and Meretta comment on this 
very point In contrast Nagel notes that Williams did vary the printed exercises 
with him! This contradiction in mAhorWogy can be explained when we recognize 
that many teachers modify seemingly rigid or limited pedagogical approaches the 
Icmger they teach.
Williams was among a number o{ early tnunpet/comet pedagogues in the 
I930’s to suggest the use of an arched tongue to facilitate lip slurs and wrote about 
it in The School Musician^ and his Complete Modem Method forTrumpet and 
Cornet.^
fvkmonzadon was highly encouraged by ^^liam s fw  the presentaticm of 
cornet solos. Smith remarks by saying, ’^ When you stood and played your solos, 
you never played it with music. You memorized, so you could play it 
professionally.’*^
The methods of Arban and Saint-Jacome used by V^lliams in his teaching 
do not stress high register playing as seen in contempwary settings. Williams wrote 
only a  few exercises in his method book addressing this concept and emphasized
Had, 2.
" See Appendix Three, 90.
tMOiams. '"ProMems in the Teaching of Brass Instnnnents, 14.
" Emest S. Williams, CranMete Modem Method fo r T nanpe t and C ornet (New Yrak 
Cbades Odin, 1936), 157. For a more complete reading on this and other oranet techniques, see 
Jtdm Lawrence VfcCaon, "A IfistoiyafTnmipet and Comet Pedagogy in the United States 1840- 
1942" (DM. diss.. Indiana University, 1989).
* See Appendix Two, 64.
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the use of breath management to facilitate the upper register. ^
Williams used two different extended tediniques to demcmsiraie 
embouchure ccmtrol to ids stuctents. He was able to play a  scale without the use of 
valves and was also able the play a three note diord through multiphonics." All of 
the prtdessors interviewed learned to do the technique but minimized its effect and 
usefulness, giving no specifics cm how to achieve the desired outccme.
The use of small ensemUes was limited to trumpet duets, tiios, and 
cpxartets. Nagel comments on dns point by saying, “[Williams] didn’t get involved 
in anything like that at JuUiard. As a matter o f fact, nobody did. There wasn’t such 
a thing. You could have gone through JuUiard and never played anything but a 
trumpet duet’*
Williams taught Ae language of the instrument and did not concentrate on 
teaching any specific type c f  playing such as orchestral literature or commercial 
music. Music programs of the period were geared towards teaching Ae large 
ensembles of orchestra and band, and comet literature. AlAough several of 
Williams’ students bad very successful careers in the commercial field (of particular 
note is Don Jacol^), >A^ams personaUy did not like Ais Qrpe erf* playing and
W iniam s. C onrotete M nH fm  M i-rfiod fo r T nnnpet and  Conxt. 155 and  186- 192.
** W iniam a refers rn C iut V faria vnn W ehgr’ « r^m certiim  in  E  for HoiP and Ordiestia 
O p s 4 5  Iwrinm 1806,  poUished 1815) as die source for this ledmiqiie. Weber wrote tfaree and 
four note diocds to be played amnltaneonsly by the soloist dirough nmltiphomcs; Williams, 
C x m ia ie te \k id a n \M m Â r trT m n p t* sm iir iw n r*  300 Thi« ia a im  m enrim ied in
I ^ s -F ira n c o ia  nanpriM*!» rn»ari«eL M erim d for  K gh-H nn i and T /w -H nm  dated  1824-and  tianalated 
by JcfBpevL. Sneddttr m The ffistnr^ od Sodetv Journal 9 f 1997): 38. Dauprat writes,
“Yrnilriphnnifia « t i i r h a r f ?  ptuytiK^wt n«i «nm>> Inw  tnnea n f  rii^  hnm ^ and a i t  c m n h in e r i Wfith th e
head-voicc that comes from the nose. Pnnto [natural bom player for W. A. Mozart and others] who 
did them mnch better than any who have had a hand in them since, adcnowlec^ed the ease and the 
n d icm lm a n a a  n f  them  liw narif Therrfnwe  le a v e  tfi th e  chariaTana r h e e » tranw lifiary m eans that sm t 
only mediocri^. that Stun only the ignorant, and rqwlaecomioisaeurs and true attists equally.**
“ See ^ipeodix Four. 115.
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referred to it as ‘*BaIly-hoo”music.“
With the exception of Smith, all Ae professors expressed a desire fcx 
Williams to have played more in Aeir lessons. M erita  also expressed a desire for 
additional literature in his lessens wiA Williams. Meretta particularly commented,
“I wished he had assigned me newer and more literattire. The literature was limited 
to Arban, his studies, and Ae cexnet solo literature Ae day. If he had time for 
research, he might have expanded Ae repertcxre for his students. There were 
exercises from Arban I Ad wiA my students, that Williams Ad not do. He Just 
Adn’t have Ae time to do Aem m the lessens. He was an administrator, a teacher 
and conductor, and gave lessons to all the brass players.*^
THE TEACHING OF LEONARD B. SMITH
Leonard SmiA was influotced significantly by Emest S. Williams and in 
many ways copied his mentor’s successes. SmiA enjoyed a career as comet soloist, 
orchestral player, and as Ae foimder and conducted of the highly acclaimed Detroit 
Concert Band Sm iA’s pfailosc^y of teaching is emboAed m Ae literature he 
chose fcr fparhing and in Ae manner which he presented it.
SmiA carefully defined what he wanted his students to leam through Ae 
mastery of prescribed techniques he teamed from Williams. SmiA reflects, “I 
would be very insistent m Ae way they practiced I call Aem Ae nine phases o( 
playing, and I have used Aose wiA my students ever since [studying Aem wi A 
Williams]. They would [xactice the scales; m^cx, minor, and chrcxnatic; lip slurs, 
intervals, broken diords or arpeggios, triple tongue, double tcmgue, single tongue, 
Icmg tones, and flexibility exercises. I found that they cover everything that you
" Williams, “ProUeDis in the Teaching c i Brass Instmments”, 13. 
" See Appendix Hve. 139.
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have to play. So, in odier words, when you are playing in the symphony orchestra, 
you have to be atde to do this, you have to be able to do that, more so than in band, 
although in band, you have to have much more endurance which has to be 
developed, I found if my students had this regular practice routine, it was like 
covering all the bases, and they didn’t have to worry.”** When aslœd if there were 
materials Smith used that Williams had not. Smith stated clearly, “I used the 
materials Williams had used with me. They worked for him, so I didn’t feel it 
necessary to change them.”*^
Smith describes his [dhlosopby and tedmique in an article in 1956; an 
advertisement for the forma* Roth-Reynolds instrument company, which he 
repesented at the time. Smith discusses the requisite areas all trum pd and ccxnet 
players need to maintain their technique. They are; the four techniques of breath, 
tongue, lip, finger, breathing; slurring using an arched tcmgue; the nine phases of 
{^ying; scales, intervals, lip  slurs, arpeggios, triple, double, and single tonguing, 
flexibility exercises, and long tones; and his warm-up."*
Smith writes, "Our daily practice routine should be so designed as to enable 
us to acquire, develop, arxl strmigthen technique. Therefore, we must have a 
complete command of the several available techniques with which we play our 
instrument before any real artistic approach can begin. In the playing of the comet 
or the trumpet, we micounter and deal with four techniques; breath, tcmgue, lip, and 
finger. Each of these is related one to the other. They must be coordinated and 
synchronized perfectly as cme.”*^
** See Appendix Two, 64. 
"Ibid., 64.
" Leonard B. Smith, Y»n ran Ptav Better. IBnts on Pmrriomp ((Teveland: Roth- 
Reynolds Inc., 1956), 3.
" Ibid.. 3.
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Twenty years eailier, Williams wrote in The School Mu.«acian- “When we 
are in tune with nature’s requirements, the playing of any brass instrument is 
comparatively easy. Our problems arise when we attempt to do something in a way 
in which it cannot be done. Three technics should be synchronized and developed 
simultaneously; breath technic, lip technic, and finger technic. Brasses are not 
difficult instruments as far as fingering is concerned, but it takes a studious 
persevering individual to woric out an accurate, dependable breath technic.”* The 
two articles are very similar in tone and content, indicating analogous thinking 
between Smith and Williams.
Smith designated his process of warm-up as the “Four Don’ts.” Smith 
notes, “1 told my students my ‘Four Don’ts’ of warm up (see figure 1). When 
starting out; dcm’t play loud, don’t play soft, don’t play high, don’t play low. 
Begin with several long tones in the middle register and expand out in these four 
areas until your lips feel about the same every day you play. Then 1 would do some 
chromatics, single tongue patterns with intervals through the seven valve positions, 
slurs, and some finger-flexing drills. Your lips do not feel the same every day, so 
you have to accommodate the circumstance by the time you take in preparing, so 
that your lips will feel today as close as they did yesterday! As 1 said before, your 
lips are never the same any two times. Now if a  person will believe that, he will 
acctxnmodate that situaticm in his warm-up!”* Smith encouraged his students to do 
this warm-up before the lesson and to be prepared to play for him as the lesscm 
began just as Williams had dcme with him. Smith explains, “He [Williams] would
'* Williams, “Aoblems in tlK Teaching Brass Instruments”. 13. 
'* See Appendix Two. 66.
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Figure 1. Lecmard B. Smith s Warm up. Published by the Roth-Reynolds Company for an 
advertisement for “Contempora Trumpets and Comets”, 1956.
Leonard Smith's Warm-Up Drills
Th« following nnempi#» oro «xearpt* from Iho sovotol worm-op driBs utod ond odvoeotod by Itooord 
SmHb. It it raeoounondod Ihot Iho ployar onlorgo open Ihot* iHustrotioHt  indicated by otlorit&t 
(*l at wBI by «mploying the vorioot vobo combinotiont;
io-a-1 -I-  *-1 -21
Z 3  3  j
tONG TONES —  ploy In order given. Hold eoch 25-35 teconds. Ploy about mesxo.{octo. No waver or vibrato in 
the tone. Be etpeâoBy corebd of ottocfc ond releoto of oB tonet . At fhtt, eBminote the ereteendo and diminuendo, 
loter, abterve these for each lone.
^  /5V /T\ /T\
SINCCE TONGUING —  obo to  bo ployed pp, p , mp, f, ff os weO os in oB valve combinotiens. Use daBy to 
develop speed.
For Bp and bock of the tongue flexibility
(Advanced ployefs. Abe do thb tonguing}
Used with pennissicm of the author.
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Some itiiarestnig finger-flexing drfib:
Rrpemt Ten Thmet Ten Tim et Ten Tim et Ten Tim et
Repeat Tea T im et Ten Tim et
Used with permissioD of the author.
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expect you to take the time befwe you played to be warmed up. It’s your business 
to do your pieliminaries outside die job. When you sat stage for the first 
number, you were to be ready to play. If you were not, they wcnild somebody 
else!””
Additional techniques used by Smith with bis stutknls were an arched 
tongued for slurring, memcvizaticm of solo material, and variation ( f  lessen 
materials. Smith commented he varied exercises assigned to his students, but 
Williams did not, a point made by both Ciisaia and Meretta. Smith also notes that 
he offered more explanation to his students than Williams did for him, ‘*1 defined 
the different techniques more than i^Iliam s did with me, so die student knew what 
he was doing. VHUiams would say, ’You do this,’ and you did i t  You didn’t know 
why you were doing i t  He didn’t take the time to explain it to die studmiL 1 
probaWy felt 1 could give the student the additicnal informatiai to make it more 
plausible to tnm."”
With regards to register playing. Smith’s conceits are similar to Williams. 
Although Williams rarely gave instructions cm how to achieve a  desired dfect. 
Smith would give his students that necessary information. Smith explains further, 
‘T he upper register is not difficult if  the player prepares himself properly. Many 
times the teacher can’t show the student how to do it because he plays incorrectly 
himself! You have to be a good examine fw  the students, so they get the necessary 
information. Now if students couldn't play high, 1 would have them begin in the 
middle part of the ro ister and expand upward. 1 always explained to my students 
how to do i t  If it is not explained to them, they will becmne frustrated, so you have 
to explain i t  This is the natural process for growth. Your embouchure and high 
register won ’t come overnight and neither will your loud and soft register. Y ou
’•Ibid.. 65. 
•'Ibid., 68.
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have to be willing to lake small steps over a  poiod of time. If things aren’t 
working, stop Iw aoonple o f dzgrs, rest, and then oontmue: If you explain this to 
the student, they won’t get too frustrated. You have to have your technique 
develr^ted, so you can play it when and where it belongs. It im ’t a  question of 
being able to play a double high C l  know many people who can play a douUe 
high C  but they can’t play a  top G when the oondnctor calls for it!””
Smith has no particular method for the pedal register since he believes it a 
novdty, primarily because there was ”nothmg written for i t ” Smith elaborates. “I 
dcn’t see any reason for spending time on i t  The purposed' practice is to be able to 
play wfaat you see in frcmt o f you and j^ay it  ocxrecdy. That’s your aim and 
objective.”” When asked about the aJbihty to play a  three note chord. Smith 
respcmded that he had indeed learned how to  do i t  but it too was a  stunt and not 
worthy of serious study because no literaime was writtoi for it either.”
Smith performed on the B-flat trumpet cnr oarasi almost exclusively as did 
Williams. On occasion someone would request a  different instrument most often a 
C trumpet and Smith would accommodate them, but he was most comfortable on 
the B-flaL”
Like Williams, Smith made no difference between commercial and classical 
playing. Smith remarks, '*What you choose to pday later cm is your own business. 
You have to be aUe to play your instrumari as a  musician because you are going to 
be playing with good quality musicians r^ard less of the instruments you play.””
"IWd.,68. 
"Ibid.. 69. 
"n*<L,69. 
"Ibid., 70.
n»d.,69.
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THE TEACHING OF RAYMOND D. CRISARA
Ray Crisaia’s phiioa^fay o f  leaching trumpet is very similar to Emest S. 
Williams. Many the phrases )^^Uiams used with students, Crisara also uses, 
such as, “Don’t ever foiget; it’s 90% the man,” and “You must capture the 
importance o f this instrument If you’re going to play trumpet, you must have the 
courage to go for something and know drat if you miss i t  they’re going to hear it 
Iw  seven blodcs!”*' When asked if Crisara teaches the tedmiques c f  Williams the 
same way as Williams, Crisara responded, “I would say our final goals are very 
similar. The goal is to have a  fundamental knowledge and application of the 
language of the trumpjet You got to have your technique in p>lace to the degree that 
you can satisfy virtually anything a ctmduclw would ask you to do. If you dont 
have those tools, youte not ready to go out and work. I have tried to pass 
Williams’ philosophy on to my students. My current and fonner students have 
commented to me that they talk to their students about me and the people who were 
around me, just as I talked to Aem about \A^Uiams and the people who surrounded 
him. If this is true, then the philosc^y cf Williams is being carried rat to future 
generations.”*
Crisara uses several o f the same teaching materials Williams used wiA him. 
Williams exposed Crisara to Chariier’s Thirtv-Six Transcendental Studies. Henri 
Chavanne’s Twentv-Hve Characteristic Fmdes and W alter SmiA’s Top Tones and 
Crisara uses Aem wiA his students for the same reasons. In additicm, Crisara also 
uses Maurice Andre’s Twelve Caprices. Vem Reynolds’ Forty-eight Etudes. 
Arfaan-Maire Complete Grand Method forT nim p^  and Comet -Volum e TTÏ and 
Bitsch’s Twenty Etudes, because the “rhythms are more sofAisticaied and present
*’ See Appendix Three. 85. 
"Ibid., 92.
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diallenges byroad Ae Arban characteristic studies.””  Crisara continues, "My 
doctoral level students may even run out of material oi value. I use the Chaynes, 
Tomasi, Aanm Harris, Bozza’s Sixteen Etudes. Friese, and Boutry. People who 
can play these materials have trumpet playing where it belongs.”""
Crisara notes that Williams treated his students dUTerently which may be 
considoed contrary to current trends. Crisara does this as w dl. Crisara states, 
"Williams read his p e t^ e  welL One he would baby, one he would ctyole, and at 
another, he would rave! It dspeaded on the person involved. I do it the same way.
I ’ve told a student to put his bom away and go cm hcxne! He needed to hear i t  To 
others, I have said ixst to weary because to scold them would only be adding to Ae 
problem.”""
As wiA Williams, Crisara tdrains from a concept of warming-up. He 
prefers to think of this process as a  routine of drills and daily maintenance and 
states the term "warm-up” speaks of an apology! MBs routine lasts foity-fîve 
minutes to an hour, but can be abridged if time does not allow. Crisara explains the 
process, "I have a  spedric routine, but I can also mcxhfy i t  so it doesn t become 
boring. I take certain sections of it and have my students do i t  The routine depends 
on Ae students* development and is different for everyone. It contains lip slurring, 
scales, articuladcm patterns, arxl register growth. I begin wiA slow lip slurs. I don’t 
do long tones. N/fy first exercise is the fifA frcxn low C up to G, the fourA from Ae 
G to C including the sixA from G to E. If I have students at this level in Aeir drills. 
I’m careful to say this is what I do; it’s comfortaUe for me. If it doesr’t work for 
them, I do something else or modify i t  I do lip slurs up to high F. That register 
needs to be wcnkable. I do two octave chromatics up to high F, maybe F  sharp and
”  Ibid.. 96. 
‘••Ibid., 96.
191Ibid.. 96.
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G. I do scale patterns out o f the Williams’ book or the Arban book. If it’s from the 
Arban, I elongate them because the range is limited. I do two octave scale patterns 
to the tonic, both slurred and articulated. I do diatonic fifths in diflerait keys. I 
reverse them, so they becomes diatonic fourths. I do triads and reverse them to get 
sixths. I do them articulated and slurred.”"^ The influetMe o f W iliam s is dearly 
present, as dus routine is similarto the materials presented in Williams’s Secret of 
Techmque-Rneservation.
When asked about perftxming from memtxy for Williams, Crisara said, ‘*lt 
wasn’t a requirement, but we c^ten did it. During a public concert, it was expected 
you would perform from memory.” Crisara eix»uiages memcxy for a student if it 
improves the performance and added, “My main job is to help the student do his 
best If memorizing makes it bdter, fme.”"°
When the topic of register was discussed, Crisara explained he has bis 
students start in the middle ro ister and etpand outward. Crisara does not advocate 
working in the pedal r a s te r  because “Williams did not emphasize the pedal 
register, and neither do 1 .1 don’t know many players who play in the pedal regista^ 
with the same embouchure th ^  play in other registers. For me, improving the 
practical language the trumpet is time b^ter spent” Crisara makes no difference 
in the teaching between classical and oooamercial students stating, “My job is to 
produce weH-rmmded players. 1 dcm’t think there is a big difference between the 
two.”*"
Unlike Williams who performed only on a B-flat trumpet or ccxnet Crisara 
does utilize the use of small hcxns. During his career as a fredance player in New 
Ycxk, Crisara usually carried three homs: a  B-flat a  flugel, and a Selmer piccolo.
Ibid., 91. 
■“ Ibid.. 97. 
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Crisara emphasizes the m ^ority o f his students {day the B-flat tium pet Crisara 
continues, ‘T he C trum{iet is not the instrument o f choice in my studio. The C 
tnmx{)et is easier to play than the B-flat, so I would rather students study on the B- 
flaL I teach my studmits the hardest instrument and then the otho* instruments 
are easier. I believe to do it the other way is wrong. [However,] students use the 
instrument of choice as needed. If someone has done the fbydn Concerto cm B-flat 
and would like K) do it on an E-flat, 1 would agree. Then we discuss it as needed in 
a lesson. If a  student wants to leam to {day the {dcccdo trum{r^ 1 have him begin 
with Bach-like scales and chcxdal studies to become acquainted with the hcmL 
Studoits may be tempted to over blow the instrument if they are not careful. 1 tell 
my students the ideal situaticm is to have two {dcccdo trum {)^ because thqr serve 
different pur{X)ses, one for breadth and warmth and the other for lightness and 
E^lity. Regardless of the horn, you still must play musically!”'**^
THE TRUMPET TEACHING OF ROBERT NAGEL
Robert Nagel’s philosophy of trumpet is to {3re{xae a student to bridge the 
gap between graduate school and the {jrcdessional wcnid. Nagel noted that this was 
also William’s goal for him when he was a student at The JuUiard Schocd. Nagel’s 
desire is to “round out” a  student’s playing, but he believes many students 
miscalculate aspects o f their {daying. Nagel explained, “Many times, the way a 
student handled an as{)ect of his playing was easily acceptaide fw  the {nofessicmai 
world. They were not aware of how well they dicL 1 would tell them, ‘Hey listen, 
there are a lot of guys in  New York that can’t do that, and they’re earning a  living.’ 
Also, many students didn’t know how deficient they were in other as{)ects of their 
playing. Many students misjudged the things they did wdl and the things they
'•’Ibid.. 94.
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didn’t do well. I felt my job was to point out both of these areas.”""
Nagd notes that Williams used only a few materials, but combined them in 
a m anno'as to extract additional benefit Nagel remarks, ‘T he whole year I studied 
with Williams, he used Schlossberg, some Arban review, and also transposition 
out of his book, which I think, is the best transposition book for young people, 
depending on how you use i t  I did a  few Charlier Etudes and [Smith’s] Top 
Tcmes. He limited it to those areas and combined them in different ways. We didn’t 
do any orchestral excerpts. If you wanted to study excerpts, you had to copy them 
from the score; they weren’t published like today. I did this in my own teadiing as 
well, by taking an etude and using it as a  b^inning point to reinforoe additional 
techniques. If an etude was articulated. I’d have my students slur i t ”'"'
When asked if Nagel had a  specific curriculum, he responded yes, but 
added that it was flexiUe. He uses solo pieces, technical studies, and orchestral 
excerpts to develop a  student’s technique. Nagel uses several o f Williams books, 
the Supplementarv Studies for Advanced Students and the Method for 
Tianspositi(M forT nim p^ and CnmeL Nagel believes there is nothing supericx to 
the Arban Method, but there are additional materials he will use, such as French 
materials which go farther with technique than Arban. At Yale, Nagel uses his own 
Sneed Studies. Snidi«: in ContempOTarv Music. Rhytht|]tr Studiftg as well as his 
edited version of Brandt’s Thirtv- Four Studies (Ordiestra Etudes), Falk’s Twentv 
Atonal Studies. Chailier’s Thirtv Six Transcendental Fnidas the Twentv Etudes by 
Bitsch, Smith’s Top Tones. Balasanyan’s Twentv Studies, and 100 Studi Melodid 
by Caffarelli.'*" Nagd believes there is too much m aloial fœ  students to leam as the 
danands of playing have increased ova- time, particularly in orchestral work. Nagel
'** See Appendix Four. 114.
Ibid.. n o .
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stales, “Hairy Glantz was playing in a symphony when he was sixteen. The 
lepertoiie for the cxchestra was limited then. What was he playing, Brahms’ 
symphonies? Maybe an occasional work more ctemanding. It’s harder to be 
orchestral players today. They have to play solo works, difficult symphtmies, and 
brass quintets as part of their services. Today, the amount of time we have to teach 
students is limited in ccxnparison tt> the amount they must learn. You try to acquaint 
them with everything, so they can follow dirough later on their own. Teaching 
wasn’t that way in those days. Actually, if 1 had gone to Williams for a course 
study lasting four years, 1 probably could have covered everything he wanted to 
teach and do it Aoroughly. 1 don’t think you can do that today. There’s too much to 
learn and too much teaching material available to meet that demand.”"
Robert Nagd recalls that Williams was “business-like”and did not “dabble” 
in his lessons and conjectures that Williams’ state of mind was due, in part, to 
WWII and the resulting drain of students cm the ESW school. Nagel chooses to 
focus on the playing c f his students and not any extraneous issues they may have. 
Nî^el exigeâtes, “This is somediing about teaching and about my being successful 
or not successful. 1 always distanced myself frran those issues and would stick to 
the facts. 1 shied away from that, because 1 felt 1 couldn’t read peofde or
situations...
Several of Nagd’s teaching techniques have been influoiced by Williams. 
Williams had Nagd {day tbrou^i an entire etude bdcse he would make a comment 
about his playing. Nagd uses the same technique with his students to highlight 
areas of their playing needing im{xovemenL Ife has students {day through an etude 
and then makes a few comments. He then has die student play the exercise a  sectmd 
time. Nagel ccmtinues, “The results were uncanny. On the second time, they
Ibid, 111. 
"• Ibid.. 116.
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wouldn’t make the same mistake; thqr’d miss scanething new too far away before 
or after i t  Usually th ^  were not even aware of it! The problem was conœntratiotL 
There’s no oAer explanation for i t  It was really funny when I told them whatl had 
done and what had happened. This just points out that much of playing is 
concentration.”*"
Nagel’s apiaoach to warming-up did not come directly from AA^Uiams, but 
an earlier teacher, Fred Bosworth, whom Nagel stated was the most influential 
teacher (w  him. However, Nagel notes, “I think since Williams made so much out 
of Schlossberg’s Dailv Drills and he had me doing them, it would be that he would 
subscribe to that type of warm-up. But, by the time I studied with Williams, 1 
already had a comfortable warm-up routine.”"  ^What is sim ilar to Williams’ 
teaching is Nagel’s approach to maintaining his technique. Williams wrote his own 
text of the subject with the publicaticm o f The Secret of Technique Preservation 
( 1946). Williams routine takes approximately fwty-flve minutes, but can be 
abridged to thirQr mimites and is designed to maintain one’s technique through a 
modest warmup followed by twenty-foim majw and minor scales. This type of 
exercise was uniquely adapted to the comet era of Williams’ time. Nagel’s ccmcepts 
about maintaining  one’s level proficiency are similar to Williams as they are 
designed to assist a  player in maintaining his performance edge. But Nagel has 
ad^ted to the demands of music in the later twentieth century. Nagel reflects, 
"Over time 1 had modified Schlossberg as my own playing and the demands of 
playing had changed. 1 think you have to add to i t  What has changed in my own 
playing and in teaching, were the demands of playing and the student’s ^nlity to go 
beyond the range, endurance, and flexibility of Schlossberg. 1 wrote a book called 
Trumpet Skills, taken frcan materials 1 gave to students at Yale, or would do
“* Ibid., 114.
Ibid., 116.
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mysdf. When I put these ideas into a  book, I amplified them. There are exercises in 
there similar to Schlossberg, and I wrote them down just to fill in the boc^c But 
when I played them, I had a hard time, because they’re not that easy. They are an 
adjimct or a supplement to Schlossberg. They are a  wcxkout and not a  warm-up.”'"  
Another reason for writing Trum ps Skills was to maintain Nagel’s 
technique because ins fredance career in New York was coming to an end and he 
was primarily performing with the NYBQ. Nagel explained, “Trumpet Sküls also 
came about as a  matter ( f  necessity fcx' me to keep my playing in shape. For 
example, when the quintet had a tour ccnning up, I would use Trumpd Skills to get 
into shape to play our two hour concerts. I would grab a few minutes, whenever 
possible and pactice. I practice very concentrated for twenty to thirty minutes. If I 
hadn’t been {laying much and was out of shape, I would play two octave scales 
using thirds (see figure 2). This was very therapeutic for me. In Trumpet Skills. I 
wrote only two examples. Just to give the reader the main idea. But, I would play 
through all the keys. Ferm e, playing at the top of the staff causes the lips to change 
constantly, while it adjusts to each new note. This helped me very much. I would 
also play through a  book like Trumpet Skills. TopTcwes. Chariier, or Balasanyan 
(particularly the Balasanyan, because the tessitura is similar to a  first trumpet part).
I would put as much demand as I could on myself fcr twenQr to thirty minutes, 
within reascxi of course. If I could [day this way for half an hour, I could play a 
two-hour quintet ccmcert. My practice put me thcrough a harder workout than the 
actual performance. Even though the quintet music was difficult, it was relatively 
sh irt The EÜct (Quintet was probably the most tiring piece we played, and it lasted 
approximately sixteen to eighteen minutes. My practice was almost twice as long, 
so I knew my playing could stand iq> to the music. This wasn’t the best way to get 
ready, but it was the most expedient Most trumpet fdaying is not difficult but it is
Ibid.. 117.
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Thirds
Fhst
Hgure 2. Exerdses 14 and 15 from Trumpet Skills by Robert Nagel, 1982. 
Used with permission of the authw.
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that one movement that will get you, like the Great Gate at {Qev from 
Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition. I found the same endurance problem with 
my students. They would (factice very hard two or three hours a day, but how 
about playing through a  couple <rf~TopTones exercises without stof^ng? Short­
term stamina is very important in die prt^essional world. That’s what TP""r*^ 
Skills is aüabouL"»*
Nagel’s studio teaching occurred in three settings: the private lessm , 
chamber music, and in masto' classes. Nagel used all three venues as successful 
teaching tools, but had the highest praise for a  brass quintet setting. Nagel explains, 
"I’d have a  student come into the studio, and I would work with him. He might 
sound good in the studio, but when he’s playing with others, he would be out of 
time and wouldn’t know how to adjust The cmly way you can tell if a  student can 
hear intonation and do somediing about it, is in a brass quintet There are many 
musical aspects involved in playing in a  brass quintet Another is the ability to 
match dynamics and balance with other players. You can’t get that in a lessoit You 
can’t even get it in the CHchestra. There’s only cme place you can get it and that is in 
a brass quintet You can hear their valves. You can hear stylistically the articulation 
and what the others are doing. I think it is a  marvdous tool as an adjunct to private 
teaching. I can’t say enough about it because I personally learned more about my 
students playing in a  quintet than in the studio.”'"
Nagel’s approach to high register playing is obtained through the pedal 
register. He believes it adds in die formation of die embouchure which can be 
hdf^ul for the student who "wants to screech and specialize in high register.”"  ^
Nagel did note that he was not known as a high note artist
"‘ Ibid., 119.
Ibid.. 115. 
"‘ Ibid.. 118.
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Nagel was not required to memorize materials Fot )^ liam s and does not 
require it in his studio either.
Lilœ Vniliams, Nagel makes no distinction in the teaching o f  commercial 
and orchestral players, believing the fundamentals are the same fw  both types c f  
playing. Nagel does believe there are (fifferent priorities for ctxnmerdal pis^rers 
noting the demands are very broad, in particular sight reading which isn’t done in a 
symphony orchestra [except for pops concerts].
Nagel does teadi all the small horns and noted that when Maurice Andre 
appeared on the solo scene, the use of pccolo trumpets increased.
THE TEACHING OF LEONARD V. MERETTA 
Leonard Meretta’s teaching philosofAy was shaped at the Ernest S. 
Williams School of Music. While at the school, he decided to become an educator. 
As part of the curriculum, students were required to take arranging and 
oanposition. Meretta states, “The first year you composed and conducted your 
march. 1 did that with [Mayhew] Lake. It was pofcmned in public. What an 
experience! The second year, you composed a suite for orchestra. You conducted it 
in public and competed with other students. The third year I studied under Erik 
Leidzen and composed an overture in sonata allegro form for orchestra, and 
conducted it in puUic. I came in second in that competitiorL’’"  ^N^retta has 
composed two trumpet trios, eleven marches, and numerous arrangements.
Leonard Smith encouraged h/feretta to d x se  cmnpositioo as a  career, but M oetta 
chose instead a career in education. Accordingly, Meretta’s philosophy ( f  teaching 
is centered on music educaticHL In 1945, Meretta became the band directw at 
Western NÆchigan University after teadiing three and one-half years at Lenoir 
PuUic School and three and one-half years at the University of N/fidiigan. At
See .^ ipcodix Hve, 132.
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Western, Meretta was required to teach all the instruments as well as direct the band 
program. Meretta comments, “there were only four or five faculty then; now there 
are forty six! I had to teach everything, even the woodwinds and percussion. Thank 
goodness for my experience at Lendr. because that is what I had to do in public 
school. 1 appUed the Williams’ lesson format 1 learned at the school with all my 
wind instrument students at Western MichigatL The Williams’ experience helped 
me again!”"*
Meretta used Williams’ lesson routine with all his p ivate students, but was 
not limited to i t  He added additional materials to serve the needs of his students. In 
his trumpd studio, he used Arban’s Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet 
Williams’ Method for Transpogfjon! Clariœ’s Tfmhniml Studies. Setting Up Drills. 
and Characteristic Studies. Schlossberg Dailv Drills. Smith’s Hexibilitv Studies 
and TopTcmes. and Chariier’s Thirtv-Six Transcendental Studies. Like Nagel, 
Meretta believes nothing surpasses the quality of the Arban Method, but added the 
literature used by V iliam s was limited when compared to today’s repertdre.
Meretta rdlects that Williams was a different personality on the podium than 
in the studio. Williams was a  product of European conductcns and his treatment of 
musicians was at times “harsh.” Meretta believes today’s young musicians need 
varied “because their goals are different, and the world o f music has changed!” 
Meretta ccmtinues. “Every student is an individual; no two are alike. Y ou must 
consider th a r personalities, how they work, and if they are meticulous like 
Williams was.”"* Although the marmer in which M erdta deals with students is 
different than \^lliam s. the underlying principle of dealing with each individual is 
ccmsistent with Williams.
Meretta is one of several professors named in die preface o f the hoc*. The
"•Ibid.. 131. 
Ibid.. 139.
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Secret of Teclmique-Preservation. ™ but piefened the wann-ap designed by 
Leonard Smith. In addition to the above, Meretta used Qarkes’ Setting Up Drills. 
Getchell's Cornet or Trumpet Wann-up. Little's Embouchme Builder for Trumpet, 
and Voisin s Dailv Exerdses for Trumpet
Nfemorizatioo seems mcxe important to Meretta than to Ciisaia or Nagel. As 
a  result, Meretta required his students to perform from memory one solo each 
semester. This point did not go unchallenged by scxne faculty at Western Nfichigan, 
who believed students could learn more literature if they did not memorize.
Nferetta personally used Williams ‘^ expanding chromatic scales" found in the 
Williams method. With his students he favored the qpening chromatic exercises 
found in Smith’s Top Tones adding, ‘^ Walter Smith attributed most of his technical 
success to playing chrmnatics, and 1 stressed chrmnatics as well with my students, 
perhaps too m uch!""' Meretta did not stress the pedal register, because of Williams’ 
influence. Meretta notes that Williams could play pedal tones and played a  scale 
without valves in that ra s te r .
Like A^lliams, M erita  makes ix> cfifference between the teaching o f 
classical or commercial students. Meretta notes in 1945, there was no majcn’ in Jazz 
studies at Western Michigan University as there is now. Meretta reflects, **We 
didn’t even talk about i t  Because in the first place, someone would just organize a 
jazz band, have fun, and make some mcmey playing dance jobs.”"*
Williams names several of tds prommcot stndents in the preface to bis Secret of 
Terfmiqiie fteservation. Amoog them aic 1 eonatd Smith. Raymond Criaaia. and Leonard Nteietia;
These exercises ascend to E-flat above btgfa C; Williams. Complete MnHfrn MerfmH 
for Trum pet and Comet. 155.
Ibid.. 143.
It is h igh ly  probable that WiUiams p e i f ^ w m a n e e  c£ a scale without the aid o f valves, 
noted by all the professors, was in the pedal register See Appendix Hve. 143.
Ibid., 144.
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Meretta taught all the small horns and even induded a half semester stitdy of 
the comet! M erita used David H ckm an's text The Piccolo Trumpet in addition to 
orchestral literature to teach this instnnnent Meretta also believes strongly in using 
the brass quintet as an aid to teaching, calling it the “heart of independent learning.” 
The four individuals intoviewed all respect and admire Ernest S. Williams. 
Each of them demonstrated aspects o f W illiams' philosophy and techniques in his 
respective teaching. Each devdoped a  high level of artistry through years of study 
and practice, continuing to share that artistry with their students.
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CHAPTER 4  
CONCLUSIONS
Ernest S. Williams had a pn^ound and lasting effect on many o f the leading 
performers and teadiers of the last fifty years in the United States. Each year, the 
alumni of the Bnest S. Williams Sdiool o f Music assemble to celebrate Ernest S. 
Williams’ life and influence as a teacher and mentor. It is no small wonder that 
Leonard Smith, Raymond Crisaia, Robert h^gel, and Leonard Meretta all had 
pCHienbrus commoits Williams. Williams’ influence on these gentlemen was, by 
their own admission, fnofound.
^^lliam s’ robust personality and vigorous work ethic are the overriding 
influences of his teaching on Letmard Smith, Raymond Crisara, Robert Nagel, and 
Leonard Nfeietta. These professors have all developed unique careers and styles of 
presentaticni, yet each share this ccxnmoi thread and are a living testament to the life 
and teaching of Ernest S. Williams.
Robert Nagel studied with Williams for the shortest length and in a setting 
unlike the othas. He studied with Williams at The Julliard School having already 
attained the m^ority of his tedmique. Nagel’s own comments confirm this, and it is 
understandable dial the impact made by Williams was not as significant as it was fw  
the others. Regardless, Nagel displays several Williams attributes; the use of 
repetition in lessrm materials, a  business like approadi with his students, and the 
intent to help students bridge the gap between school and the professimal musical 
world.
Leonard Meretta began his career as a soloist but was attracted to a teaching 
career, due in part, to his experience at the ESW school. Kferetta was dee^y 
impressed with his participation in the Williams’ ensanUes and comments, **ln 
retrospect, I can’t overemphaaze the value of the two-hour daily rehearsals and the 
weeldy concerts on Saturday afternoon by the Ernest S. )^^iam s School of Music
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Band. You can’t get that experience today! You can’t duplicate that!”  Meretta 
used this experience and the \A ^iam s’ lesson fonnat, which gave him a  curriculum 
and method for teaching his studoits.
Leonard Smith exhibits the highest degree of Williams’ influence. Smith 
was an active private teacher throughout his career, utilizing the Williams’ lesson 
fmmat exactly as be had learned from l^^lliams. Smith was also a  comet soloist and 
{xincipal orchestral {^ayer. Becoming tired of the performer’s life (like Williams), 
he yearned for more cmrtrol over his destiny and founded the Detroit Concert Band, 
a  ccxitinuation of the great band traditions of Williams, Sousa, and Goldman.
Raymond Crisara purposely toe* Williams’ philosofrfiy o f music and made 
it his own. Crisara uses the V^Iliams’ ^){Hoadi of maintaining his technique 
through a routine of daily drills. The V iliam s’ expoience, along with thirty-five 
years as a free lance trumpeter in New York, has made him cme tte  preeminent 
trumpet teachers today, as he freely gives of this experience to his students.
Crisara’s closing comments say it best, “The trum ps has an emotional and 
dynamic spectrum wider than any other instrument You can be as vicious as 
possible and sound right for the moment, or you can play a  lullaby and make it 
sound as beautiful as a flutist That’s yotn challenge. A short time ago, a freshman 
came in and played for me. His playing was good, but it was quiet and introverted.
I told him to pactice in such a  way that when he came back for his next lesson, I 
would have to say, ‘Don’t play so loud. ’ I kept afto- him, and he imfnoved. Later 
in the semester, 1 saw his parents and talked to them about their son. His mother 
said to me, ‘Very seldom would our son look at us when we talked with him.
Now, he looks at us right in the eye!’ That’s what paying the trumpet can do!”*^
See Appendix Hve, 135. 
“‘ Ibid.. 98.
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Appendix One 
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. BACKGROUND
1. As an introduction, could you tell me how you began your career?
2. What caused you to select your instrument?
3. Did you start on the comet or trumpet?
4. Did you have a teacher when you began to study the instrument?
5. Who was your most influential teacher?
6. What made you decide upcm music as a  career?
7. How did you obtain your first paying poaticm?
8. Are there publications about you or that you have written, of which 
you are especially proud?
9. What aspects o f your teaching do you feel you have been the most and 
least successful during your career?
10. Were you interested in any other career? What was it, and what dianged
your mind?
11. What, if anything, would you do diffidently in ycwr career?
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2. STUDY WITH ERNEST WILLIAMS
1. Did Williams bave a piefereiKebetweai the comet and the trumpet?
2. Do you have a  preference for either the comet or trumps?
3. In your teaching, do you use any words, phrases, or techniques 
Emest Williams?
4. How long did you study with Vi^lliams? Where?
5. What was your perception of Williams as a performer?
6. What was your perception of Williams as a teacher?
7. Did you have any expectadcms regarding studying with Williams?
8. Were your expectations justified?
9. Describe the straigths and weaknesses of Williams as a teacher.
10. Was Williams a good teacho'for you?
11. Did he treat all his students equally?
12. Who were other significant teadiers dining your V \^am s period, and 
did you study with any of them?
13. Did Williams tell you who his teachers were?
14. Are there aspects of your teadiing derived only from Williams?
15. What are those concepts?
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3. WARM-UP
1. Did Williams use or teadi a specific warm-up?
2. Do you use or teach this (a) wann-up?
3. Would you describe this wann-up?
4. Has this warm-tq) routine changed?
5. What was the purpose fw  the warm-up?
6. Should the warm-up be done before w  during the lesson?
7. How much time should be allocated for the warm-up routine?
4. TECHNIQUE
1. What were the fundamental tediniques of Williams* teaching?
2. How did Williams teadi these tediniques to his students?
3. Do you teach these techniques to your students in the same way?
4. What additional techniques, if any, do you teach to your students?
5. Do you vaiy these «cercises to acccxnmodate the needs of individual 
students?
6. Do you have specific techniques to aid students in learning the upper 
register?
7. Do you have specific techniques to aid students in learning the low and 
pedal register?
8. Do you teach the same way to both classical and commercial students? If 
not, how do these methods differ?
9. Do you teach die piccolo trumpet and other small horns? How?
10. Do you teach any beginning students?
5. PRIVATE LESSONS
1. Did ^ ^ ia m s play dining the {xivate lesson?
2. Do you play along with the students during their iesstms?
3. What was the length and frequency of a typical trumpet lesson with 
Williams?
4. Were they class or individual lessons?
5. What type of student did Williams select for his studio?
6. What Qrpe c f student do you select for your studio?
7. Are there pedagc^cal m a ria is  Williams used you do not?
8. Are there newer pedagogical materials superior to those used by 
Williams?
9. Do you use electraiic aids in your teaching?
10 Do you have a specific curriculum fw  your students?
11. Did i^ ^ a m s motivate his students to practice?
12. Did Williams require students to perform from memcxy? Do you?
13. Ek> you feel private lessons are valuable?
14. Do you believe that private lessens will be eliminated in college 
curriculinns?
15. Is there another experience which can take the place o f private lessons, 
such as group or class lessons?
16. Did Williams use small ensembles in his teaching?
17. Is there any value in ensemble playing for students?
18. Are there any additicnal comments you would like to add to this 
interview?
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Appendix Two 
Interview With Leonard B. Smith 
Phoenix Arizona, May 8,1997
Good morning Mr. Smith, thank you for visiting with me today.
It is my pleasure.
What was your first instrument?
The ccxneL My cousin, Frank Hancock lived in Geneva, New York state, and my 
father gave him a c o m ^  He didn’t do anything with it, so my father bought it back 
for fifteen dollars. He put it under the tree for Christmas. I picked it up and gave it a 
blast and woke everyone up! I was put under the tutelage of a man named Robert 
A. Coon of Poughkeepsie, New York. He didn't play the instrument, but he did 
play the alto horn. He couldn't play the comet at all, but he could tell me what to 
do, and I would do i t  I didn’t try to imitate or anulate him; his tcme was terrible on 
the comet The only time he would play comet was to illustrate something fcx* me. 
He was a fine teacher and musiciait 
How did you decide on a career in music?
My fatho' and mother both had an interest in music. They felt that it was important 
that my txother and I have an oqxrsure to music and at least become ccnnpatible 
with it and play an instrument T h ^  didn’t try to get us into music seriously and 
make it a career, but just to have an acquaintance with i t  
How long did you study with Mr. Coon?
Probably two years. He taught me music and harmony. It was quite an interesting 
experience. 1 enjoyed i t  He told my father, "Mr. Smith, 1 have taken this boy about 
as far as 1 can. He needs anodrer teacher.” I felt that was mre of the most wonderful 
things about Coon. He was a  man who neeckd the money because his wife was ill. 
How did you begin study with Williams?
1 needed a teacher after Mr. Cocm. My father had a good friend, George
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Waterhouse who was timpanist with the Rochester Orchestra. He asked him, who 
would he recommend. George said Ernest Williams. On that basis, we went to 
New York to meet Williams. It was a  two-hour train ride and then another half hour 
to Brooklyn from Grand Central. 1 was introduced to Mr. Williams. I played for 
him, and he accepted me as a student What he told me to do I did. 1 practiced and 
did all the things he would ask me to do the best that I could. I got along very well 
with him. My father would take me down to the lessons. If it was a good lesson, he 
would take me up to the Capital Theater to see one of those beautiful stage shows 
and the orchestra. If I didn’t have a good lesson, invariably I was so dejected that 
he would take me to cheer me up! Almost every time we had a lesson I went to the 
theater for a different reason! I enjoyed studying with Williams. I even played taps 
at his grave.
Did W illiam s have a preference fo r the com et o r trum pet?
He believed that in the band you played the comet, and in the orchestra, you play 
trumpet I played the comet which was fine, but later I played trumpet 
Do you believe one plays com et in the band  and trum pet In the 
orchestra?
Well, for the solo instrument in the band, it should be ccauet always. The sound of 
the trumpet is more percussive and does not have the canto style orcantabile tone as 
the ccHTiet In contrast the trumpet in the orchestra is almost a percussion 
instrument Many times, if you look at the score you will see that the trumpet and 
timpani are playing together, and the trumpet gives pitch. I learned to play both 
instruments. I studied the comet with Mr. Williams, and when it was time to get a 
new instrument, he selected it, and my father bought it!
D id you teach privately during  y o u r career?
Oh, yes, always. I had rather a unique situation. I was with the Detroit Symphony 
as first trumpet from 1936-1941, and I was soloist with the Goldman Band in the
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summers of 1936-1941. It was six years with each organization. I enjoyed playing 
the trum ps in die oidiestra, and I enjoyed playing the comet in band. I never 
flayed trum ps in the band; I never played comet in the orchestra! It worked out 
well. When I finished the symfdiony season, I would take at least two weeks and 
change from trumpet to com ^ Then I would play with Goldman during the 
summer. The Detroit Symphony played the ‘*Fbrd Sunday Evening Hour.” In those 
days, the Detroit Symphony was one o f the best business engagements you could 
have. We had a twenty-one or twaity-eight week season with the symphony and 
thirty-nine weeks on the radio with the “Ford Sunday Evening Hour.” That left 
thirteen weeks, ten of which were with die Goldman Band. I was working year 
round, back and forth; first trumpet with Detroit and comet soloist, first chair with 
the Gcddman Band.
In your teaching, did you use words or phrases Williams used with 
you?
Quite possibly. I’m sure that I did because I think that the influence would be there. 
Certainly not intentiraially. I would be learning frran the words that he said. But. oh 
yes, I think so.
How long did you study with Mr. Williams?
I studied with him from the time I was eleven, and I went with the Goldman Band 
when I was twenty-one I think, so ten years, longer than anyone else.
What was your perception of Williams as a teacher?
He was wonderful! He knew how to approach each student He would tell me to do 
something, and I would do i t  I remember one time I was studying with him while 
my father was sitting there, and I flayed a  turn. I didn’t do it ccxrectly. and 
Williams said. “ No. Leonard, that’s not quite righ t” He explained to me and then 
asked me, “Do you understand that?” “Yes sir.” I said. Williams. “All right now 
you p lay .. .  no, that’s not right” Well. I did it wrong two or three times, and
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V^Uiams said to me, “What’s the matter? Are you dumb?” I wanted to bolt to the 
closet; you know what I mean! The skdetcms in the whole family tree now were 
rattling! My father was upset and said to Williams, “M ^ b e  you didn’t explain it to 
him. My boy is not dumb!” Mr. Williams responded, “Mr. Smith, I exfWained it 
three times and that was emugh!” But I was willing to admit it; I didn’t understand 
i t  Well, the lesscm was over, and we le ft and I d idnt say anything! We didn’t 
have a lesson for eight weeks. We received a  letter from Mr. Williams. It read,
“Mr. Smith, I have not seen you or Leonard for some time. Unless I hear 
otherwise, I will expect to see Leonard on Surxlay the eleventh,” and we resumed 
the lessons! I heard my father say years afterward, “ You know, that \^ liam s was 
no dummy!” Williams had used the e:q>resmon, and I always thought my father had 
resented die fact that he used the phrase! I’ll always remember the word that he 
used there; it had a  little rffect on him. Williams was very fair to me, there was no 
prejudice.
That was quite a lesson! What was your perception concerning 
Williams as a performer?
I never heard him perfcsm. He retired from playing in 1925 or 1926. My first time 
to study with him was in 1928. He did not perform for me but would play duets 
with me. He played on what we call a  dry lip. A dry lip is unique. Most people play 
on a wet lip. He’d pick up his horn to his dry lip and excite the life out of you!
Did you have any preconceived expectations of studying with Mr. 
Williams?
No. My father wanted me to have a muacal education because he drought for each 
of us, it was an important part of your well being. My mother was a very fine 
singer and was in church choir for many years. My father was a  pianist and later 
played trombone in the band. They believed my brother and 1 should have this 
experience. My brothm’ played the violin, and I played the com et
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Was WiUiams a good teaciier for you?
Œu yes! He was a  p^chologist really. He knew bow to approach each student and 
make you play to the best of your abilities. It wasn’t just a formula; go ahead and 
play your lesson, Mah, blah, Wah. He knew how to handle his students. With some 
of them he would take plenQr of time to explain scxnetfaing; widi others he would 
give a nod his head.
Was there anything you would consider a weakness in his teaching?
No, I never saw any weaknesses in his teaching. The only thing I would say is I 
don’t think there was anything he did not tell me not to do. He was very thorough. 
Who were the other significant teachers of the instrument?
Max Schlossberg was probably the best known in New York. He had never been a 
fine trumpet player himself. He played third trumpet in the New York Philharmonic 
fw  years. Harry Glantz was the first trumpet with the N.Y. Philhannonic, but was 
not the teacher Schlossberg was. As a matter of fact, Glantz studied with 
Schlossberg. Apparently, Schlossberg had a  way of teaching that was quite 
satisfying to his students. V iliam s bad remarkable success with his students. At 
one time in New Yorit, practically every trumpet player on a first stand was cme c f 
Williams’ pupils!
Did you study with Mr. Schlossherg?
No, I never really knew him. I knew of him, of course.
Did Mr. Williams tell you with whom he studied?
Yes, he studied in Indiana, and I would have to thmk real hard to remember the 
name ( f  the teacher. I didn’t know the man. It has been way in the back o f my mind 
for a long while. He studied there and then became first trumpet of the Philadelphia 
Orchestra and the Sousa Band. He did considerable playing Apparently,
Stokowski enjoyed him very much. As a matter of fact, when Stokowski came to 
Detroit with bis wife, I was his driver. The Philharmonic wanted somebody he
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could tnist to drive him around. I asked him about Nfr. Williams. SlolKiwsid said to 
me, ** Oh, yes, Kfr. Williams - marvelous trumpet player!" He was just delighted to 
talk about him.
Do you think there were aspects of your teaching and playing diat 
were derived only from studying with Emest Williams?
Oh, I think s a  You see, if you study with a person you admire, you have to ask 
yourself why. He had the abiliQr to communicate widi people. He was very 
determined and everything was all business.
Did Williams play for yon?
No, not as such. Occasionally, he would demonstrate something in my lessotL 
When he did pick up his comet, he played on what we call a dry lip. I couldn't 
understand how he could do  it after not playing for so long!
Did you play along with your students?
Oh, yes, always, only on duets, yes!
Did you play more for your students, than Williams played for you? 
Of course! I was playing all the time while I was teaching.
What was the length and frequency of your lessons with Williams?
We bad a lesscm eveiy three weeks. I lived in Poughkeepsie, so we would take the 
train down to New York, a  two hour trip. Then a half hour on the subway over to 
Brooklyn. We would walk up to his place and have the lesson, then the same thing 
gcangback.
How long were your lessons with Mr. Williams?
They were cm Sundays in the afternoon and would last from two o'clock until four 
o'clock. Sometimes it was three hours, sometimes forty-five minutes, but usually 
two hours.
Did you have class lessons with Mr. Williams?
No, we never had class lessons.
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Did you structure your {nivate lessons the same way?
No, I would have a  regular weekly lesson with my students. My lessons with 
Williams were over a hundred miles (me way, that’s why we made it every two or 
three weeks.
Could you talk about the type of student that Williams selected for 
his studio?
1 don’t think that I (xmld do that When I played for him, it was at the 
re(xmimmidation of Mr. Waterhouse. I played fw  him, and I was acœpted as a 
studmiL There was no (aiteria evolved He didn’t ask, “How many flats are in the 
key of A-flat T  He didn’t ask me those type of questions. He felt I had the 
embouchure, interest, and willingness to learn.
What criteria did you use for selecting your private students?
I would hear a poscm play and also talk to him. Y ou (an get a gcxxi measure of a 
person this way. If a  person has bad habits, you explain it’s going to take awhile to 
overcome them. If th ^  want to (diange fine, otherwise, no. Each one is an 
individual.
Were there pedagogical materials Williams used you did not?
I don’t think so.
What materials did Williams use with you?
I had an Arban lxx>k, so that’s what we used I played the scales; major, minor, 
and chromatic; the intervals, the lip slurs, the chords, the trifrie tcmgue, the double 
kmgue, the single tongue, the l(mg tone, and the flexibility exercises. I call them the 
nine phases of playing, and I have used those with my students ever sinœ.
Did you use any other materials with your students, in addition to the 
Arban method?
With Mr. Williams, I used the Arban and also the Saint-Jacome. The Saint-Jacome 
has thii^-six Bousquet studies and a  dozen fine duets. Each study is a  page long
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and gets progressively more difficult Those were regular challenges. Williams 
would give me one of them and a d u ^  to play alone; then he would play the duet I 
never really heard Mm fAay with me because I was too busy playing my part as well 
as I could.
Did you use these same materiab with your students?
Yes, the Arban and Saint-Jacome, and various solos.
Did you use any oth«* materiab?
No. 1 used the materials Williams had used with me. They worked for him, so I 
didn’t feel it necessary to change them.
Did you use any electronic aids in your teaching?
No, there were none available. I would use a  tape recorder on occasion to illustrate 
scxnetfaing. I’d play cxie o f tfae parts cxi the recorder and have the student take it 
with him, so fae ccxild learn the other part
Did you have other curriculum you used with your students to 
supplement those nine phrases?
No, 1 found that they cover everything that you have to play. So in other words, 
when ycxi are playing in the sym{4icxiy cxchestra, you have to be able to do this, 
ycxi have to be able to do that, mcxe so than in band, although in band, you have to 
have much mcxe endurance wMch has to be developed, I found if my students had 
tMs regular practice routine, it was like covering all the bases, and they didn’t have 
to wcxry.
Did Mr. Williams do anything special to motivate his students?
No, if you didn’t practice, you g ]t bcxinced exit; that’s all! It was very simple.
Did Williams require students to perform firom memory?
Oh, yes. When you stood and played your solos, you never played it with music. 
You memcxized, so ycxi ccxild play it [xofessicnaily.
Did you do this with your students?
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Ob, yes.
Do you feel that private lessons are valuable?
That’s the only way you can really study! Class lessons are useless because tfiere 
are too many individual poblem s that have to be targeted.
Do you think private lessons will ever be eliminated?
I don’t know. The type of fearhing that I did, and Williams did with me, was not 
comparable to what is done in schools today. Everything was individual. When I 
had my lessons with Williams, he would say to me, " All right Leonard, now 
suppose we start with our scales.” I would play number thirty-three in the Arban 
book, then forty-nine, twelve, twenty-one, twenty-seven, thirty-nine, fifty-four 
until I finished tfae scales. He expected me to play those flawlessly, which I had to 
learn to do! I friayed the scales, lip slurs, intervals, chords, triple tongue, double 
tongue, single tongue, long tones, and flexibility exercises; those nine phases of the 
playing. It was very simple because if you do this routine on a regular basis, you 
covered everything you would see in the professional world. The worst thing 
people are confronted with is the fear of turning over the page and suddenly seeing 
scxnetfaing they can’t play. But this routine insured success. It gave you confidence! 
Did Williams use any small ensembles in teaching?
No, only duets with me.
Were there any tmmpet choirs or i»ass ensembles?
No.
Is there a value in using them for teaching?
Oh I think there is a  value in i t .., yes.
Did Mr. Williams use or teach a specific warm-up?
No. He would expecrt you to take the time befcxe you flayed to be warmed up.
It’s your business to do your preliminaries outade the job. When you sat on stage 
for the first number, you were to be ready to play. If you were n o t they would get
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somebody else!
Dtd you have a specific warm-up?
Not as such. Y ou see, your lips are never the same any two times. So when I 
would wann-up, I would put the instmment to my lips and play a few tones. I 
would start in the middle and play a little louder, little scoter, little higher, and a little 
lower. I would allow the lips to respond. If they didn’t, I would take a  little longer.
I never really had any real problem with warming iq>. As a  good musician, you are 
expected to be at the rehearsal early and ready to go. You would take the necessary 
time to prepare your embouchure. Many times I would be in an orchestra rehearsal 
playing something like a  Mozart symphony. I would sit twenty-five minutes and 
I^ y  only two or three notes. You can’t keep warming up your lips because you are 
on the stage! One of the techniques I used was to stuff a small towel into my cup 
mute and play scftly, so no one would here me. It’s just a  question of being able to 
accommodate the âtuation.
How long did this take for you?
The warm-up is a variable because there is no set time. It’s a  question of your lips 
responding to what you want to do. I told my students my ‘*Fbur Don’ts” of warm 
up. When starting out; don’t play loud, don’t play soft, don’t play high, ckm’t play 
low. Begin with several long tones in the middle register and expand out in these 
four areas until your lips feel about the same every day you play. Then I would do 
some chromatics, angle tongue patterns with intervals through the seven valve 
positions, slurs, and some finger-flexing drills. Your lips do not feel the same 
every day, so you have to acccunmodate the circumstance by the time you take in 
preparing, so that your lips will feel today as close as they did yesterday! As I said 
before, your lips are nevo- die same any two times. Now if a  perscm will believe 
that, be will accmnmodate that situation in his warm-up!
Did you teach this to your students?
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Oh, yes.
Has this rontiiie changed over the years?
No, not a bit!
Should the warm-up be dome before the lesson or during it?
With the lesson nonnaily. I would td l the studait to take a  few moments to play 
some tones in the middle register and play scnne exercises based cm the principles I 
menticmed before, adjusting them to the student as needed.
How did you structure your lesson?
I would be very insistent in the way they practiced. They would practice the nine 
phases; the scales; major, minor, and chrmnalic; lip slurs, intervals, broken chords 
or arpeggios, triple tongue, douUe tongue, single tongue, long tones, and 
flexibility exocises. By doing these on a r^ u la r basis, you will covo' everything in 
your playing, and if you turn over tte  page c f music, you don’t have to worry.
Did Williams teach these nine phases of playing?
I defined them as the nine phases; Williams didn’t  ffe would tell you to do 
something, and if you didn’t do i t  he’d boot you out! It was very simple and 
direct He didn’t want to be wasting his time with wind Mowers. If you wanted to 
play it and had trouble playing i t  he would coach you. If you didn’t do your 
practicing why, phffffft you got out of there.
Has teaching changed throng the years?
Well, you don’t have any real incentives. In the days of the depressitm you had to 
go out and play. It didn’t matter what yom age was. You might sit down next to a 
man fc»ty or fifty years Md. You may be eighteen or nineteeit but you have to play 
as well as he did! Today it is completely differeuL It is viewed differently because 
the musician is protected financially. When I was growing up and studying with 
Williams, you got your job and maintained it as long as you played well. If you 
didn’t, they’d get somebody else. They didn’t accept excuses. It was an ice cold
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business relationship, because there were trumpet players standing in line waiting 
Iw  you to make a mistake. When I went with the Goldman Band, I was nineteen. 
There were people standing in line just hc^ng I would foul up, so they could have 
a chance to take my spot!
Did you use any additional techniques with your students?
I defined the different teduûques more than Williams did with me, so the student 
knew what he was doing. Williams would say, “You do tins,” and you did i t  You 
didn't know why you were doing i t  He didn’t take the time to explain it to the 
student I probably felt I could give the studoit the additional information to make it 
more plausiWe to him.
Did you vary yoiu* exercises to accommodate the needs of your 
students?
Yes, I did in my teaching, but Williams didn’t with me!
Did you have any specific techniques to aid the student in learning 
the uppo* register?
Y es. The upper register is imt difficult if the player prepares himself property.
Many times the teadier can’t show the student how to do it because he plays 
incorrectly himself! You have to be a  good example fca the students, so they get the 
necessary informatioiL Now if students couldn't play high, I would have them 
begin in the middle part of the register and expand upward. I always explained to 
my students how to do i t  If it is not explained to them, they will become frustrated, 
so you have to explain i t  This is the natural process for growth. Your embouchure 
and high register wcm’t come overnight and neither will your loud and scft register. 
You have to be willing to take small steps over a période^ time. If things arm ’t 
working, stop for a couple of days, rest, and then continue. If you explain this to 
the student, they won’t get too frustrated. You have to have your technique 
developed, so you can play it when aixi where it belongs. It isn’t a  question of
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being able to [^ay a double high C I  know many people who can play a double 
high C, but can’t play a  top G w liai die conductor calls for it!
Did you have any specific techniques to aid die student in learning 
the low and pedal register?
I never spent any time teadiing the pedal register because it’s a  novelty. There is 
nothing I know written for i t  I don’t see any reason for spending time cm i t  The 
purpose of practice is to be able to play what you see in front of you and play it 
ccvrectly. That’s your aim and objective. We use various systems to do this, but 
your basic goal is to try to play it flawlessly.
Did Williams teach you how to play a three note chord?
Yes, I learned to do it, but it’s nothing; it’s a  waste of time really! Now matter how 
well it’s done; it is still a stunt! He never spent any time teaching i t  
Did you make any difference in your teaching between legitimate and 
commercial playing?
No. What you choose to play later on is your own business. You have to be aWe to 
play your instrument as a  musician because you are gang to be ply ing  with gcxxi 
qualiQr musicians regardless of the instruments you play. The fact you play a 
trumpet ia i’t imptxtant You still have to make it sound ccmipatible with them. My 
first job was with the Georges Banère Little Symphony. Georges Barrère was the 
world's foremost flautist He had this little symphony, a  symphonette really. We 
had two first violins, one second, cme viola, one cello, one string bass, one flute, 
one oboe, one clarinet one hont one bassoon, one com et cme timpani. 1 toured 
with him several years. It was one of the most delightful experiences you can 
imagine. You had to play your instrument as well as any of the other instruments. 
Ife had me play com ^ and not trumpet I had to make it sound compatible with 
flute, oboe, horrt and everyone else!
What repertoire did you play?
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Most of it were his anangemoits. Marvelous. I often wondered what happened to 
his music.
Were small trumpets used back then?
No. You had the B-flat trumpet, and occasionally you would find a player who’d 
play the C trumpet On very rare occasions you would have an E-flat trumpet 
I saw an F trumpet at one time.
Did you play baroque literature on your B>flat trumpet?
Yes. I played most d* it cm B-flat; occasicmaily scxneone would prefer it on another 
instrument and you’d play it on th a t I was most comfortable with the B -flat 
Did you teach any beginning students on the trumpet?
No, not beginners.
What was it like to he in Williams* band?
Williams had a very fine band. He made it sound remarkaUy well because of his 
abilities. As players, we did what we were told. We weren't subservient but we 
didn’t try to inflict any of our own ideas on anydnng. You didn’t have the 
opportunity or even the desire for it! You learned to play your instrument as well as 
you could. Williams was quite a taskmaster. He was a  good musician in every way. 
His interpr^ations were excellent and he was very demanding. When you’d play a 
concert with him and got through with i t  you knew you had done something 
special. When I studied with him. he had quit playing. I think I was probably cme 
c f the few people he played anything with after he quit (daying with the ordiestra. 
He was an excellent [dayer. but I only heard him in my lesson. He played duets 
with me and would demonstrate cm cmcasion. but I never heard him play 
professicmally!
How old was Mr. Williams when he retired?
Oh, 1 would say maybe fifty, fcxty-five to fifty.
How old were you when you went with Barrère?
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Oh, probably mneteen. I was with Barrère for two seasons. But I was unable to 
continue because I went with Ae D etrdt SymfAcmy.
Are there any pubttcations about yon or that you have written that 
you are especially proud?
Well, I don't know about music, but there are some things I performed quite well, 
like the Ecstasy Waltz and Spanish rap rice  I plaved the Spanish Caprice many 
times wiA the Goldman band. I have written maybe Airty marches. Some of Aose 
have gcme over quite well. It has been a buaness. In oA er words, you write a 
march to attract some people to somdhing or to  some cause. I recently wrote and 
published a book called On Conducting the Professional Concert Band.
What aspects about teaching do you feel have been the most and least 
successful?
The least successful would be picking the bad students. 1 think 1 have always tried 
to be as Aligentas 1 can in my to give my student my undivided attention
when he or she is there for Ae lesson. I never would pick up a magazine or read 
while be was playing. 1 was always very much aware of what he is doing. I'm  
watching his lips and playing. I've enjoyed teaching particularly when you get a 
student who wants to respond. You see many, many students are studying because 
they are told to study, or they Aink they have to study. Every cmce in awhile, you 
get one that is a  delight, like David Zander, who was the second trumpet of Ae 
Cleveland Orchestra. He was first trumpet while he was wiA me, and 1 gave him 
his first job. As a matter of fact, he got off Ae boat, and I had to use my German 
dicticmary to explain some wcuds to him. T hat's how long I have known him.
Who were some of your other students?
Gordon Small, he was a very fine cometist. He played for me for years. Dave 
Zander, ù[ course, and Jim Underwood, who is first trumpet in an orchestra south 
o f Cleveland. Most o f Aem have gone mi to do very well.
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How many students do you think you have taught over the years?
Maybe a hundred and Hfty.
How many stmfents did you teach at one time? Did you put a limit on 
the number?
Oh, probably not more than seven or eight a week.
Where you ever interested in any other career beside music?
I don’t think so, not really. I dont have any regrets in that way.
Would you do anything differently in your career.
I don’t know. I don’t think of it on that basis because you don’t g ^  a second 
chance! You know in the orchestra if you play, you play. If you don’t, they get a 
new trumpet player.
Is there anything you would like to add?
I think that I was very fortunate, in that my parents gave me the instrument and let 
me enjoy it. They felt that I had enough talent to pursue it and go to music school. 
I’m glad that I did, because I have oijoyed the experience music on many levels. 
In other words, performance with some magnifïcart conductcss, Bruno Walter for 
example.
Who were some of the other conductors?
Oh, Eric Leinzdorf, Franko Ghione, and Victor Kolar.'^ I played with every well 
known conductor of my day.
Wouid you talk about your experience at the Ernest S. Williams 
School of Music?
It was a very interesting school. It had all performers, there were no fill-ins. The 
quality of the ;dayms was excdlent Williams had good teaching and conducting 
techniques. He was relentless in the demands he would make upon you. He
Eranko Œâone(1936 - 1940) and Victor Koiar(1940- 1942) were two principal 
conductors with the Detroit Symphony Orchestra.
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wouldn’t accept just “good” He’d snari at you. It was either perfect or it needed 
more practice. Very simple. There was no gray area. Ffe was a very fair person. He 
had, I think, a remarkable career. F t  was one of the soloist with the Goldman Band 
fw  many years. He became first trumpet with Stokowski with the Philadelphia 
Orchestra. He left there and started the Sdiool, and that’s how I knew him. I 
studied with him when I was eight He was quite a remarkable persort He was all 
business. He’d look up at the air and say, “You pusillanimous incipient phlegmatic 
rube, you shouldn’t be allowed to look at music!” You’d sit bade in amazement! He 
had techniques he would use to get you to play better. He’d say, *That was piano. 
Can you play it pianissimo?” You’d sit up m  the edge of your chair Just to prove to 
him you could do it! He was a  very interesting person and enjoyable: At the school 
we had a three year program that received credit at New York University. You 
could take one additional year there and receive a degree. It was quite a  remarkable 
situation because we had a  very fine band at the school. He would treat everybody 
as though you were the finest {Hayer and you wanted to live up to his expectations. 
Everybody who knew Williams and worked with him, respected him.
What did you study at the Williams School?
I took arranging with Mayhew Lake, the f««nost American arranger. Everybody 
hadacopy of his book. The American Band Arranger although he didn’t ask you to 
get one. Eric Leidzen also taught there. Ptene Fienrotte, who was concertmaster of 
the Metropolitan Opera, taught us solfeggio and conducting. Solfeggio was a little 
different then. Today, they teach movable do; if you are in the key of F, F is Do. 
Henrotte taught a fixed Do, so C was always Do. It is a  little bit different than most 
people understand today. Williams had good quality teachers for every instrument, 
George Barrère for flute, Wmidell Fiass for hom, Simon for trombone, all the great 
payers the day. They all liked and admired Williams.
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Are there plans to continue Bovaco Publications?**
I have a wonderful music libraiy. We have talœn good care of i t  We make use erf 
that libiaiy through Bovaoo Publicaticxis, so it can be used long after I’m gone. The 
music library I have is second to none. I have a lot o f the Goldman things. I have 
enough music for fifty-five different concerts! I’ll be at the Blossom Center down 
in Cleveland this July 3rd, 4th and 5th [1997], and we will get the largest crowds 
of the season.
How many musicians will be in the band?
Fifty-five.
How many concerts bad the Detroit Concert Band performed tbrougb 
the years?
I would say over three thousand!
Thank you for your time today, Mr. Smith. It has been a very 
interesting!
I enjoyed it also; thank you.
Bovaoo Pobiicatioas is thepoiiUcaiiaaseginentfortheDeticttCbiiceitBaad.lt 
pobtishes a catalog of over two himdied dghty-eight campositioiis of band arrangements, and soios 
(instnnnentai. vocal songs and arias) with band accompanimenL
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Appendix Three 
Interview with Raymond Crisara 
Austin, Texas, May 23,1997 
Thank you for seeing us today, Mr. Crisara. 1 wouid iike to 
introduce my son Chris. He is also a trumpet player.
Nice to meet you Chris. [Chris] Thank you.
Doug, I understand you studied with Bob Nagel at Yale.
Yes, I enjoyed the experience very much.
That’s good. Bob is a  good friend, and we often wcvked together in New Ycxk. 
Mr. Nagel played a recording of your performance of the [Karel] 
Husa Concerto for Trumpet and Wind Symphony. It was incredible! 
If we have time. I’ll tell you about the whole episode.
We’d love to hear it.
The tape you probably heard was the premier performance at the Universty of 
Connecticut with a  select all-star university band. 1 agreed to do it, but two weeks 
before the concert, 1 hadn’t yet received the music. I called Husa to inquire about 
the piece. He said, “It’s in three movements, and I’m just woridng on the last 
movement Is there anydûng you would like me to put in itT  Apparently, he had 
talked with various trumpet players to daermine what was practical for the 
instrument When 1 asked about the register and the physical demands, he said, “It 
ends on a high F, but it goes up duxxnatically, so it’s really not a  problem.” He 
forgot to tell me that before the coda were about one and one-half pages of continual 
playing. The coda was comprised of a slow sub-divided section with a passage 
ascending to a high C, followed by several sequential passages, progressing 
chromatically up to high F, the final note! When the music arrived, I noted a 
considerate amount f  modem notation. &/kmy spots required “improvisation” 
from the performer, because Husa often used “lines” to connect notes and indicated
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directic»! widiout specific pilches. It required planning and imaginaliai! A few days 
before the concert, I received the score from Associated PuU ishos and phoned the 
conductor. Arnold Gabriel to discuss i t  We rehearsed the morning of the concert 
from 10:30 until lunch. The concerto is a com^ex piece, and we only had time to 
rehearse it section by secticm. As I was preparing for the performance, I realized we 
had never fdayed the piece straight through! I had no sense o f  the pacing or the 
physical demands and that can be a concern for a trum ps player. Fortunately, the 
performance went rather w dl. I perfmmed it here at Austin while Husa was 
composer in residence for several days. It gave me an opportunity to get to know 
him personally and to discuss the pece more fully. That’s the history of the tape! 
Thank you. How did you begin your career?
I grew up in Cortland, New York, a small city in mid-New York State located near 
Syracuse. My dad was a tool and die maker fw  the Brodcway Motor Truck 
Ccxnpany. He played clarinet in the town band, and when the conductor left, my 
dad was chosen to be the new conductin'. 1 don’t know how he did it, but he taught 
virtually all the players in that band. 1 grew up in a musical atmosphoe because 
people would come to our house in the evening for their lessons. Naturally, 1 was 
very curious and often asked if 1 could play their instruments. 1 discovered 1 could 
make noise with the trumpet and 1 really liked that! When 1 was ten, 1 told my father 
I wanted to play trumpet, so he bought me a  second-hand trumpet for ten dollars. It 
was made in Czechoslovakia and was not a  very good instrument! Like the cobbler 
whose kids had holes in their shoes, my dad never had time to teadi me. I never 
had any lessons until 1 went to Williams’ school, so 1 learned by osmosis. 
Eventually, my dad decided 1 could be a member of the town band. It was a very 
good local band with a  marvelous first trumpet player, frmn whom I inhoited a 
valid concept and approach to the instrumenL 
Who were your father and mother?
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Frank and Margaret Crisara. My dad immigrated from Italy as a teenager, and my 
mother was brnn here.
When did you go to WIDiams* camp?
In the summer of 1936 after graduating from high school. I first knew Don Jacoby 
at that camp. We were both flftem years old at the time!
How many camps did you attend?
Three, the first in 1936.1 worked the next summer [1937] and went to summer 
camps in 1938 and 1939, and for a short period in 1940.
Was the comet the instmment of choice?
Yes. Because c f  l^lliam s’ background as solcxst with Sousa and the Goldman 
bands, there were more oxnetists than trumpeters at Williams’ school. Leonard 
Smith, Frank Qsass, Ned Mahoney, Dcm Jacoby, and other brilliant comet players 
in the image o i l^Uiams, were there. In my third year at school, 1 smdied the 
trumpet seriously at the suggestion of Williams. He loaned me his Conn 22-B 
trumpet, and 1 played it through the year. Until that time, 1 only played comet at the 
school.
Did you have any teachers before attending the Williams’ school?
No. The Hrst teacher 1 had was Ernest Williams at his summer camp in 1936.1 also 
had an extra lesson each week with Leonard M oetta. In my eyes, Meretta was a 
giant! Leimy was the first chair cometist and did extra teaching with the Chief 
[Williams]. After high school, 1 aimounced to my dad that 1 wanted to be a  trumpet 
player, and he said to me, “Why don’t  you do scanething honorable? Play your 
trumpet for fun and get a  regular job!” 1 was very insistait because 1 wanted to play 
the trumpet! My dad called our school band directcx, Mr. George Light, and they 
had a ccnversation about “my dedsimi.” Mr. Light had been a studoit o f Wilhams 
while at Ithaca College in Ithaca, NY. Williams had purchased the music camp frcm 
the college and created his own school. Mr. Light suggested 1 go to camp which
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would give me and my parents smne idea of how I ranked in the general level of 
young comet players. At the end of summer camp, Williams told my folks that if 
everything fell into place, I had a reasonable chance to make a living with music. 
My dad dedded to send me to the winter school in New York, but my mother 
thought fifteen was too young to go to  New York alone, so I stayed home for a 
year and went to Williams' school in the fall of 1937.1 did sane  additional 
studying with Frank Elsass, soloist o f the Goldman Band, but Williams was my 
most influential teacher. Those were the o ily  lessons I had. It would be wrong to 
say 1 didn’t study with Harry Glantz because 1 w aked with him professionally for 
many years. You would have to be an idiot not to learn a  considerable amount from 
Harry, and I still leam from the people I work with everyday. I feel fotunate to 
have had a career that encompassed many different idians. 1 was playing with the 
very best of the symphony, corunercial, and jazz playos in New York. I think I’m 
a product my upbringing, of l^Uiam s, and of my environment. I tell my 
students, as long as you play this instrument, you’re going to leam something 
about yourself everyday. You really are learning more about yourself than anything 
else.
What was your first playing position?
I played with the Seventh Regiment Band for three weeks, summer of 1940. It was 
an outstanding regimental band in New York City. It was a civilian band affiliated 
with the Seventh Regiment National Guard and consisted of New Y o k  
professionals. We rehearsed each afterrxxrn and performed a concert nightly. I was 
solo conet in the band and played a  solo, virtually every night It was a very 
intense experience and the beginning of my career. People from New York, who 
were important in music, would cone to the concerts and listert Little by little, a 
reputatiai started to take shape. A t the end of the school year, I had a conversation 
with Williams whidi included a  discussion about the World’s Fair [New York
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1939-40]. There was a  very good band at the World’s Fair with many outstanding 
players Williams had known for years. I’ll never frx’get his words to me. He said, 
"Ray, I’m going out to the Fair, and I want you to  go with me. We’re going to 
{rfant an acom, and maybe we’ll get a big tree out c f it.” I was thrilled to go because 
he was my mentor. I met Del Staigeis, a  renowned cometist, Simone Mantia, a 
euphonium soloist with Sousa, and many other fine musicians. Later, when Mantia 
was personnel manager and first trombone with the M etrc^litan Opera House, 
Williams wrote a letter asking if Mantia would have time to listen to me. h/bntia 
called and said he would be glad to hear me (Way and arranged a time at the Corm 
Store in Rockefeller Center. At the store, I had been playing for only a  few minutes 
when there was a kixxdc on the door; it was Del Staigers! He asked if he could 
listen. I played part c f a  comet solo, and some excerpts, winch included the prelude 
to Wagner’s Rarsifal. Mr. Mantia thanked me, and I le ft About this same time, Mr. 
Williams tcdd me William Revelli was coming through New York and auditicming 
people for die University of Michigan band. I had no work at the moment so 
Williams suggested I play for him and Revelli asked me to come to sdiool as a 
teadiing assistant I did some teadiing and played in his band. During the fall 
[1940], Vincent Bach came to the University and gave a  dinic. Vincent had made 
me a set of screw-rim mouthpieces copied fm n  a  Del Staigers’ King com d 
mouthpiece. At that time, the trend was not to change mouthpieces, so you 
developed something like this, so the rim was consistent with underparts that could 
be changed. Revelli had three <f us perfcmn Williams’ comet trio, Orion for Bach 
and he had a conversation with us following the performance. In the middle of the 
year, I received a telegram frcan Vincent Bach in New York stating the first trumpet 
with the Toscanini’s NBC Orchestra was having lip problems. Bach suggested I 
come to New Ycxk and audition. The next day, I received a  telegram from Simone 
Mantia saying the same thing, so I went to New York! Mantia met me and took me
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to NBC to play for H. Leopold Spitalny (the NBC personnel manager). When I 
finished playing, Sfxtalny said I ^ayed well, but he felt I didn’t have the 
background necessary to play widi the orchestra. That was the best thing he could 
have done for me because I really didn’t have an adequate background for the 
position. It would have been a terrible mistake. Then Mantia said to Spitalny, '’You 
do as you want, but when we get an opoiing at the Met, this youngster is going to 
get a chance to audition.'’ I was a  Messing not to get die job at NBC. I w ait back to 
Nfichigan and finished the semester. My first big position came at the end of the 
school year [spxing 1941] when Rank Elsass enlisted in the Navy and left the 
Goldman Band. Leonard [Smith] and Ned Mahoney suggested that I play for 
Frank’s chair. I auditioned for Goldman, was accepted, and played with the band 
for two sununers. The first trumpet position at the Met opened that summer [1941]. 
I auditicned, and was given the job with cme stipulation; I was to be coached by one 
of their conductors for the summer, so 1 could leam the repertoire. It was a wise 
thing because there was very litde orchestra rehearsal time at the M et I was at the 
Met for (me and cme-half seasons until I went into the Army in December 1942. In 
the Army, I trained with the 100th Infantry Divisicm at Fort Jackson, SC, near 
Columbia. I was there until the next September [1942] when 1 was transferred to 
New York City and a  Special Services Band (xxnmanded by Captain Harry Saltm*. 
We had professicmal players from various orchestras in New Ycxk, Philadelphia, 
and Los Angeles. It was a  fine symphony similar to those of Andre Kostelanetz, 
and we also played big band jazz. We made films with Stokowski, Kostelanetz, 
and Maricm Anderscm and did retxmdingsjadio broadcasts, and concerts. I loved 
the varieQr and wanted to make my living this way after I was released from the 
Army. I became a civilian in February 1946.1 wanted to do studio work, so I 
decided to see the studio (xmtiactors at NBC, ABC, and CBS. I went to NBC not 
realizing it was Lincoln’s birthday and a national holiday. Under ncsmal
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ciicumstanoes, I would have gone in and a secretary would stop me. However, 
there were no secretaries tfiat day, so I walked into Ae NBC ofHce and met the 
contractor! I asked him if there was opportunity to  play? He said, "'Not at the 
moment, but I certainly will put your credentials in  the file, and we’ll see what 
happens.” Then I went to see the ABC contractor who was in the same buildii%. I 
talked to him, and he offered me a concert at the Waldorf Astoria. It was a 
presentation concert with the ABC Staff Orchestra. Later that day, I again met the 
NBC contractor, and he said to me, “I had lunch with a  friend from ABC. I 
understand you’re doing a  concert few him on Friday night You treat it as an 
audition for me.” NBC called the next week and asked if I would do a  radio 
broadcast It was a  small orchestra doing mcmtage music for a dramatic radio show. 
The trombone player rat Ae session happened to have lunch the v ^  next day wiA 
Roy Shidd, personnel manager at NBC Several days later, I got a phone call from 
NBC asking me to come down and see Mr. Shield. There was an opening in Ae 
staff orchestra, and Mr. Shield tie re d  me the job. I asked him if I could become a 
member of the NBC SymfAcmy Orchestra, but he said they would have to consido' 
that in Ae future. Harry Glantz, principal trumpet of the NBC Symphony, usually 
took a short vacatimr m the summer. Shield assigned me to play m his place. I 
played first trumpet m Ae orcAestra for three w  four of the broadcasts. When it was 
over. Shield tdd  me they would make room for me m the big orchestra. It was a 
marvelous way to make a living because I went fnxn Toscanini, Charles Munch, 
arxl Ormandy to Frank Sinatra, Barbra Streisand, Paul McCartney, and Alice 
Cooper. You never knew what to expect until you got to the date. 1 once played a 
dramatic raAo show. It would have been quite normal, except Ae stcwy line was 
about an auAticm for a trmnp^ posititm m a new orchestra! 1 had to do twelve 
otAestral excopts for that show! The very first time 1 played the Ballerina’s Dance 
fm n  Stravinsky’s Petrushka, was few the Sid Caesar television show! The
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conductor, Berme Green, called me and said they were dcrâg a  show called The 
Virtiioso OrdiestnL He wanted to write a  Aeme and variation solo with cadenTa, 
similar to the The Carnival of Venice and asked if I would do i t  It was die fust time 
I bad dcme that show, and I didn’t know what to expect The Ballerina Dance was 
also on die diow and Bemie started the rehearsal with Petrushka for logistical 
consideralicms. Everybody was standing dieie; Sid Caesar, Imogmie Coca, the 
orchestra, the diiectw, everybody! The first trumpet was a an «tcellent commercial 
player, but was having trouble with the Stravinsky. The taping wasn’t getting done. 
Finally, Bemie asked me if I would do i t  I got lucky, and we taped i t  
Why did yoo leave New York?
I spent over thir^-five years in New York, but coming to the University of Taras at 
Austin in the fall of 1978 had to do with die c h a r^  in die general atmosphere and 
envirmment o f m use in New York and the country. When rock and roll came on 
the scene, I thought it would be artxmd for six months, and they would dump i t  It 
didn’t dump! My own children said one time, ’T)addy, you don’t seem as happy in 
your work. You used to come hcxne and talk about all the people you worked with 
and the {Hcyects you were doing. You were always so enthusiastic, but now you 
don’t even talk about your worit” I didn’t realize i t  but diey were right because 
there was very litde to talk about Reocsding sessions were sddom  recorded with 
an entire group; I would often record the trumpet track by myself. M use is also a 
social art and that was gradually being squeezed out Much the work I did was 
not music as 1 had known i t  I was still very busy, but the most important part of 
my work was going to die Union to get my checks. But I must tell you; it was still a  
great way to make a  living. My days were always different In the winter when the 
river would freeze, I would tell my children not to go to school that otKiming, and 
we would go ice skating instead! Odier people would go to their eight-to-five jobs 
during the week and be hcane on Saturday and Sunday. My schedule was always
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changing, I could leave at 7:00 a.m. and ooc get home until 1:00 a.m. the next day. 
Overall my family life was probably much healthier than most. Chris, I understand 
you are a trumpet player? [Chris] Yes. How have you done with those braces? 
[Doug] Trying to Rmd a comfortable mouthpiece has been difficult. 
Braces are a proWan. I teach at an age levd w bae it's  not much of a problem. 
Most people suggest that you not use wax because the lips feel different every time. 
The best thing you can do is get used to the pain; that’s the only way it can be 
consistenL The mouth is a great instrument exaggeration. A thousandth o f an 
inch feels like it’s a  mile. I suggest you tough it out! Just play, and you’ll find your 
way. Philosophically, I shy away from people who say you have to do this and 
that I know fellows who play gorgeously, Imt visually their m ^ o d  seems 
unworkable. It can work, though, because we’re all different. You will find your 
own way. I am reminded of a  stray. [Reynold] Schilke came to the [New York] 
taass conference some years ago with a young student who performed beautifully. 
The boy was very good! I told Ren he was to be complimented. Ren said,*This 
youngster really plays well. It has nothing to do with me. He’s very, very talented. 
The only thing I can do is keep out of his way and hope I drai’t hurt him!” Aren’t 
those good wrads? As teachers, we can inspire and give direction, but s up to the 
student to do the work and determine what they must do to be effective.
Are there publications you have written, of which you are especially 
proud?
I did a band accompaniment to the Aiutunian f Concerto in A-flat M a ^  for Trumpet 
and Orchestra ( 1949)1. which I use occasionally. The most important article I’ve 
written was about Beil’s Rdsy, a  viral infectioa frran which I luckily recovered. At 
an ITG international Trumpet Guild] meeting years ago, I met a  doctcx' who’s 
hobby was trumpet He said, ** Your article about Bell’s Palsy was the best I have 
read!” He valued it because it was written by someone who had experienced it and
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could describe the problems, symptmns, and a  method of treatment for recovery. 
What aspects of your teaching have been the most successful?
The most satirfying is making a musician out of a trumpet player. I tell my students 
you're really trying to say sonething; the trumpet happens to be your vehicle. I feel 
most successful whoi 1 hear my students {day music, and I think, if 1 did it, I 
would want it to sound that way.
What was the least succesrfui?
I've never been aWe to teach anybody to flutter tongue. I don't know a[ anybody 
who has.
Did you teach at the college level while in New York?
Yes. I taught at the University of Bridgeport in Qmnecticut for three years and 
New York University for six years.
What are your duties at the University of Texas?
My studio extends from undergraduates learning a secontkuy instrument to masters 
and doctoral students. I have four part-time teaching assistants who teach the 
secondaries under my guidance. I teach everybody who is a principal [majOT]. 1 
spend time with them each and every week. If a student majcxs in trumpet at the 
University of Texas at Austin, he works with me.
Do you do committee work?
Yes, and there’s paperwork constantly. I don't have to do it, but if  I'm  going to be 
part cf the school, it's not responsible for me to refuse. Three years ago, the 
University created the Academy o f Distinguished Professors. Ten professors are 
selected annually, and I was chosen in 1997.1 don’t have any earned d^rees. I 
received an honcxary doctorate frcun the University of New York State last year.
It’s the only degree I have because 1 never finished the program at Michigan. When 
I started playing professionally, I d idn't go back. I’m a ‘*dees, dat, and dose" 
musician. I believe it is impcxlant to have people with my background recognized in
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an academic enviromnenL Most of the Academy recognizes undergraduate 
classromn teaching. I 'm  really not a classroom teadier. I have twenty two classes 
each week! Each student is a dass and a unique challenge. I dig deep into every one 
of my students because I have a respcmsilnlity to each as an individual.
Was there another career you considered?
No. I don’t think so. I was busy early in my career and enjoyed i t  
Did Williams have a preference for comet?
I think so. The bulk c f  his career was in cwneL He was ccvnet sdoist in the Sousa 
BaixL R>r the most part, his trumpet playing was in his later years, when he was 
first trumpet with the Philadelphia Orchestra, under Stokowski. If he demonstrated 
anything in my lesscm, it was always on com et 
Do you have a preference?
Generally, the trumpet is the instrument of dioice for most situations, espedally for 
most of the solo and orchestral literature of today. Today, the comet is very limited 
in it’s use, but 1 do diink the comet is suited best for the literature written for it; 
such as the virtuosic solos of Bellstedt, Simon, Clarke, and the orchestral repertdre 
specific to the comet such as Berlioz, Tchaikovsky, Stravinsky’s L'Histoire.
Did you ever play L'Histoire? Yes, several times. The most significant time 
was at Carnegie Hall for a ’’Stravinsky Festival,” which he attended. But when ever 
I played it, I did it on trumpet 
Have you taught beginners?
Yes, but on a very limited basis.
Do you use in your teaching, or techniques of Williams?
Everyday. Williams said, ”Don’t ever fdget; it’s 90% the mart” That’s important 
Williams was a master psychologist and could plant ideas in your head. Williams 
said, and I tell my students, *Tou must capture the importance of this instrument If 
you’re gdng to play trumpet you must have die courage to go for sanething and
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know that if you miss it, they’re going to hear it for seven blocks!” Those are his 
words, and I think they are true. You must be positive about yourself. The minute 
you allow negativism to come in, the battle is over. Williams had a very strong 
work ethic instilled by his father. Walter Smith, a  student of Ernest Williams said, 
“If you’re going to play trumpet, you must make up your mind as long as you play, 
you are going to be a  slave to the instrument” You have to play it everyday in order 
for it to work. V^Uiams believed you must sharpen your technique daily. He 
said,“You must develop a regimen that recovers your flaying everyday.” Williams 
also said,“You have to leam the language of the instrum rat You must leam to do 
what trumpet players are expected to do. Once you’ve learned the language, nothing 
will give you trouble.” He wasn’t a  great one for doing cachestral excerpts. If you 
could transpose and use your head and ears, then you were going to be aWe to 
perform. As an example, I would go to record dates ten w  fifteen minutes early, do 
a little maintenance, then sit down and get ready to work. Some of my colleagues 
would come in and immediaiely leaf th rou^  the bo(* to see if there was somedung 
that might give them trouUe. 1 itever did that Because of my Williams’ 
background, most o f  the things I was asked to play, I had alreacfy done. That was 
part of my language because I laid a firm foundation with Williams years earlier. 1 
I^ayed Petrushka without trouble because of \^Uiam s. I bad it in my back pocket 
because of the materials he gave me. He taught me through materials mtxe than 
methods. He gave me materials that worked various areas, but be left it to me to do 
them. That’s the way Williams thought; it was a natural process to him.
How long was the program of study?
Three years.
What was your perception of Williams as a performer?
I would be in my lesson struggling over something I had worked cm fo ra  week. 
He’d {xck up his ccsmet and play it right on the spot! I have a  recording of a  solo he
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did with the Sousa Band and it’s maivdous. At the sdKX>l, there really wasn’t time 
to do any of his own playing. He never peifmrmed what I was at the school.
Dtd you have any expectations regarding studying with Williams?
No. I thought here’s a man who knows more than 1, and I hope I leam something. 
Would you describe the strengths and weaknesses of Williams as a 
teacher?
His strength was setting an example o f a  healthy work edxic. As far as a  weakness 
is concerned, he was very busy and couldn’t give as much attenticxi to his teaching 
as he m ight My first exposure to the Chariier book was at summer camp with 
Williams. My recollecticm was that 1 did a  shallow reading of i t  Now, I work with 
Chariier quite intently with my studotts.
Was Williams a good teacher for you?
Yes, very much so!
Did Williams treat his studmits equally?
I know he didn’t! Williams read his people well. Don Jacoby was his favorite. Jake 
earned i t  because he was a marvelous player. I’m sure Williams thought of Jacoby 
in different terms than me. By comparison, I was an upstart Jake was already a 
player. If Jake wasn’t doing well, Williams would climb all over him and give him 
a real ’’going-over.” If I didn’t do well, Williams would say, ”He’s doing the best 
he cart” He treated us differently. At rehearsals, V ^iam s would sometimes tell 
scanebody, “You play terribly. Why don’t  you padt up your hom and g d  out of 
here?” At the time, Williams conducted the band at New York University and had a 
few of us play as “ringers.” Once while playing, I did scanething wrong. Ife looked 
at me shaking his hands and said, “You rascal, you. Why do you play like that?”
He probably dxxight that was the strongest term I could accept and still function! 
Everybody was different Ned Mahoney told me a story about a perfcxmance of 
Herbert L. Clarkes’ trio. The Three Aces. Ned had the “Del Staigos part” which
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began with acadenza. Ned asked Williams, “How do I do this?” T te  Chief said, 
”You get to woifc, and piactica You’ll leam how to do i t ” That’s all he said, so 
Ned learned how to do it*”  The Chief left it up to you. He was not going to spoon 
feed you. I think we should all be grateful to him. O f course. I’ve played difficult 
music, but 1 never walked away from anything because it was too hard. Situations 
which could have been difficult, weren’t impossible because of my Williams’ 
training! One time on the Perry Qnno television show, there was a segment 
containing The Carnival of Venice. You had to have it in your head and fingers 
because there was no time to leam i t  The guy who can put things together in the 
shortest time is valuable and will be successful. If you can’t, you’re a  liability, and 
wrm’t be hired next time. With this background, I tell my students, you have to do 
this now! You can’t have a lip problem. Nobody cares how your lip feels. You play 
the best you can at that moment The music should not be limited by your 
limitaticHis. A trumpet clinic was given hoe at the university and the guest clinician 
suggested playing Mndemith’s .<înnate on C trum pet When he was aslœd why, he 
said it was easier and safe. Later, 1 told my students, “No good!” 1 don’t want it 
easier and safe. You do what makes the music sound best! That’s Williams’ 
philosopAy and mine.
Did you study with other siguulcani teachers at this time?
JohnE. (Ned) MdKneyoonGimed dûs story adding the f(dlowiiigiiifaniiatiaa:Xb£. 
Three Acta was composed bv Herbert L. Clake and intended fey, but never perfonned. at an ABA 
confidence, featming Waiter Smith. Dei Staigen and Frank Simon as soioists. Qadce's 
oompojiitTfwi, a **variatioiM" haaed on thwnarie fragm ents nf Snnaa’s marches, featmed an opening 
trio o f  «idwiCT» “htwmwutr fanm Smith’» Mimde Waity Staioar»" ramival of Venice- and Simon’s 
Willow Kchoea- William» had scfaednied the tno to be perfonned with the Gtddman Band in New 
York using three ESW stndents; Leonard Smith (piaying the Smith’s cadenza, which contamed 
g ^ . Ned Mahonqr (playing the Staigers’ cadenm). and Joe Frey (playing the Simon’s cadenza). 
The scheduled performance was several weeks away, hot W illians gave the three students a sin^e 
night’s notice to prqiare  for a rdiearsal the foUowing mormng with the ESW band. Mahoney said. 
That’s how Williams operated. We had to do it very quickly. We st^«diq> all night lemnngonr
N a There were many good teachers in New York, but I didn’t study with any of 
them. I studied only with Williams.
Did you play primarily on the B-flat trumpet?
Yes. When I went to wcuk, I carried a B-flat trumpet and a flugel hom. After 
Maurice Andie appeared, the piccolo trum pa became a necessity. Those were the 
three basic instruments.
What instrument brands did you play?
In the beginning, I used a  French Besscm Babricaticm model that I bought second­
hand. Its serial number indicated it was built in the eaiiy-I920’s. Later, for a  short 
time, I played a Brage, but I went back to my Besscm until I wore it o u t I flmshed 
up with a Bach Stradivarius and play it today. This brings me back to an interesting 
story. Vincent and I became friends during the war. He made me a new mouthpiece 
underpart because I was using screw rims. It was bettor than the cme I had been 
using because it had more definiticm between notes. The backbone in that underpart 
became Bach’s stocdc backbone. That was 1945!
What mouthpieces do you play ?
I’ll show you. The first is a pcxy copy o f Del Staigers’ comet mouthpiece made by 
die King Ccmpany. The other is one Vincent made for me in 1945! It’s marked a 
7B, but is closer to a 5B with a  #10 backbone and #24 throaL I’ve Icmked at other 
mouthpieces, but I always come back to this. That’s what I use.
Did Williams tell you who his teachers were?
No. The only one that I can think c f is somecme by the name of Brown in Boston. 
Are there aspects of your teaching derived only fiwm Williams?
WelL there are certain things he would say more often. His teaching was 
characterized by a  mindset more than a  physical approach.
Did Williams use or teach a specific warm-up?
I don’t know about a  specific warm-up. What was important to him was a  daily
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routine scales, lip slurs, and articulations, including low and high register work. 
He stressed these areas for maintenance and growth.
Do jon have a specific warm-up you teach?
1 try not to use the i^nase "warm-up" because it speaks of apology. I prefer U) use 
the word "drills.” 1 have a specific routine, but 1 can also modify it, so it doesn’t 
becane boring. I take certain secticms of it and have my students do i t  The routine 
depends on the stucfents’ development and is different fn* evoyoie. It contains lip 
slurring, scales, articulaticm patterns, and register growth.
Wouid you describe your warm-up?
I begin with slow lip slurs. I don’t  do long tcmes. My first exercise is the fifth from 
low C up to G, the fourth frcnn the G to C including the sixth from G to E. If  I have 
students at this level in their drills. I’m careful to say this is what I do; it’s 
comfortable for me. If it doesn’t work for them, I do something else or modify it. 1 
do lip slurs up to high F. That register needs to be workable. I do two octave 
chromatics up to high F, maybe F sharp and G. I do scale patterns out the 
Williams’ bode or the Arban bode. If it’s fm n  the Arfoan, I elongate them because 
the range is limited. I do two octave scale patterns to the tonic, both slurred and 
articulated. I do diatonic fifths in different keys. I reverse them, so they becomes 
diatonic fourths. I <k> triads and reverse them to get sixths. I do them articulated and 
slurred.
How long does that take?
If I have time, forty-five minutes to an hour. If I don’t have time, I abridge it and 
cover the same material, but in less detail. Sometimes, there is not adequate time. 
Has your warm-up routine changed during the years?
It has included more high register. What was h i^  C and high D years ago, has 
become E and F, so my maintenance routine includes those notes.
Should the warm-up be done before the lesson or during it?
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It should be done prior to the lesson. If a  student hasn’t warmed up, I have them 
play a few notes and get underway. T h ar playing will indicate how well they’re 
doing. If th ae  are |xoWems in a  lesson, we may talk about them and adjust their 
maintenance routine to address die problems. I like teaching with method books. 
They uncova [noblems by indicating what you can and cannot do. If you can play 
the daylights out of Smith, Chariier, Chavanne, Bitsch, and Maurice Andre’s book. 
Twelve Caprices, then I’m not ctmcemed about your abiliQr to perform.
How long does the maintenance routine take your students?
I warn them about o v a  doing it. Williams cautioned that you should put yom horn 
away while you’re still functioning well. The dangerous time of playing is when 
you’re ova-tired and must play. It can be detrimental and lay the groundwork fen’ 
bad habits. There are times when you must play when “tired”; then you must use 
experience and imagination to help you. That’s part of being a trumpet playa. If 
you feel a little fatigued after dcnng maintenance for a half hour, give yourself a  rest 
for fifteen or twenty minutes; then go back to your work.
What were the fundamental techniques of Williams* teaching?
None as such. He really was a  nonspecific teacher. If you asked Williams how to 
play something, he would respond with something like, “I don’t know how you’re 
going to do i t  You go work with i t  and you’ll find out how to do i t ” I’ve asked 
other V^Uiams’ students what they learned from him. The response was usually, “I 
don’t know!” We learned a lot from him, but nothing specific. He taught us to 
work hard! He did advcxate an open throat when playing. He was one of the eariy 
people, in his book, to suggest the tah-ee system of slurring. I ronember him 
telling me to be careful about that He said, "The ee syllable can create a pow sound 
when overdone. Be sure that everything sounds well.” He had specnfic things to 
say to me about trijrie tongue and double tonguing. Generally, the fundamental 
techniques were directional and not q)ec3fic. Williams taught from the materials he
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chose and the challenges they presented. In his teaching, he would cover as much 
o f the language of the instrument as possible and materials which presented that 
language. Ifis goal was for you to learn how to play any comet solo or trumpet 
literature o f  the period, or literature that might come in the future. In this way, you 
were prepared to play no matter what was presented to you.
Do you teach these techniques the same way?
I don’t use the same words he did, but I would say our final goals are very similar. 
The goal is to have a  fundamental knowledge and application of the language of the 
trumpet You got to have your tedmique in f^aoe to the degree that you can satisfy 
virtually anything a conducts would ask you to do. If you dcm't have those tools, 
you're not ready to go out and work. I have tried to pass Williams’ philosophy (m 
to my students. My current and formo* students have commented to me that they 
talk to their students about me and the people who were around me, just as I talked 
to them about Williams and the people who surroimded him. If this is true, then the 
philoso^y of Williams is being carried on to future generations.
Do you vary these techniques to accommodate your students?
Yes. When I do suggest a diange for a student, I tell them it is just a  suggesticm and 
an experiment to determine what works for them.
Do you have any specific techniques to learn the upper register?
Yes. I start in the middle register and expand the routine until it encompasses the 
high register. That’s what Doc Severinsen does. Frank Scimcmelli, a  Williams 
student, had a very good high register, but a non-existent low register. The Chief 
said, "You have to work on your low register.” That’s all he said to him!
Do you have any specific techniques to aid students in playing the 
low register?
No. We might have a conversaticMi about embouchure position and the use of 
materials reqtnring practice in the low register.
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What about pedal register?
Williams did not emphasize the pedal register, and neither do 1.1 don’t know many 
players who play in the pedal register with the same emboudnne they pbay in other 
legistos. For me, imfsoving the piacticai language of the trumpet is time better 
spent
Did Williams teach you how to play a three note chord?
Yes. He explained i t  but left it to me to develop i t  It really isn’t very useful in 
general repertmre. He qient very little time cm i t  
Did Williams piay a scale without valves?
Yes, in my lessons. He did it occasionally as a  demonstration.
Did Williams do any buzzing of the mouthpiece?
No. He played on the instrument
Mr. Smith mentioned Williams played on a dry lip.
I had no idea That’s how mudi we talked about i t  
Do you play on dry or wet lip?
A wet lip. Playing cm a dry lip is dangerous because it retards and minimizes 
muscular growth. A dry mouthpiece stidts to the lips like a  band-aid and supports 
the embouchure. When you perspire, ttere’s no muscle strength to hold the 
moutlqxece in place.
Do you teach the same way to classical and commercial players?
Yes. My job is to produce well-rounded players. 1 don’t think there is a big 
difference between the two.
Do you teach the piccolo trumpet and other small horns ?
1 dcm’t teach them, but 1 do teach their repertcxre. Students use the instrument of 
choice as needed. If scxneone has done the Haydn Concerto on B-flat and would 
like to do it on an E-flat, 1 would agree. Then we discuss it as needed in a  lesson. If 
a student wants to learn to play the piccolo trumpet, 1 have him begin with Bach-
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like scales and dKxdal studies to become acquainted with the bom. Students may 
be tempted to ovct-U ow Ae instrument if they are not careful. Most of my students 
play B-flaL The C trumpet is not the instrument o f dioice in my studio. The C 
trumpet is eaaer to (Way than Ae B-flat, so I would rather students study on Ae B- 
flat I teach my students on the hardest instrument and then the other instruments 
are easier. I believe to do it the oAer way is wrong.
What mouthpiece do you use for piccolo?
When I was in New York, I was using sm nahing similar to a  Bach 7E. Fw m e, 
larger mouthpieces tend to be flat m the upper register. In New York, I played a 
Selmer picccWo and used it m many cfiflermit situations, not just baroque literature. 
I'm  primarily a lazy guy. When I have a  two-week vacation, I don 't play for ten 
days and hope in the next two or three days I can get enough lip, so I can work and 
not be in great trouble. Once after a  vacation, I did nm mto trouble. I had a 
recording date wiA Morton Stevens, the CBS (xmductw from Los Angeles. It was 
a huge, Kbstelanetz-type orchestra wi A a roaring brass section and a  reed sectimi 
wiA saxes and legitimate winds. Circumstances required that I play all of the fust 
trumpet parts. I could see quickly, I was going to be m trouble wiA endurance 
because everything was long and Ae tessitura high. I went to N/fc>rty and asked if I 
could try it on (uccolo trum ps He said if it wcnked, fine. Thank the Lord I had a 
Selmer! The Selmer wiA its breadA and size c i the sound played lead over 
everything beautifully. It really worked! I tell my students the ideal situati<m is to 
have two piccolo trumpets, because they serve different purposes, one for breadA 
and warmA and the other fcr lightness and agility. Regardless the htxn, you still 
must play musically!
Did Williams play during your lessons?
Not much, but when Acre was need to demonstrate, he would pick up a comet axtd 
play.
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Did he piay along with you?
No.
How long were your lessons with Williams?
They were genaaUy scheduled for an hour. My last year at school, Williams was 
rounding-out my playing. He would teadi me late in the evening. He might 
schedule my lesson at 11:00 at night and I would go down to his studio and be 
there imtil 230  in the morning! Jacoby tcrfd me, ^AHUiams would stay up late writing 
music and have him come down crften at 2:00 in the morning to play through his 
composition!
Were there any class lessons?
No.
Do you hold class lessons in your studio?
No.
What type of student did Williams select for his studio?
If Williams felt there was promise, he would be interested. There were some 
students at sdrool who were not strcmg, but he would give each the same amount of 
attenticm regardless of ability. He also had a  number of professional players. 
Mendez studied with him. Mendez could play on two settings. When his lip got 
tired, he would change to a different setting. He said it was like starting on a fresh 
lip.
What type of student do you select for your studio?
Potential is the most important thing 1 look for. They have to be able to read muâc, 
demonstrate an abili^  to sight sing, and have a  reascmable amount of musical 
discipline.
Are there pedagogical materials Williams used you do not?
Pm* begiimers especially, 1 do not use his book because it moves too quickly. 1 
d m 't use the Arban with begiimers for the same reason; it’s too discouraging.
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Williams exposed me to Qiarlier. Chavanne, Walter Smith, and 1 use them with my 
students because o f my experience with him.
Are there newer materials superior to those used by Williams?
T l ^  aren’t superiw, but they go further. I use the Reynolds’ FcHtv-eight Etudes. 
Arban-Maiie Volume Three and Bitsch’s Twenty Etudes because the rhythms are 
more sophisticated and present challoiges beyond the Arban characteristic studies, 
h/fy doctoral level students may even run out ( /  material of value. I use the 
Chaynes, Tomasi, Aarcm Harris, Bozza’s Sixteen Friese, and Boutry.
People who can piay these materials have trumpet playing where it belongs.
Do you use any electronic aids in your teaching?
I use recmdings. If a  solo is new, I encourage the student to listen to a recording 
once cr twice and then put it away. I will play for my students, but I want them to 
develop their own interpretation and not somecme else’s. On occasion I will tape my 
playing for a student We might both record and compare the diffœ nces.
Do you have a curriculum students are expected to progress through? 
I have specific books. The order of them depends on the level of the student It’s 
customized to the student’s needs. Some students are not with me long enough to 
cover everything I would like. The progress a student makes indicates where we go 
next I take my most sc^}histicaied players and repeat the Arban characteristic 
studies. I expect them to play at a higher level. I’ve been around a  number years,
and I’m still learning. There’s no limit to what you can learn. I received an 
honorary doctcxate scxnetime ago. It took me fifty years! Every time I picked up my 
hcsn, it was a  recital. There were no marks involved, it had do with bread and 
butter. I think that sums it up!
Did Williams motivate his students to practice?
One he would baby, one he would ctyde, and at another, he would rave! It 
depended on the person involved. I do it the same way. I’ve told a student to put
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his boni away and go on home! He needed to hear i t  To othos, I have said not to 
worry because, to scold them would only be adding to the problem.
Did Williams require students to perform from memory?
It wasn’t a requirement, but we often did i t  During a public concert, it was 
expected you would perform from memory.
Do you have your students memorize?
Not all the time. My main job is to help the student do his best If memorizing 
makes it better, fine.
Do you feel private lessons are valuable?
(%, yes.
Do you believe private lessons will be eliminated in college 
cnrriculams?
I dcn’t know. I don’t sense that at our school.
Can group lessons take the place of private lessons?
No!
Did Williams use any small ensembles in hm teaching?
Not fcxmally. We might do a  trumpet quartet occaacmally.
Is there value in small ensemble playing?
Absolutely. No questicm! One of the best examples o f that is brass quinteL In my 
estimation, brass quintet gives you the environmaxt of solo playing with the 
discif^ine oS ensemUe playing.
Are there additional comments you would like to make?
One dting I would say has to do with my philosophy of trumpet playing I would 
say this to Chris more than anyone dse. You’re lucky to be a  trumpet player! The 
trumpet has an emotional and dynsunic spectrum wider than any other instrumenL 
You can be as vicious as possible and sound right for the moment, or you can play 
a lullaby and make it sound as beautiful as a flutisL That’s your challenge. Who
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leads the Inass section, Chris? The trumpet does. That’s a  veiy good reason for 
playing the trumpet! A short time ago, a freshman came in and played for me. His 
playing was good, but it was quiet and introverted. I told him to pactice in such a 
way that when he came back for his next lesson, I would have to say, “Don’t play 
so loud.” I kept after him, and he improved. Lator in the semester, 1 saw his parents 
and talked to them about their scxi. His mother said to me, “Very seldom would our 
scm look at us when we talked with him. Now, he looks at us right in the eye!” 
That’s what playing the trumpet can do!
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Appendix Rxir 
Interview With Robert Nagel 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, May 7,1997 
Mr. Nagel, thank you for talking with me today. It’s very nice to see 
yon again. I understand you studied with Ernest Williams for only a 
brief time.
Yes. I had to go to his school in Brooklyn, cm the west side of Manhattan, fern my 
lessons. I studied with him chning the schcx>l year, 1942 - 1943, and I was his only 
student at the Julliard ScAool. Williams was preoccuped with the war. He’d 
menticm it fnmi time to time or rrfer to it in the newspaper. He was somewhat 
detached, and my study with him was perfunctory. I don’t bdieve he paid a great 
deal of attenticm to what I was doing. He did have standarck and would let me 
know if I wasn’t playing welL To give him the benefit of the doubt, his heart 
wasn’t in i t  I think what was really cm his mind was the a id  of his schcml, which 
closed in 1943.1 dunk it affecUed his attitude.
Who was your most influential teacher?
There were two teachers who were the most influential. The first teacher was Fred 
Boswcurth. I studied with him longer than anyone dse, from age twelve through 
fai^  schcxil. He played third trumpet in the Stanley Theater pit orchestra in 
Pittsburgh. He was educated with a degree in psychology from the University of 
Edinburgh in Scodand and had two sons who [Hayed trumpeL He was a gcxxl 
teacher. The other was Murray Karpilovslqf, a symphonic player.
Why was Mr. Bosworth so influential to you?
In a way, he was probably die most influential teacher because of his thoroughness 
and the length of time I studied with him. To give ycm an idea, I studied 
transpoâticm, and he would save a stucfy fen- the end of the lesscm. I would go 
through a prepared transposidcm and would have about ten minutes left He would
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put a book on the music stand, which I bad never seen and say, "Let's take No. 8 
and piay this in E -flat” Because he was a schooled musician, he would piay alcmg. 
W e'd piay about twelve to sixteen bars and he'd say, "(Xcay, in D!” Ife would 
make the changes more frequent Four bars in one key, four bars in another. When 
I finished, my head was swimming. I knew most the transpositions frran just 
going home and hacking through them. He was probably the biggest influence on 
me. I had most c f my technique together, but he was refining i t  
W ho was M urray  K arpilovdry?
Well, he was my seccmd most influential teacher, and I studied with him my senior 
year in high school. He could have been another Bud Herseth. You name it, he 
could have been one of the top symphony trumpet players, but he had a very 
negative personality. He flayed principal in the Pittsburgh Sym(*ony under Fritz 
Reiner! If you could play fw  Fritz Reiner and stay in there [laughs], well that says a 
lot about you! He had a big sound. It was a  loud sound, too, but it was big! He 
came to New York to freelance and played in the Voice Firestone radio cHchestra. 
My dad got an orchestra subscription for the entire seascm to the Pittsburgh 
Symphony my senior year in high school. We went to all the symfrfiony cmcerts 
and heard him play big repertoire, like the Strauss tone poems and such. 
Karpilovsky had the physical ability to do that tepertcxre, and play it muacally. 1 
learned a lot from him in certain areas. He was very demanding, but patienL He 
wouldn't let up until 1 did something the way he wanted. After 1 studied with 
Karpilovsky, 1 studied with Williams, who was my last teacher. After the age of 
eighteen, 1 never studied anymore.
So you received your diploma after only one year at Julliard?
Yes. 1 graduated from high sdrool in 1942 and enrolled at Julliard. 1 received a 
Diploma in Trumpet in the spring 1943 and then was drafted into the army. Most of 
the men at Julliard were called to active service dre fall semester, which was great
too
for me. If ail those trumpet students had been there, I wouldn’t have had as much 
of an opportunity. 1 was called iq> later because my father got an extension for me 
until the end a[ the academic year. 1 received the diploma after only one year, 
instead of the usual three, because of my training in high schotri and background in 
piano.
What did you do after studying with Williams?
He died only four years after 1 studied with him when he was sixty-five. At my 
age, that’s a  young man. 1 don’t think he [dayed any Itmger, a lth o u ^  he [rfayed 
once for me and 1 will tell you about i t  1 w ait into the Army and played with the 
West Point band at the military academy. The first trombone in the band played 
seccmd trombcme with Toscanini in the NBC Symphony. 1 ccmtmued my education 
working with these experienced people. When 1 was discharged from the army in 
the spring of 1946,1 had no intention of becoming a trumpet player. 1 went back to 
Julliard to study composition the fail of 1946 and received my Bachelors [1949] 
and Masters [1950] degrees in composition. 1 was looking for a  teaching job in a 
ccAlege, when 1 just fell into working. At this stage, 1 lode back on my life, and 1 
think somebody else was in charge. At the end of the spring term, a student 
conductor and friend named Charies Scfaiff would organize chamber works, like 
Siegfried IdvU. 1 was busy with composition and thecxy and only pWayed a cou{de 
o f rehearsals with him. The other guys, like [Armando] Ghitalla and Johnny Ware, 
were batting away at the trumpet, and didn’t have time. Charlie called me in the 
spring and asked if 1 would you play a concert with him. His father was 
underwriting an entire ccmcert in Julliard’s concot hall. Chariie had one piece with 
trumpet and asked if  1 would play. This was my only public performance that year, 
and 1 played Copland’s Quiet Citv fen* the first time. Several days later, 1 received a 
phone call as I was leaving for class. The gentleman on the phone said, "You dcm’t 
know me, but 1 went to the concert and heard you play The Quiet Citv. 1 liked your
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playing and gave your name to four contractors in New Ycxic.” Do you know who 
the four contractors were? NBC, ABC, CBS, and in those days WOR [radio].
NBC and CBS had ^maphonies and WOR had a  symphonette. As a result of his 
referral, I got a call fnxn the contractor a( WOR, who had also been engaged to be 
the contracts for the Little Orchestra SocieQr. I went down to his office at WOR 
and played a little o f the Haydn Concerto and some excerpts. I played five k> ten 
minutes, that’s all. We went into his office and he said in a very matter-<^-fact way, 
‘*WeO, I can give you principal trum ps.” This was incredible, because I was the 
only guy who played for him, and he’s offered me a  contract with the Little 
Orchestra Society! I received a contractât double scale fcr dght pairs o f concerts at 
Town Hall. The Little Orchestra Society was a new ochestra, but within three 
years, it grew to sixty concerts a year. This was equivalent to orchestras like 
Pittsburgh or Indianapcdis in those days. I wrxked with die Little Orchestra Society 
for thirteen years frran 1947 to 1960.1 just fell into playing in New Ycffk. Think 
about how different it is today! I also auditioned for Stokowski to play in the RCA 
Victor’s Symphony. He used the New York f%ilharmonic brass secticm, with the 
exception of the third trum pet Stokowski wanted to find a different trumpet pdayer 
to play in the orchestra, so 1 took the auditiort When I walked into the rehearsal 
hall, I was the only trumpet player. I auditioned, and got the job. We did recordings 
and some concerts for about three years. I had a chance to play first trumpet at the 
M et The director and I had worked together on Stravinslqr’s LTBstoire Soldat. 
But I didn’t pursue it. A t that point, the brass quintet was going cm.
Did you begin on the comet or the trumpet?
I started on the trumpet at age eight The music business was so different in those 
days! The Conn Company had a  tiny trailer and would travel to different 
communities. When they came to my ccmimunity, th ^  presented an assembly 
program at my schcxiL The saleanan demonstrated all the instruments, and then
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passed out a notice to the parents annoimdng a d i^lay of all the instruments that 
night As a  resu lt my parents bought me a trumpet and that's how I got started. 
My band director was Stephen hÆescer (a darind  p i^er), and he had the entire 
band program in the school, dementaiy through high sd iod . I started in the fourth 
grade with three or four other kids. He would crane to our school once a week, and 
we’d take a half hour group lesson from hint N/fy father was busy working and my 
mother was the one who encouraged me. At the end c f  the year, h/Gescer said to 
her, “Bobby’s doing really well. I think you ought to get a private teacher. There’s 
a man in an adjacent town, named Carl Thalheimer. You ought to call him up. He’ll 
teach Bobby.” So we went h> Carl Thalhdmer, aiKl I studied with him for a year. 
Carl was also a clarinet player. I never got to a trumpet teacher for three or four 
years, 1 guess. Both those men were good musidans. The brass quintet [NYBQ] 
did a clinic at a  school, and we just couldn’t get it off the ground. The students 
were reticent to partidpate, and one of the faculty suggested we each take a turn and 
td l how we started on our instrumenL We’d never discussed it with each other, so 
we’re all listening to the straies. You know, none of us started with the teacho* of 
our own instrument When I was ten, we moved back to the E^reeland area and lived 
in Hazdton, PA. I studied with my first trumpet teacher, Emmett KuehnCT. He 
played in a polka band on a radio station. He was a good teacher, and 1 studied with 
him for about a  year. He was the rally teacher that really told me something about 
the physical aspects of playing. I played with an overbite and couldn’t play higher 
than A above the staff. He adjusted my embouchure, so my teeth were even and 1 
started to play with a straighter air stream. He improved my playing quite a b it We 
moved back to Pittsburgh, and I studied trumpet with Guy Borelli for a year. Then 
1 studied with Bosworth and Karpilovsky. 1 played the comet in school and trumpet 
in a dance band outside the school situatioiL 1 also studied comet with Frank Simon 
at the Conservatory in Cincinnati for two summers, when I was in the seventh and
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ninth grades [1936 and 1938]. My last teadier was Williams at Julliard.
Are there publications about you, or that you've written, of which 
you are especially proud?
1 thought about that, and much ( f i t  is in the Yale archives. 1 think the m ^onty of 
the dungs I’ve written and have been written about me were about my connection 
with the quinteL I’ve writtoi several articles. There are some journals I kept when 
we first went to Europe and so on, and of course, there was a dcxAoral dissertation 
on the quinteL
What aspects of your teaching do you feel the most and least 
successful?
I looked at that question and passed it by. I think that’s for somebcxfy else to 
evaluate, like you.
Personally, you made me stretch as a player, and I’m still playing 
from the experience!
I think we all do. It’s ail accumulative. At Yale, I thought in terms of preparing a 
graduate level student to make the Ixidge from student to the professiotL The 
profession is very differenL All of you really were in good shape, learning and 
brighL It seems strange, but I would think twice before I would send one c f  my 
students as an inrxxent substitute to a  job in New Ycxk. They might weak with 
scxnebcxiy who wasn’t as proficient on their instrument but was very job-wise. It’s 
one thing to {day your instrument well, but cpnte another to deal with seasoned 
freelance players, because there was nothing set w  static about New Y cak! I would 
feel more comfortable with a person whose playing wasn’t refined because 1 knew 
how they would reacL I was preparing a  student for bridging the gap, and there is a 
gap. Another aspect was many of my students became conductors or composers. At 
Yale, students were able to see a  broader pospective beyond their instrumenL It 
was a wonderful atmosphere. I think I was also successful at Yale because I was
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teaching from my day-to-day experiences as a  {vofessional player.
I understand you tauÿtt at several schools?
I was leaily a  freelance teacher! I was chairman of the Brass Department at the 
Manhattan Schocrf of Music for several years. I taught one year at Julliard in 
chamber music, and sevoai years at Rutgers in Newark, NJ, and the North 
Carolina Sdrool o f the Arts. I taught ta r years at both the University of Hartford 
arrd the New Brglarrd Conservatory o f Music, but my longest tenure was at Yale, 
thirty-one years. 1 retired the sturrmer d* 1988. Frank fTirro, former Dean of the 
Yale School o f Music] got it all wrong when he acknowledged my letiremenL He 
said 26 years or something. You can put that in there, too! When the Yale catalog 
came out it stated, “Robert Nagel, Irrstructor o f Bass!” I received a  plaque as an 
acknowledgment of my service, and it said, “Robert Nagel, Instnrctcxr o f Bass!” I 
sent it back and told them to get it right and put an "R” in there.
Would you have done anything differently if you hadn't been a 
musician?
You know, it may sound egotistical, but I wouldn’t  As I said before, I didn’t really 
make my career; it was circumstance. I look back cm i t  and 1 was at the right place 
at the right time, most of the time. 1 could have gone with the CBS staff orchestra. 
Those guys made a lot of money, but it looked as if it wasn’t going to continue.
The staff orchestras were being reduced, so (laying in television and radio was 
precarious. In that respect, I might have done mtxe solo work, but the time wasn’t 
right Maurice Andre and others came later. I always chose to do what 1 did, even 
with the quintet Our recordings featured the composer, rather than the quintet We 
did feature the quintet on our first and last albums, but the ones in between were 
about the composers and the repertore. That is what made us, too. That was okay. 
Do you think it has changed since then?
Today, it’s all about featuring the performance and the group.
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Do you use any pfarasesywords, or techniques of Williams?
There is one thing interesting, and it was the only time Williams played for me. 
Williams was demonstrating the control necessary for the embouchure muscles. 
Something came up in the lesson and he made the point to tell me this. He picked 
up his instrument and played a scale, up to the next octave, without using the 
valves! It sotmded horriWe, but he hit the pitches! He did it by forcing the notes 
with his lips. I don’t know exactly how he did it, but I look back at that thing and 
think it was incredible. I’ve tried to do it ever since!
What was your perception of Williams as a teacher?
He was very matter-r^-facL He didn’t pick away at me. Ife’d let me play through 
the etude and then he’d  cmnment on it and ask me to go over something else. He 
was primarily interested in preparing me for the professicmal world. [Nagel rders 
to his copy of his Arban book with lesson notes written by Williams.] Going back 
to my notes, he had me w ok  <m controlling my embouchure using the Schlossberg 
book. I also did a  lot c f  transposition because he felt I needed more for the Julliard 
School, and I apjxeciated this. The other area he stressed was technique. I was 
doing Chariier fThirtv-Six Transcendental .«Studies] These don’t notes indicate it, 
but I’m sure I was dcang [Smith’s] Top Tares. He concmitrated cm technique and 
articulation. I worked a  lot with Bob Roberts and Ray Crisara in New York; both 
were students of Williams. P etrie  would say that our soimd and articulation was 
similar. I had an experience which made me evaluate this entire concepL Teddy 
Wise, a friend of mine, said students would study with Sigmimd Hering in New 
York. Hering would have them play an exercise and could tell who they studied 
with. Evidently, it was the material Williams gave bis students, and what he 
expected from it, that made them play in a certain way.
Did you have any preconceived ideas about studying with Williams?
No, not really. Vacchiano and Williams were listed in the Julliard catalog as the
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teachers. I didn’t know who Vacdiiano was, so I studied with V iliam s. I felt 
comfortable with A^IIiams because of my background in comet with Simon. So I 
felt I was going to proceed mote along the same lines I'd been learning. )^Uiams 
didn’t get into cvchestral material, which is what I really needed.
Do you think WilUams was a good teacher for you?
Yes, at that point, but I have to qualify all this. I had a  chronic ear condition, 
blockage of the eustachian tubes and sinus problems. It was particularly bad my 
first year at Julliard. I would take a  lesson with him but wouldn’t prac^ce until two 
days before, trying to g ^  relief. I would really bear down, trying to make up for it 
and would have a good lessorL When I had adequate time to (xepare, I felt my 
lesson didn’t sound comparable to the effort I put into i t  B ut he was a  good 
teacher fcH* me. I wasn’t ready for anything beycnd what he demanded technically 
and physically. He’d let me play through an etude to see if my {daying stood up, 
but he wasn’t very helpful to me on orchestral ccxicerts.
Can you describe the strengths and weaknesses of Williams as a 
teacher in regard to your own experience?
I feel this about a lot teachos. I had good students who studied with Ray Crisara
in New York. The first question I asked them was, “Did he ever play for you?” 
After awhile I stopped asking the questicm. Maybe scxnething in what the student 
did made me think to ask the questiotL Ray was a great player, and all they would 
have to do to learn a  lot at a  lesson was hear him play. Ray never played for his 
students. I understand he does now. Williams didn’t play much n my lessons. That 
is (me thing I felt I would have appreciated frcmi him. I guess you could call it a 
weakness, but a lot of teachers have that I know that 1 had that same weakness,
t(X).
I don’t recall you playing very often in lessons.
No, 1 played very seldouL Your mind is going because you are thinking about the
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student's playing. All of a sudden you pick up the trumpet to play and you’re not in 
^ a r , and I got embarrassed playing for my students. The thing is it carries over, 
right? I studied with Williams, and he didn’t play, and I don’t play. I’ve heard of 
teachers who did a lot of p ly in g  and their students also carried it over into their 
teaching. I think it’s a factor.
Do you know if Williams treated his students equally?
I have no idea. But, I’ll tell you a story .hmmy Burke told me. They were doing 
something like the French hkdicmal Anthem or die 1812 Overture, and Jimmy 
Burke was probably playing the solo ownet chair. V iliam s told Jimmy to play the 
sixteenth note late, as in the French style, with double dotted notes. Burke played 
almost a  thirty-second note. The n ett day, while fdaying Beethoven’s The 
CcmseCTation of the House, they came to some typical dotted eighth rhythms, but 
Jimmy played a dotted thirty-second figure as before. Jimmy said Williams stopped 
the rehearsal and asked, "Jimmy, what are you doing?” Jimmy responded, "That’s 
the way you td d  me to ^ ay  those figures.” [Nagel] But not in Beethoven! Williams 
looked at him and said, "Jimmy, your ignorance is refreshing!” That tells me 
something of him. I never saw that side of Williams.
What was your perception of Williams as a performer?
I dcm’t know. See again, I talked about his flexibility by playing a scale without 
using the valves. Ffe played with the Philadelphia orchestra. I don’t know what the 
musical demands were then, but he could play in a  symphcmy or a comet solo. I 
think he had a flexibility as a  player. I have a technical background in comet facility 
and got part of my reputation in  contempmary music. Nty comet background helped 
me meet the challenges of contanporary mumc. I think Williams probably had that 
ability since he played with the Philadelphia and had comet background.
Did you study with any other significant teachers?
No. I studied with their students. The big teacher in New York was Max
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Schlossberg. Harry Glantz was never a teacher as such, but I learned fitnn him 
sitting next to him in the orchestra. By my reccdlection, Schlossberg overshadowed 
everybody as a  teacher.
So people had to come to New York to learn their craft?
Well, you could say that everything was more centralized then. The conductors 
came to New York to audition. They would go to New York, Chicago, and LA. 
They would go to the players, not the players to them.
Did you know who Williams’ teachers were?
No. I saw in your infcvmation there were a  couple of teachers mentioned, but I 
never heard o f theitL This is typical, too. I don’t how you’re going to  fate with the 
other people, but you’ll find in talking about teachers back then, few people would 
have heard either of them as teachers or players. Back then, teachers were 
guides. I think things have drifted the other way too much. Today, students aren’t 
aWe to teach themselves oc to analyze their playing and that has also changed the 
complexion of teaching.
Do you think there are other aspects of your teaching you derived 
only from Williams?
Yes, but he was the last teacher that I had. Williams didn’t dabble and was very 
business-like and organized. He would go from one thing to another. If some 
aspect o f technique in an etude wasn’t working, he’d pick out something else 
similar, and have me work on i t  He taught a little bit by the numbers. He’d go 
through the materials in a progressive way, but would also stick with scnnethmg 
until he felt enough material was covered well. Like in here. [Referring again to his 
Arban boct,] It says, “Repeat the difficult passage in No. 5 Chariier. Review the 
Arban, double tongumg.” There are several things in here which meant to review 
certain Arban exercises. He just kept g ang  progressively, but he wouldn’t let 
things go because there was sonething else to do. He bad me do a  lot o f review.
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and I’ve done a certain amount of this in my own teaching. Sometimes the student 
is not at the level of the music. Then, it’s fine if they have an ^ posure to it because 
they can always come back to it later.
What materials did you use with Williams?
The whole year I studied with Williams, he used Schlossberg, some Arban review, 
and also transposition out of his book, which 1 think, is the best transpositicm book 
for young people, depending on how you use i t  1 did a few Chariier Eludes. He 
limited it to those areas and combined them in different ways. We didn’t do any 
orchestral excerpts. If you wanted to study excerpts, you had to copy them frcxn the 
score; they weren’t published like today. 1 think a  factor in the selection o f teaching 
materials back then had to do with the availabiliQr of materials. There was a 
considerable amount of pedagogical arxl comet s c ^  litmature at that time. 1 see 
something in here too, that he gave me a tonguing exercise and had me play it slow. 
1 did this in my own teaching as well, by taking an etude and using it as a beginning 
point to reinfcnce additional techniques. If an etude was articulated. I’d have my 
students slur i t
Do you remember if Williams played during his lesson?
No, he didn’t  There are duets in here [Arban], but they were for transposition. He 
had me play ± e  first or second part and transpose i t  He did not play at that time.
He was kind of quiet and not very (Aysical.
How often did you study with him?
An hour lesson each week through the school year.
Did you ever do any type of class lessons?
No.
Do you know the Qrpe of student that Willianms selected for his 
studio?
No, 1 don’t how that worked.
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How did yoo select students for Yale?
I leaned toward sometxie having musicianship mote than technical development, 
unless there was some physical problem in their playing. I always believed we 
could get the technical dungs, but if the musicianship wasn’t there, it’s a  hard thing 
to leam at the graduate levd.
Are there pedagogical materials or methods Williams used you did 
not?
They’re different today. You didn’t  have all these Frendi studies; we didn’t have 
contemporary music. Harry Glantz was playing in a symphony when he was 
sixteen. The repeitcâre for the cschestra was limited dien. What was he playing, 
Brahms’ symphonies? Maybe an occasicmal w < ^ mcxe demanding. It’s harder to 
be orchestral players today. They have to play solo works, difficult symphonies, 
and Ixass quintets as part of their services. Today, the amount o f time we have to 
teach students is limited in companstm to the amount drey must leam. You try to 
acquaint them with everything, so they can follow th rou^  later on their own. 
Teaching wasn’t that way in those days. Actually, if I had gcme to Williams for a 
course of study lasting four years, I probably could have covered everything he 
wanted to teach and do it th o ro u ^y . I don’t think you can do that today. There’s 
too much to leam and too much teaching material availaWe to meet that demand.
At Julliard, I received a  diploma in tnnnpet by taking all the music subjects or 
qualified to pass theuL They cmly expected you to take three years of instrumental 
study as a total, because it was only a three year course. A four year course would 
have added the academics. When you took it as a d^ ree  course, of course that 
spread out what you could do in a conservatory's framework. It spread it out over 
the four years. So it’s something to consider.
Are there newer materials superior to the ones you used by Williams?
There’s nothing superior to Arban; I’ll say that right cff the bat I don’t think
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there’s anything that approaches it.
I don’t renmember your using it with me iu our lessons.
Probably not I would mdy use Aifaan if it related to problems we were dealing 
with. I would go back to Arban, like you would go to Schlossberg, to deal with 
some problem either in orchestral music or in a solo w  etude. For instance, I would 
have a student play page 131 in the Arban [brolœn octaves and tenths] with a 
variety of rhythms and aiticulatioiis in order to address a situaticxi in a  student’s 
playing.
Do ytm know if Williams had a preference for the comet or the 
trumpet?
I think he was preferential to the comeL I probably have less to say than the others, 
but I think when you put it all tog^her, it’ll fit in.
Do you have a preference for die comet?
I drink the comet is the instrument o f choice in band. I p r^er the older com as over 
the newer ones which tend to sound like trumpas. Both instruments have th a r 
place. I always pr^erred to hear a  co m a in the literature written for it and the 
trumpet in the orchestra. I must say <me thing. LThstoire Ai Soldat was written for 
the caneL I tried it on the can e t once, but didn’t like the way it sounded. The 
trumpet seemed to blend b a ta , so I used i t  
Did Williams have you perform from memory?
No. Until recendy, students weren't required to perfam  a recital at Julliard. I 
received a Diploma (wMdi was all music classes, without academics), and I didn’t 
[day a recital! It is an important point. It wasn’t a part cd the curriculum at Julliard in 
those days. The solrxsts a[ the day were cometists like Simon and Williams. I 
didn’t go through any srdo literature with Williams except for some o f his own 
concerd and sonatas. The program was geared towards the large ensembles c f band 
and orchestra.
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Did you have your students perform from memory?
No, not really.
Did Williams teach you to play a three note chord through 
multiphonics?
We did it some, because it was in his scrfo literature.
Did you ever use any electronic aids in your teaching?
Yes, but somebody std e  it a t Yale. Ccxm had a great thing, the Strob-o-Conn. I 
was working as a  consultant with them and had one. It came in a  little box, was 
very heavy and had a frosted o^unm  with different lights to indicate intonaticxL It 
was really graphic for students and I used it, until scnnebody ux)k it!
Did you have a specific curriculum for your students?
Yes, I think it’s important to have something structured, but flexible. I wanted to 
develop my students’ abilities through solo pieces, technical studies, and orchestral 
material. I had a mental list of materials, in order of difHculty, I could use in a  two 
year program study for graduate studotts and also fw  undergraduates. Many 
times it would change depending on a student’s abiliQr. I had a  goal for them.
Did Williams do anything special to motivate you to practice?
No. He didn’t know how I was copping o u t I don’t think he did, but he never said 
anything about i t  If I played an etude poorly, he had me play it again. That’s 
motivahort I better leam i t  or he’s going to make me play it again that next week. 
His demands as a  teacher were the motivatioiL You just knew if you didn’t play 
well enough, you were going to be stuck with it another week!
Did you have any specific plan to motivate students?
At Yale, my teaching was orientated towards students becoming fxofessionals. I 
didn’t have to deal with that issue because of the envircmmenL I think tte  maturity 
o f a  player gives them motivation. One thing about motivaticm I found was students 
didn’t realize how well they performed. Many times, the way a  student handled an
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aqpect (rf* his playing was easily acceptable for the pn^essional wcvid. T h ^  were 
not aware of how w dl they did. I would tell them, "Hey listen, there are a lot of 
guys in New York that can’t do that, and they’re earning a  living.” Also, many 
students didn’t know how deficient th ^  were in other aspects of their playing. 
Many students migudged the things did well and the things they dichi’t do 
w dl. I felt my job was to point out both of these areas.
How did you help students become aware of those areas?
Back then, I had a good memcsy fcx- i t  I would keq> track of all the things they 
missed. One Uiing I would do was at the end of the etude. I’d make a few 
comments and give th an  a  little rest Then I’d wcnild have them play it a second 
time. The results were uncanny. On the seccmd time, they wcmldn’t make the same 
mistake; they’d miss som ahing new too far away before or after i t  Usually they 
were m t even aware o f it! The proUem was ccmcentration. There’s no other 
explanation for i t  It was really funny when I told them what I had done and what 
had happened. This ju st points out that much of playing is concentration. Williams 
had me play continuously during an etude of exercise. He wouldn’t stop me every 
cotq)le of measures.
Do you feel that private lessons are valuable?
Sure they are valuable; it’s a  one-to-one relationship! I had a student named Terry 
Schwartz, sounds like Gerry Schwarz but it is Terry Schwartz. He was a good 
player. I was invited to teach at a  seminar in Switzerland several times. They had 
masterclass fvogiams to help students bridge the gap between being a student and 
becoming a professicmal (three hours every morning for two weeks, with six 
people.) Can you imagine spending duee hours every meaning with a teacher. I 
would work with a  student while die others observed. Terry went to this afta* he 
graduated from Yale. I thought there wasn’t much he could get out of it having 
worked with him fcr two years. But Terry said it was helpful for him. They do
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master classes in Europe. When Maurice Andre came to Julliard, be wanted to 
know bow the master classes were arranged. I said, ** We don’t have master 
classes.” He expected to teach all the trumpet players in the class, which was his 
standard way of teaching. I think there’s some really good elements to that 
Something about it gives you more focus and concentration. The master class idea 
or the grotq) class thing works well at the dementary or entry level and also at the 
advanced level. I don’t believe it works well at the middle level. B u t I must say I 
always enjoyed working with master classes as a  teacher.
Did Williams use small ensembles in his teachings with you?
He didn’t get involved in anything like that a t JuQiard. As a matter o f fac t nobody 
did. There wasn’t such a thing You could have gone duough Julliard and never 
played anything but a trumpet dud.
What value do you assign to them?
I’d have a student ccxne into the studio, and I would work with him. He might 
sound good in the studio, but when he’s playing with others, he would be out of 
tune and wouldn’t know how to adjtisL The only way you can tell if a  student can 
hear intcmation and do scnnething about it, is in a brass quinteL There are many 
musical aspects involved in playing in a  brass quintet Another is the abiliQ' to 
match dynamics and balance with other players. You can’t get that in a  lesson. You 
can’t even get it in the orchestra. There’s only one place you can get it and that is in 
a brass quintet You can hear their valves. You can hear stylistically the articulaticm 
and what the others are doing. I think it is a  marvelous tool as an adjtmct to private 
fMrhing I can’t  say enough about it because I personally learned more about my 
students playing in a  quintet than in the studio.
When I was a graduate student, I particularly remember being
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coached by John Swallow during quintet rehearsals*^. He was very 
‘^ emphatic** with me on several occasions, and I deserved it!
[Laughs...]  This is something about teaching and about my being successful or 
not successful. John dealt with the **whole person” in teaching. If there was 
smnething negative, he dealt with i t  I respect him for that, especially when you’re 
talking about entering a profession like music. If a student had a  bad attitude w  
wasn’t getting alcmg with another student, John would confront him. 1 never did 
that I always distanced myself from those issues and would stick to the facts. 1 
shied away from that, because I felt I couldn’t read people o r situations as well he 
could.
Did Williams use or teach a specific warm-up?
No, I had lesstms with Williams in the morning and had to get up early to arrive on 
time. When 1 came into the lesson, I was supposed to be ready to {day! I got my 
warm-up routine from Bosworth when I was thirteen. I think since Williams made 
so much out of Schlossberg’s Daily Drills and he had me doing them, it would be 
that he would subscribe to that type of warm-up. But, by the time 1 studied with 
V^Uiams, 1 already had a comfortaide warm-up routine. I don’t recall much 
teaching material covering the warm-up before the Schlossberg book was 
published.
Do you use or teach this warm-up?
I always taught with the basic concepts of the Schlossberg. That is, do easy things 
in the middle register, see what respcmds, and then start working toward the things 
that don’t  My own warm-up is minimal, somewhere between ten and twenty 
minutes. I do as much as necessary to get the bottom register open, so I can tcmgue 
s(dt or loud. I also do the same with my high register. If I have an cqitimum
John Swallow jomed the NYBQ in 1958 and was a member for twenty-seven years. He 
cunently serves as Adjimct Ptcdessor of Tnmbonc and Cbanrixr Vhisic at Yale University and has 
been on faculty since 1962.
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capabiliQr, then I'm  ready to go. The length o f time would vaiy, but the materials 
were basically the same. I used nexibility things from Schlossberg (slurring and 
tonguing). The time and material varied, depending on how my lips were 
responding.
Did this remain constant in your teaching?
Yes, except I expanded the warm-up beyond Schlossberg. I think this is where 
students go wrong, because many teachers teach a Sdilossberg warm-up. Today, 
the demands of flaying are more difficult, espedally registm'. For example, if Doc 
Severinsen is warming up, the parameters o f the Schlossbo’g are limited for Mm. 
He’s got to warm-up to douMe G’s or A’s. Over time I had modified Schlossberg 
as my own playing and the demands d[ playing had changed. I Amk you have to 
add to iL What has changed in my own playing and in teaching, were the demands 
of playing and the student’s ability to go b^cm d the range, endurance, and 
flexibility of Schlossberg. I wrote a book called Trumpet Skills, taken from 
materials I gave to students at Yale, or would do myself. When I put these ideas 
into a book, I amplified them. There are exercises in there similar to Schlossberg, 
and I wrote them down just to fill in the book. But when I played them, I had a 
hard time, because they’re not that easy. They are an adjunct or a supplement to 
Schlossberg. They are a workout and not a warm-up.
Did you want the student to warm-up before the lesson?
Oh, yes.
Did you ever go through waim-up material within the lesson?
I’ve done a little that Mostly I would give them the material and let th an  do it on 
their own. Some days you might feel great, pick up the horn, and be able to play. 
Other days, you want to spend mcxe time. It varies day to day. If a  student wasn’t 
getting the idea, I would go through the warm-up with them, especially if they had 
not been accustomed to that kind of warm-up.
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Were there other concepts yon received from studying with Williams?
Yes, The idea o i using the lip trill for making the transition from one harmonic 
positicm to another. Williams used the Schlossberg to do this.
Did you approach these same pedagogical ideas with your students 
the way Williams did with you?
1 really can’t remember.
Did you vary exercises for the students?
1 think that’s fundamental. I would take a  page in the Arban, like the octaves and 
tenths on page 131, and have the student play them progressivdy fasto- each 
measure or play them with the wider intervals than octaves.
Did you have any special techniques in learning the upper register? 
Pedal register’s good for fonning the embouchure, particulariy for the student who 
wants to screech and specialize in high register. I never was a  high note artist I 
started playing with a downward embouchure which creates more resistance on 
your lip. When I started playing with a  straighter air stream, I started improving. 
How do you personally use your Trumpet Skills material?
When you were a student at Yale [1980-81], it was in the later years o f the quintet 
I was (ximarily teaching and wasn’t playing as much in New York. Trumpet Skills 
also came about as a matter of n ecessiQ r for me to keep my playing in shape. For 
example, when the quintet had a  tour coming up, 1 would use Trumpet Skills to get 
into sk q x  to play our two hour concerts. 1 would grab a few minutes, whenever 
possible and practice. 1 practice very concentrated for twenty to thirty minutes. If 1 
hadn’t been playing much and was out o f shape, I would play two octave scales 
using thirds. This was very therapeutic for me. In Trumpet Skills. 1 wrote only two 
examples, just to give the reader the main idea. But, I would pday through all the 
keys. For me, playing at the top of the staff causes the lips to change constantly, 
while it adjusts to each new note. This helped me very much. I would also play
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through a  book like Trumpet Skills Top Tones. O arlier, or Balasanyan 
(particularly die Balasanyan, because die tessitura is similar to a first trumpet part). 
I would put as much demand as I could on m ysdf for twenQr to thirty minutes, 
within reason o f course. If I could piay this way for half an hour, I could play a 
two-hour quinta conceit. My practice put me thorough a harder workout than the 
actual performance. Even though the quintet music was difficult, it was relatively 
short The Eder Quintet was probably the most tiring piece we played, and it lasted 
apinoximately sixteen to eighteen minutes. My practice was almost twice as long, 
so I knew my playing could stand up to the music. This wasn’t the best way to get 
ready, but it was the most expédiait Most trumpet playing is not difficult but it is 
that one movement that will get you, like the Great Gate at Kiev from 
Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibiticm. I found the same endurance problem with 
my students. They would practice very hard two cr three hours a  day, but how 
about playing through a couple of TopTcmes exercises without stopping? Short­
term stamina is very important in the (xofiessional world. That’s what Trumpet 
Skills is all about
Do you have any techniques to aid students in developing the low or 
pedal register?
The pedal register, yes. I have a section in my bocdc covering i t  David Hickman 
does a  lot with note bending in bis book. Bending notes is also a  technique for 
getting into the pedal register.
Did you teach piccolo trumpet and the other small horns?
Yes, all the sm all horns, especially when Maurice Andre came alcxig. Personally, I 
did a lot of pieces with piccolo. But I have always thought that you should get 
everything together in the Iowa- instruments. I had a student who specialized in 
playing the piccolo, and it hurt his regular playing. I don’t think your regular 
playing is going to hurt your piccolo trumpet playing, but etdusive piccolo playing
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or a preponderance it, will hurt your lower instruments. I tried to keep it in some 
kind proportion.
Have yoo tar%ht beginners during your career?
I taught a course at the Inter City School upper state in Newark, New York 
during the late '60 's. I taught an education course in brass instruments. I w aked 
with beginners for three years and found it fascinating to learn what happens to 
them when they’re trying to get started. That has a real q jin o ff because people 
have problems as a result o f how they start If you can understand that, you will 
know what to do with m a e  advanced students.
Are there any other conunents you’d like to make?
Let’s keep it rdative to Williams now. There is an attitude today that considers old 
materials as bdng outdated. There’s so much material today, I think we bypass a  lot 
of good literature. I had a  student at Aspen [Music Festival] once who had difficulty 
with certain kinds of articulations. He had to really work to get them. I asked him if 
he ever play comet solos and he said, ’'No.” I said to him, “If you had learned 
ccffnet solo technique, you wouldn’t have any problems with this.” Q xnet 
articulations are common evai in orchestral playing. I remember Jimmy Burke 
getting called on a date because Jimmy didn’t cb much freelance playing. There was 
scxnething really technical, and .Rrrrmy would just breeze through it as the rest of us 
fumbled i t  That foundation still aR)lies to playing after all these years. 1 mentioned 
how it apjdied to the facility 1 have for contemporary music. Bosworth, Simon, and 
to a certain extent Karpilovsky, were players known fcs* their technique. But they 
all stressed the musiciarrship as the most important aspect When 1 recorded the 
Brandenburg, 1 was really uptight It’s one thing to play i t  which I’d cbne; that 
didn’t bother me so much, but to sit down and play a recording session is quite 
another! The recording session was three hours long! We played about sixteen 
bars, and [Pablo] Casals stopped us because it wasn’t what he wanted. Ife was
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talking about how the notes should be shaped and 1 thought to mysdf, "That's all I 
need!” But it got my mind focused on the musical part, and off of the physical part, 
that it really was a blessing to me. I wasn’t thinking about all the notes 1 had to play 
and the demands of them, but how I was going to play them. That’s a basic cm cept 
we all need to learn. It’s one thing to be concerned about whether you’re going to 
play to high C, but it’s different if your concerned about "how” you’re going to 
play it! Even Emmett Kuehner taught me so much about playing musically. My 
teachers wanted me to play Sdilossberg so it sounded contrdled and pretty. I think 
much of that has gone by the boards. When 1 played in the dance band, you would 
hear a  model even in the popular music with Tommy Dorsey, Harry James and 
other lyric players in those days. I think much o f that is gone today.
Was there a difTeroice between conunercial and orchestral playing in 
your teaching?
Not really. Maybe a  little difference in emphasis because the demands in 
commercial playing are fairly broad. You dtm’t have to sight-read to play in the 
symphrmy, but ccmmerdally you better be able to do i t  You might a t  down and 
play something you’ve never seen befcxe. Yes, there were different emphases. But 
the fundamentals d* playing are similar.
Did you use any of Williams methods in your teaching?
Yes, the Supplementary Studies and his Method o f Transposition. I learned 
transposition frcxn the Sachse book, but orchestral music isn’t like that We didn’t 
have any cxchestral rqiertoire really as a  youngster. When 1 started playing 
orchestral music, there wasn’t a  key signature, but there was a  B sharp. What I like 
about the ^AHlliams’ Transposition book are the accidentals you have to deal with, in 
the older books, playing arpeggios or up and down the scale. You oould begin to 
play the key or by ear, but Williams’s book doesn’t deal with it that way. I think it 
really makes you read.
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What materials did you use at Yale?
I used my books, the Speed Studies. Studies in Contemporary Music and the 
Rhythm ic .Stiiriifts, I also used the Brandt Etudes, Falk’s Twenty A tonal Studies 
Charlier, Bitsch, Smith’s Top Tones. Balasanyan fTwentv Studies!, and the 
Caffaielli transposition book finn<aiidi Nfelodicil.
What do you see happening in the music profession at this point in 
your career?
In New Mexico, they have cut back on programs for the aits as well as the music. 
We’re very adept at training people in the arts, but there are not many outlets (œ  
them. The San Diego Symphony has been up and down for years, but they’re 
down again. The New Mexico Symphony has been struggling for ten years, and 
it’s a good orchestra. Who is going to support these things? The orchestras don’t 
pay for themselves. I think Corporate America must make some kind c f shared 
effort with the govenunent
Is the work changing, or is it just disappearing?
There are orchestras which are successful, but they are getting into the 
entertainment business with pops programs. That’s becoming a very common 
occurrence. My personal opinicn is that when they cater to this, diey are going to be 
stuck with it, and most of the fine classical concert music wrm’t be played. I don’t 
see that there’s any way ou t It’s the same with the Canadian Brass Quintet They 
went the route of entertainment because that’s what the audience wanted. How 
could I teach Jofdin Rags at the graduate level? I think we need good people in the 
business, not just the players but people who are knowledgeable in administrative 
areas. I don’t think orchestras are managed well fw  erne thing. At Yale, I 
encouraged per^le to have some other strong card in their hand in addition to 
playing. You have a better chance getting wwk when you can conduct the wind 
ensemble or are experienced in chamber music. I taught at Yale for thirty-one years.
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and over the long haul, you get a lot more peiscmal mileage if you can do other jobs 
besides sit in a  studio all day long teaching trum pet It’s not that big a repertoire. 
The arts can make some impact and thrive in the framework of education whether 
it’s government funded educaticm, public education, or a cme of the private 
instimtions. 1 think the main thing is to keep your opticms open. I have to tell you a 
story about Doc Severinsen. We met briefly, and he asked me what size mouthpiece 
1 used. You just don’t do that in New Yoric. I’ve worked with guys in New York 
and didn’t know what horn they played or what mouthpiece they used. They didn’t 
ask me about my equipmmit, and 1 didn’t ask than  about theirs. You went on a  job, 
and you played. I met Severinsen after I played the Shostakovich Piano Concerto at 
a concert He waited until everybody had left and started asking me a lot of very 
personal questions, like what mouthpiece do you play? 1 asked him if he was a 
trumpet player, and he said, ’’Yes. My name’s Carl Severinsen.” 1 said, “Nice to 
meet you, Carl, 1 play a 1-1/2 C.” Severinsen came out to the New N/fexico 
Symphony last year as a guest artist The orchestra needed an extra trumpet so they 
called me. 1 got to the hall a  little early, but Doc was already there. One c f the first 
things he said to me was, “Still playing a 1-1/2 C7” He’s got an unbelievable 
memory. He played a mixed concert of classical and commercial music. You know 
what he had trouble with? Jesu. Jov o f Man’s Desirinp by Bach. Albuquerque is at 
6,000 feet In rehearsal he had a  hard time with i t  but by the time he got to the 
performance, he figured mit how to deal with i t  People liked the ccmcert and be 
played it well.
How long did the NYBQ perform?
After WWII, 1 played in the New York Brass Ensemble for a few years until it 
folded, and then 1 started the NYBQ in 1954.1 announced our official retirement at 
the brass conference at Bloomingtcm, Indiana in 1964, but we played thirty-one 
years. We did get together occasicnally after th a t playing a  program at Norfolk, CT
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[Yaie at Norfolk Music Festival] the summer of 1968 and a Robert King special in 
the summer ai 1990.
W hat a re  your paren ts nam e?
Robert and Louise (Poltmk) Nagel. My mother is ninety-seven years old and is still 
dcnng very well!
W hat is your b irth  date?
I was bom the 29th of September 1924. I'll be 73 in September. John Swallow had 
an interesting experience. He had been wcuking in New York with prt^essitmal 
players who could be his granddiildren. He said they ask him when are you gang 
to get out of the business and move over! There is a  feeling of being unwanted. I 
went to Tanglewood with Bud Heisedi right after World War II. I thought he was 
my age, but I found out he’s four years cdder than me. He’s still placing in the 
Chicago Symphony. Can you imagine a  tougher job physically? Bud is incredible. 
It’s probably an illusion, but when I get in shape, I can piay as good as anybody as 
long as I can keq> my concentration.
W hat’s your playing schedule tike now?
I’m in a brass quinteL We call ourselves the Anasazi Brass, the A ncioit Ones! So 
we get together and play fw  the fun ( f  i t  
T hank you fo r your tim e, M r. Nagel.
It has been very nice visiting with you again.
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Appendix Five 
Interview With Leonard V. N/feretta 
Telephone interview June 16,1997 
Good morning Mr. Meretta, thank you for visiting with me today. 
Good Morning. You know, I was thinking about my last lesson with Ernest 
Williams which took place in June, 1937. That was sixty years ago this month! 
There is probably not a  day that goes by that 1 don’t dunk of him. Are you 
arqiiaintffd with the Emest Williams m atoials?
Yes, in particular, his transposition book.
The first volume o f his method book came out in 1936 when 1 was a student at the 
summer Williams camp and also a teacher there. 1 played first chair in the band 
following Leonard [Smith’s J recent graduation. Because 1 could play the piano, 1 
worked in collaboraticxi with Williams and was assigned as a teacher and 
accompanist to ten campers [students]. 1 would give each a  private lesson and in 
addition, they would all have a master class with Williams. The piano 
acoxnpaniments to the method were a vital part of Williams’ teaching. Every week 
Williams would call me to his cabin, about two hundred yards away, and would 
have me play the accompaniments to the method book with bis trumpet students. If 
the music says ’’study,” then it is to be played alone. But if the etude says ”solo,” it 
has a piano accompaniment! Williams thought it was a wonderful ability that 1 could 
play the piano. He was h i^  on that! He even wrote to me about that later, which is 
why 1 am emphasizing this point 
How old were you when you started?
Lets’s see, age nine.
Did you have a teacher when you began?
No, 1 was self-taught, really. 1 was in a junior band. 1 learned by observation of 
other players and how they soimded. We played a lot marches and the fingerings
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were all marked above the notes!
So you learned by watching the music and the other players?
Yes, and going by those fingerings. Like Williams, I was self taught in the 
beginning. My kother was older and played piano and comet. My Dad thought he 
should have a  good instrument, so he got the silver-plated comet my Dad owned. I 
started on an awful com et It leaked and only cost five dollars!
What caused you to select it?
It was the only comet availaWe fcnr the price! We had no mcmey! It's  amazing how 
events happert My brother, John Louis Meretta who became head of the piano 
department at the University of Cincirmati, prrferred to play piano over the ccwnet 
He went to school in Denver and took the comet with him. My dad bought me a 
Ccxm trumpet for forty dollars, which had bdcmged to my cousiiL It had a slide 
with a quick change to the key c f A and was my instrument for quite awhile. I smile 
about it now because later in my first rehearsal with Williams in the orchestra, we 
played SrhffhpraTadft which is written for trumpet in A. This will live with me 
forever. There were two other students there; 1 don’t know why he had me play. 
But Williams didn’t want me to pull the tuning slide out to the ‘*A” positim. He said 
that was “cheating,” but you know how the piece flies! Williams said, “You 
trumpeters should be ashamed of yourselves; transpose that music!”
Where were you bom?
Marion Heights, Pennsylvania. It was a  small mining town about 100 miles 
ncvtheast of Harrisburg. Leonard [Smith] and I were bom on the same day, 
September 5,1915!
What does your middle Initial stand for?
Victor.
Was your father In the mining business?
He worked as a weighing clerk in a  coal mine, weighing the coal as it came up the
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mine shafts. He was also very interested in teaching. Later on, he took courses at 
an area college and got enough credits to permit him to teach in public school. 
Eventually we moved to New Jersey where be taught school and did postal work. 
What are the names of your fathw and mother?
Louis Meretta and Henrietta Brennan.
What was your wife’s name?
Phyllis Giant N/feretta.
How many were in your family?
Two kothers and a  sister. With the death of my mother, when I was three, the 
family was separated. My older brotho' and sister went to live with friends in New 
Jersey. My brother John, my dad, and I joined them later.
Where in New Jersey?
You could call it South Bound Brook. Actually the name of the communit>', which 
is so tiny, was Zarephath, a  biblical name. But when you say South Bound Brook 
or Somerville, most people in Aat area have heard i t  I went to school there, 
primary through high school. At the end of my high school career in 1933, a friend 
o( mine gave me m on^ to buy a trumpet She thought I was talented and gave me 
$100 in a roll of organ music. That was a lot of money then! She said, **Buy 
yourself a new trumpet" So I got a King, and that’s just about what it cost 
So you started playing on your own without a teacher?
Yes, at age nine. 1 had two years of piano before this and as you know, piano is an 
excellent pre-band instrument 1 played my first piano composition at age eight I 
called it NfelreUp. I played it in public on a Thanksgiving program. I started cm the 
pano at age seven and played {ripe organ at age twelve.
Would you tell me how you and Leonard Smith became friends?
I met him when 1 drink 1 was ei^ teen , but I knew cf him earlier. At about age 
thirteen, we were both perfomring cm separate Children’s Hour radio programs
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broadcast once a week. Ffe was on WJZ in New York, and I was on a part time 
station in New Jersey. I d idn 't know him, but listened fo him Sunday mornings. 
We were playing the same Q aike solos. I wrote to WJZ and got ins address. We 
struck up a correspondence and have been very good friends ever since. Leonard 
always had a personal interest in me and my careo'after our initial correspondence. 
He went to the New York NÆIitary Academy, Cmiwail-Oir-Hadscxi, and wanted 
me to come and be part o( the band program, but my father wouldn’t allow i t  I 
talked to Leonard about sdiools after graduating fm n  high sdxool, and be 
suggested the Williams School. It was Leonard’s influence that caused me to go to 
William’s school.
Which did you first attend, the camp or school?
The school in Brooklyn, New York. Ernest Williams auditioned me. I started in the 
spring session of 1935 and went part-time for one smnester, commuting from New 
Jersey three days a week. I took three subjects: band arranging with Mayfaew Lake, 
trum ps lessons with Emest Williams, and band. I Id t school the fall semester to 
I^ y  with a Nkyor Bowes UniL Mryor Bowes had a national radio program on 
NBC, Sunday nights fm n  8  to 9  pm . It was an amateur talent show. I performed 
on a  Major Bowes program in June 1935 and was a “winner.” Msÿor Bowes had 
ten variety units that touted the United States, ami I was in Unit Two. On tour, I 
played Bride of the Waves four times a day, seven days a  w eek. . .  563 times in 
six months!
Then yoo went back to the Williams school?
Yes, but I almost went to school in Cirxmmati. My brother was in Cirxzmnati at the 
CcAlege c f Muac. He really liked it and almost corrvirxxd me to finish my muâc 
education degree there. George Howard, who started the Air Force Band in 
Washington D C., was Dean at the Williams School. He and Ernest Williams gave 
me a “sales” talk to stay at the Williams school. Williams gave me a $300 per
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SCTiester schcdarship for room, board, and tuition! I decided to stay in New York 
and finish at the >^lliams School. I came back the next q%i% term [1936] and 
went s tra i^ t through tmtil June 1937.1 graduated June 10. the summer of 1937.1 
also got fourteen hours of credit fm n  NYU tihat summer and then went to the 
University o f Michigan in Sq)tember 1937.
Why did you go to NYU?
I was familiar widi the school because Williams directed the NYU band. The ESW 
students went Monday afternoons to piay in the NYU band, one rehearsal a week 
for two hours. I was first chair in the band It was made up NYU students, but 
we had ringers from the Williams Band to help. The Williams Band rdtearsed every 
day 2-4 o’clock and gave a am cert every Saturday! Doug, this schedule was 
fantastic! I probaUy learned as much from the band rehearsals and concerts as I did 
frcHn Williams private lessons. He was such an artist; it was scary! On May 29, 
1937, Percy Grainger conducted his I Jncolnshire Posev with the V^Uiams' school 
band at Town Hail in New York. This was the first time the work was performed in 
its entirety. About a  month before, a band performed five of the six movements at 
an ABA conference, but our concert was the first complete performance. “Yours 
truly” was fortunate to play the first comet part!
What a wonderful experience! What led to to Michigan?
I was teaching privately in New York and heard erf* an opening at the UniverâQf of 
Michigan for a teaching assistant One of my private students wanted to go u> 
cdlege. so I suggested he audition fcr the position by tape. He played his cw net 
and I played the piano. We sent the tape to Bill Reveili. Reveili wrote back and said 
the positicm was filled  Following this. I thought the field was wide open and 
suspected there was scxnetbing in this student’s playing Reveili didn’t like. So I 
wrote to Reveili. and by return mail. Reveili said 1 had the job! 1 think the Williams 
background and the Mtyor Bowes’ experience helped
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So you completed your bachelors degree at the Universi^ of 
Michigan?
Yes. I received a tiuee year oeitificatefnxn the )A^lliams school and dienaxni^âed 
my fourth year at Michigan, while teaching two hours a day to b^inning trumpet 
students. These were students learning tnass for music education degrees. 
Incidentally, those were Corm-Victor Model Comets all with Bach No. 7C 
mouthpieces! In the summer of 19381 graduated with a Badielors Music degree 
and started chi my Masters program. I went to summer school for four summers. 
Would you tell me about your experience at Lenoir?
In the fall o f 1938,1 went to Lenoir, North Carolina to be the associate band 
director. It was quite a  setup: they had their own band buses and building! The 
director was James C. H arp^. Perhaps you wouldn’t know that name unless you 
read his book. Getting Results VHth School Bands. He was from a wealthy family, 
and band was his hobby. After World W ar I, he started the high school band in 
Lenar. In a ^ e g e  he nuyoted in history and finance. He went to the University of 
North Carolina and to Davidson College. We went to festivals for our section 
which was an area between Washington, D C. and Florida. Captain Harper was 
dedicated to building an excellent band program.
You called him captain?
Yes, in World War II, be was a  captain. Ife loved that title.
How long were you at Lenoir?
I was there three and a half years. During the summers, I wcxked cm my Masters at 
N/fichigatL I led the way for Williams’ studmits to go to Michigan (Ray Crisara and 
other ESW graduates came to Nfichigan some time later.)
When did you leave Lenoir?
In January I9<^ I joined the faculty at the Universty of M cbigan as their first full 
time brass instructor. I taught all the brasses, tuba right on up to trumpet! Now,
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there are qiecialisfs on every instrument!
How long were you at the University of Michigan?
All together, four and a half years. Three and a half full time and then the prior year 
when 1 was a  teaching assistant It was wonderful; we had guests like Frank 
Simon, Morton Gould and Victor GiabUe.
How did you get the job at the University of Michigan?
Well, let’s back up a little. I got a call from Bill Reveili and his boss Earl V. Moore, 
head of the music department at U cf M. 1 told them that I was flattered to be 
offered a job at Khchigan, but that I was enjoying my job  at Leiwir, and I wanted to 
direct [conduct], too! They said they would give me an opportunity to direct, if I 
came to Mchigan, so 1 decided to go.
Did you play under Reveili?
Yes, during my last year o f my bachelcws degree and the four summer sessions. 
Were you able to perform at Western Michigan?
Not much, I just didn’t have the time. When I started in 1945, there were only four 
ca flve faculty then; now there are forty six! 1 had to teach everything, even the 
woodwinds and percussion. Thank goodness fw  my experience at Lenoir, because 
that is what I had to do in public school. I applied the Williams’ lesson format 1 
learned at the school with all my wind instrument students at Western Michigan. 
The Williams’ atperience helped me again!
Was your Major Bowes tour your first profesâonal position?
Yes.
How did you get this position?
By audition. On Sunday n i^ t . Major Bowes had a radio program for amateurs; it 
was called The Chase and Sanborn Hour named after the spcmsor. Leonard Smith 
encouraged me to auditicm fOT it because 1 could make some money. He told me, 
‘*You will get five dollars!” 1 sent a postcard to NBC and almost immediately got a
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reply to report on a  Riday for an audition. I played Staigers’ Carnival of Venice 
and Clarke's Bride of the Waves. Holding the high "C," second note to the end 
helped make me a  winner. Shratly after that perfmnance, I played several 
perfcxmances at the Palace Theatre in New York.
Are there any additional publications by you, of which you are 
especially proud?
For a short time, I was editor of die brass column in The School Musician. This 
was in the '4 0 's , while I was at AÆchigan.
I know you've done some composing because I have one of your 
comet trios, Aurora.
The inspiration for Aurora started at the )X^Uiams School. I dcm’t know if Ray 
[Crisara] o r Leonard [Smith] told you, but we studied composition for three years 
while at the ESW. The first year you composed and conducted your march. I did 
that with Lake. It was performed in public. What an experience! The second year, 
you composed a  suite for ordiestra. You ccmducted it in public and competed with 
other students. The third year I studied under Erik Leidzen and composed an 
overture in sonata allegro form for cschestra, and ccmducted it in public. 1 came in 
second in that competitioiL
Did you ever think about becoming a composer or arranger?
Well, Leonard Smith encouraged me in that direction, but 1 had my goal set on 
teaching.
In addition to the two trumpet trios you have written, Aurora and 
Holidav Polk». are there other compositions?
Well, I've w rittm  about eleven marches and made many arrangements, 1 could have 
gone into that more heavily. When 1 came to Western, 1 spent my time and energies
\fetetta  was a coQlnbDti]^ editor f(cv a cotuorn entitled‘‘Advice to the CcxnedsCfnmi 
April 1942 until September 1945.
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trying to build the ^ n d  Instrument Program. That affected my  composing and my 
performance.
What aspects of your teaching have you been most and least 
successful?
Two things probably; so many of the students I taught are now successful music 
teachers, and the bands at WMU were a  success.
How about least successful?
I haven’t given tins much drought, but I always wanted to improve as a musician 
and teacher. I wanted my students and bands to do better never feeling quite 
satisfied-1 guess my “batting averages” were fairly high! It was the same with 
Emest Williams, his “batting average” was very high. He had Leonard Smith and 
others who were very good musicians to begin with. Then he took them frcan that 
point and made them even better!
Were you ever Interested in another career?
Yes, in electronics!
What changed your mind?
I talked to a  man in the electronics field. He said music was more fim!
Is there anything in your music career that you might have done 
differently?
I might have studied conducting more with great conductors. I had a  great 
experience studying ccmducting with Pierre Monteux. I also wished that I could 
have played my trumpet mcxe.
Did you teach your students with the same materials Williams taught 
you?
Some. 1 went alcmg with the times. There are many new recordings, the FTG, new 
literature like much of the French materials, and a  wealth of new tools to help 
students leam. Todays’s trumpet students are very fortunate to have a wealth of
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literature and recordings and membership in the ITG.
Did WilUams bave a preference for the comet or the trampet?
Well, I started on comet, but played the trumpet shortly thereafter. After ikying 
trumpet on the Mrycv Bowes’ tour, 1 retuned to schocrf and played in the band. 
Everyone had a comet except me, but V^Uiams didn’t ask me to change. I decided 
to make a change from trumpet to comet shortly after!
Do you have a preference for the comet or the trumpet?
No, both are wonderful instruments. For beginners, 1 recommend starting on the 
comet and changing later if they prefer. In band, 1 recommend comets on comet 
parts and in orchestra, the trumpet For solo playing, I prefer the instrument that is 
appropriate fo* the literature.
Did you ever hear Williams perform?
1 never heard him live but 1 do have tape recording Leonard [Smith] gave me. It 
was beautiful, so artistic with a purity of sound, even on that dated tz^re. You knew 
this man was one the greatest of his time. Here he was, playing in Philadelphia 
and taking the train to New Yoric to play recordings. Busy, busy, busy! He played 
the Brandenburg with the Philadelphia Orchestra and I think he played it on a B-flat 
trumpet! That is amazing! Yes, he told me it was all what you got “used to.” I 
am disaf^xxnted for not keeping the New Ycvk Times article fnxn he gave to me. 
The reviewer raved about Williams performance. Aftm-1 read this, 1 asked Williams 
why he performed it on the B-flat? Williams said in his experience, the B-flat 
trumpet was the instrument he was accustomed to playing. As I pcxider, I ask, “ 
How did he do it?” He had an uncarmy range from low to high. Well, he was just
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one of the world's greatest!*^
Can you describe the strengths and weaknesses of Williams as a 
private teacher?
He was very artistic. You just knew everything he said was accurate. He spoke 
with authority. You respected him very highly. I can't emphasize this too much. 
We had such respect for his muacianship. Then too, the way he conducted his 
lessons in kindness and authority, you just loved i t  He had a fabulous musical 
background. His practice routine was excellent In retrospect I can't 
overemphasize the value of  the two-hour daily rehearsals and the weekly concerts 
on Satiuday afternoon by the Ernest S. Williams School of Music Band. You can’t 
get that expoience today! You can’t duplicate that!
Did the NYU students perform wtth the Williams* Band?
During Monday rehearsals and in an annual concert 
When did the band perform?
Saturdays, at the Bedford YMCA Auditorium in Brooklyit New York.
Did you have Sunday off?
Yes. That’s when Emest read the New Ycric Times. He spent the day reading the 
Times and helping those from the professional world who had emboudiure 
problems and those who wished to continue their study.
What was his demeanor on the podium?
Very demanding! At times, he relaxed a little.
'"Williams performed the oonooto twice in Fdrruary and December of 1921 with the 
PhiIadcli*iaOEdiestra. While it an accqilaHe fact Williams was an extraordinary trumpeter, it is 
questianaUe he pcdmmed the work in die original register. It is more probaUe that Williams 
performed an arrangement by Felix Mottl published by Breitkopf and Hârtel in 1901. Mottl 
lowered the solo part one octave and divided it between two players. Robert Nagel performed this 
arrangement and recalled that Saul Cas ton. Williams successor in the Philadelphia Orchestra, also 
performed this altered version. Nagd speculates the Mottl arrangement was the version performed 
by Williams. Fn- additional information on performances of the cotioerto, see Keith C. Clark’s, 
“Performances of the Brandenburg Omcerto No. 2 in the United States." Journal of the 
International Trumpet Guild Volume 3 (October 1978): 24.
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Were there any weaknesses of Williams as a teacher?
I wish he had played more for me and assigned me newer and more literature. The 
literature was limited to Arban, his studies, and the comet solo literature of the day. 
If he had time for research, he might have «tpanded the repertoire for his students. 
There were exercises frcxn Arban I did with my students, that Williams did not do. 
He just didn’t have the time to do them in the lessons. During my last year at the 
ESW schocd, several Williams’ books were published. This was a great 
improvement in the amount of fine trumpet literature available.
So, Williams did not play much in the studio.
No, and I wish he had. But he had very little time for practice. As I said, if he had 
had more time, he could have assigned more etudes or expanded the solo literature. 
Maybe he knew other materials and could have augmented his assignments. I 
don’t know how much was available. I’m sorry to say that. Trumpeters from the 
turn of the century on up to 1940 were immersed in the solos of that period and 
prior to that, studying primarily etudes.
Did you have any preconceived expectations of studying with 
Williams?
Very little. I went to the Williams’ School on Leonard Smith’s recommendation and 
with not much informaticxi about the school.
So you didn't know much about Williams or his school.
That’s correct I went because I knew Lem ard had been working with him 
privately for several years. He was a lucky person I studied with Williams based 
only on Leonard’s recommendation. I just thought Leonard was “tops.”
Did Williams treat his students equally?
I don’t know, but the wcxds “personality” and “psychology ”come to mind. He 
was a different perscxiaiity on the podium than in the studio. He might go around 
the band at times and pick on one or two students just to keep them on their toes.
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He would say something like, “Let me hear that again,” œ  “That isn’t very good, 
you need to practice more.” Much his playing experience was under “old- 
schod” European ccmductors. Even though tfiey got great results, they were often 
harsh. I think that “negative” was understandably a part o f him.
Can you describe your lessons with Williams?
1 wcNild walk into his studio. He was seated by his desk, and I played my lesson 
standing. He would say, “Okay, Leonard, let’s do the scales. Okay, page sixty- 
one: number twelve.” I have in front of  me the Arban book. Williams had us 
perform the following scales starting on page sixty-tme; numbers twelve, twenty- 
one, twenty-seven, thirty-three, thirty-nine, forty-nine, fifty-four, sixty-one, and 
sixty-seven; four sharps, four flats and the key of C. “Now, let’s do the fiexiklity 
study, page forty-two: number eighteen.” Then I did the two-octave chromatics on 
page seventy-nine; number eight and the intervals on page forty-two. Then the 
arpeggios, some triple, double tonguing. He might omit something o f the latter 
part, but we always ran through the scales! Then I would do the sd o  and maybe an 
Arban characteristic study. Sight reading was a rare part of the lesson. In my 
lessons, Williams only used the Arban and his book, when it came out in 1936.1 
imagine in thirty or fwty lessons, I played those same scales from Arban every 
week! Then in the Williams’ book he expanded on them. We only had a one-half 
hour lesson, stxnetimes one hour. There just wasn’t time to do more. As you 
know, you get frustrated in lessons because you run out of time.
Did you do any transposition?
I don’t think in those lessons he took up transposition. He directed the orchestra at 
the school, and I think he felt you got it there. Later, he published a transposition 
book which is a  gem. He told me it was the result of playing in symphony 
orchestras. During his orchestral career, he would make mental notes of passages 
and transpositions and it resulted in his transposition method. It wasn’t as if he
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decided to write a transposition book one day. It occurred over a  period of time. I 
thought that was interesting.
Was there a specific warm-op Williams used?
Williams never used the word “warm-up” as you and 1 use it today. You could call 
it a warm-up, but it was this routine o f learning your scales. He called it bent long 
tones! You polished them and polished them. Later, he wrote The Secret of 
Technique-Preservation on this subject
Did you use these scales and various Arban exercises with your 
students?
Yes, and 1 also used the “tah-ee” flexibility cm page fcxty-two # 18 in Arbait Later 
in his book two, Williams expanded those lip flexibility studies and had me do 
some. Williams had Walter Smith as a student for some time and later Walter Smith 
came out with a bc»k cm it ILip HexiMitvl. Williams said to me, “Walter has come 
out with a book, and 1 gave him those ideas, but he [Smith] had paid me his 
mcmey .” 1 thought that was interesting. Getting back to those flexibility studies 
[page forty-two, number eighteen in Arban], how wcmcferful it would have been 
had Williams expanded those studies with me as he did for Walter. But he was a 
brass teacher, a band direcXw six days a  week, and an orchestra director three times 
a week. He was rurming a  schcx>l and writing a  book. When was he going to find 
time to do more? If you look at page seventy-eight in the Arban, you find the two 
cmtave chromatics scales. Yes. We did those every lesscm! Then in his [own] bcxik 
he takes you up to high E-flaLThen he would have me go to page erne hundred 
twenty-five [Arban] and do the intervals, then arpeggios; 1 played page cme hundred 
forty-two every lessotr, all of them, but only the mtycxs! He never heard me play 
beycmd that point In the Williams bcxsk, he takes it up to high E -flat'^  He didn't 
See Williams' Complete Modem .VfedKxl for Tmmpet A Cornet naee one himdied
fifty-five.
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do the expanded scale work to B-flat with me until his book came out my last year 
at the Williams* School. Those high range studies in volume two did wcsiders for 
me!
Williams schedule must has been very flill?
Yes, he was an adm inistrate, a teache and ccmductor, and gave lessons to all the 
brass players. Later, he had some help with the private lessons from Frank Elsass. 
Williams took no m eiey from the school; he was paid cmly f e  the p ivale lessons! 
Did Williams explain why he used these scales?
Yes. It was important how you used your lips and breath to piay those scales. If the 
lips and breath were right, you would get a good soimd. He used the phrase “purity 
of sound” very often. Williams called these scales “bent long tones.” They helped 
develop flnger dexterity, breath control, technique and a  smoothness in legato style. 
Has this routine changed through the years?
It remained much the same, but I added other materials plus my own ideas. 1 would 
assign different pages to my students and adapt the routine to my own teaching. 1 
wouldn’t just give them Arban; 1 would also give them Schlossberg, Clarke, and 
other materials. 1 would change the materials to keep my students interested. 1 
would vary the menu, but Williams didn’t change it for me.
Do you find that students today need variety in their lessons?
Yes, because their goals are different, and the wcxid music has changed! Every 
student is an individual; no two are alike. You must consider their personalities, 
how they work, and if they are meticulous like Williams was. 1 would make up 
things for them and at times ask them what they wanted to do. I’d try to give them a 
choice. You try different things to keep their interest and then see what works.
Do you believe Williams was a good teacher for you?
Oh, yes, I think so. I had the privilege of stucfying with him at the right time!
Did you use Williams’ phrases and techniques in your teaching?
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I'm  sure I did.
What words or phrases did you use?
I just don’t know what to say. Williams encouraged us to leam the material on our 
own. We worked out the mechanical and technical aspects of playing, and he would 
make general comments to guide us and influoice the overall musical! ty, but the 
details were our responsibility! I didn’t read much about V iliam s’ philosophy, but 
I had read a lot in the Jacob’s Band Monthly and [Qarke’s] How 1 Became a 
CometisL So, no telling whom I’m quoting, but I used the Williams’ lesson pattern 
in basically all o f my brass and wind instrument teaching. 1 think the basic pattern I 
mentioned was my foundation and “keystone.” I did expand on it, though. If you 
asiœd me how did the Williams’ program cmnpare with the last year ( f  my 
teaching, I used basically the same objectives except with m ae  variety.
Who were your private teachers, and how long did you study with 
each?
I had three teachers. They were all peof^e who had perfcxmed with Sousa: Louis 
Anderson, fcr two years; Del Staigers, for just a short period; and Williams for 
about two and one half years.
Could you talk about your lessons with Del Staigers?
I had several lessons with him, and they were inspiraticmal, but this was during the 
depression and lessons were $5.00. That was a lot of money!
Was Mr. Staigers pofbrming with the Goldman Band at this point? 
That’s how 1 knew him. I would go to New York and listen to the Goldman Band 
in Central Park or at the NYU campus. He would solo with the band. He made 
recordings of C a rn iv a l of Venice and the Bellstedt solo, Napoli.
Did you study with Mr. Williams after Staigers?
Yes. I studied with him longer than the other two.
Were there any other significant teachers at this time?
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I didn’t know of them. I thought I had the best with VHlliams and with Staigers. 
Those were the names that I heard of, but surely there were a few others in the 
name orchestras.
Did you have an opportunity to study with Max Schlossberg at all?
I met him just before I started with V^Uiams.
The name Louis Anderson is not familiar to me.
It wouldn’t be. He had a music store in Newark, New Jersey just 25 miles away. 
This was during the depression, too. Let’s see, we re talking 1933-34, and I was in 
a  high school. I had weekly lessons with him cm Saturday. He played along with 
me from C larté s Tprhnirai Studies H s personality was easygoing and friendly 
and he conducted a military band in the Newark area. It was a good band. I played 
the “Staigers Carnival” with him cxice on WOR in Newark; and I received much fan 
mail.
Did Anderson or Staigers have the same influence as Williams?
Oh, no. Williams was the most profound. It was because of the environment The 
music school with no academic courses, ju st music courses! His staff was so 
professional. It was the total picture. Because of who he was, the school had the 
cream of New York area musicians as teachers. If you were an obcast you’d go 
over to the New York Philharmonic and study with the first chair oboe player. A 
clarinetist the same idea. Williams taught all tte  brasses. He was over in Broddyn, 
153 Ocean Avenue. He paid his faculty on an hourly basis. I have one remarkable 
memory that time! If you were good at counterpoint and teaching at Julliard, 
Williams would ask you to come over to the school two days a week and pay you 
$20 an hour to teach! That’s how he got Leidzen and all the other great musicians. 
Everyone was a  jewel. The concert master was from the Met He’d come over and 
have at least one class a week in solfege. Here we are about eight w  ten students all 
in a circle. He has his violin, his French accent, and away we go with this solfege!
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Did Williams tell you who his teachers were?
No.
Did you have a warm-up that your students did outside the lesson, or 
did they do it in the lesson?
Both. I used a different one, the Leonard Smith wann-up with a few additions. Do 
you have a  copy ?
No, I don’t.
Leonard said it was out of print What if I send you (me?
Thank you. Did your students do this warm-up before the lesson?
This varied Del Staigers said “Fingers come first” Tying that into all the scales 
makes sense. If I felt the student was dc»ng well. I ’d listen to just a  few of them 
and then go on to other studies.
How long were your studio lessons?
From a half hour to one hour. Going back a httle to A rbait Williams had me work 
on page 155, plus the triple and double tongue, and only page 28 #19 for single 
tongue! Williams thought if you could do page #19 cleanly, your single tcmgtm got 
a good work ou t That was all the single tonguing he assigned Of cmurse, one 
would practice tonguing in solos and etudes.
What were the general techniques of playing Williams covered In the 
lesson?
Well, we (X)vered the Arban studies and etudes, and the (xxnet style scdos the 
day. After his book came out in 1937, we added the range studies. (Staigers used 
the Saint-Jacome and J. L. Small studies, and I used the Small hook with high 
school students. 1 taught privately several hours each week.)
What were the salaries like when you started?
My salary at Lenoir was $ 1800.00 in 1938, and it was the highest of any band 
director in flie state. 1 started in Ann Arbor at $2200.00. That was 1942. Then in
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1945, when I came to Western as an Associate professor, it jumped to $3600.00.1 
thought that was really something! I became Director of Bands and Wind 
Instniments Instruction, and I became full professor in 1954.1 retired in 1981 and 
did some adjtmct teaching imtil 1988.
From what materials did you teach your students?
Well, in terms of literature, I taught from Arban, Williams’ Kfethodfor 
Transpogtion. Clarke’s Technical Studies Setting Up Drills, and Characteristic 
Studies, the Sdilossberg Drills. Smith’s Flexibility Studies and Top Tones, and the 
Chariier Transcendental Studies. There is an interesting stray about that Next to 
my trumpet studio was the studio of the orchestra director and violin teacher. One 
day, I had a student playing from the rharaeteristie Studies and he knocked rat my 
door and asked, **What is that you’re playing?” I told him it was a  Clarke piece, but 
he said it was from German composer, Heinrich Ernest Kay'ser. He showed me the 
book, and 1 saw for myself. Clarke had ’ixxrowed” this material for his trumpet 
text!'^
In working with the upper register, did you use any other materials 
other than Williams materials?
Top Tones at the beginning of the book. Walter Smith attributed most of his 
technical success to playing chiranatics, and I stressed chromatics as well with my 
students, perhaps too much!
Do you have any techniques to teach the low and pedal register?
I didn’t push that much. 1 would ask students raice in a  while. T bae again that 
must be the Williams influence. He never did that, except he could do it! In my
Hdmidi Ernest Kayser (1815-1888), vioUnist and pedagogue wrote several studies 
piimanly for vidin, in particular Op. 20©  1910. Herbert L.Qaike (1867-1945) was also a 
violist and played in his famiiy’s suing quartet. Evidendy, he was familiar with these stncfies
many nf the estardsen in his rh«rar«»ri<rio Smrfies  for the CofDCt t© 1915-1934) ^ ipeaT in 
the earlier opos ctf Kajrser!
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lesson he played a major scale without pressing the valves' I think it was a C scale, 
but I’m not sxire.
Did Wilfiams teach you how to play the three note chord?
He talked about it, but I teamed to do it on my own. I didn’t use it mudi because it 
doesn’t have any real musical value, and Williams didn’t talk about it much either. 
Did you teach the same way to both clasricai and commercial 
students?
Yes, but we didn’t ÿ tt die canm eicial player like you do in 1997! We have a jazz 
program now at Western, but there just wasn’t that type of m ^or in 1945.
Was there a difTerence made between these two ^pes of playing back 
then?
We didn’t even talk about it, Dot%. Because in the first place, someone would just 
organize a jazz band, have fun, and make some money playing dance jobs.
So there was no difference in your studio between the two?
Exactly.
Did you teach piccolo trumpet and any other small honra?
Yes, all them, piccolo. E-flat, scane C, and of course B-flaL I wanted all of my 
trumpet students to play comet at least for a half semester, too! But at the Williams 
school, every (me played B-flaL
Did you use any special materials to teach those small boms to your 
students?
Yes, 1 used Dave Hi(±man’s materials and orchestral literature.
Did you have any students who enjoyed a professional career?
Some have, but I have lost track c f them. [Laughing], many of my students are 
retiring! Some (^  them play in community cxchestias and ccxnmunity bands, dance 
bands, cx-conduct Many were teachers in Michigan and in other states. I know of 
students who could have played profesâoually, but the prctfessionai world is so
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limited. I remember a knock on my door and greeting a former student, who was 
playing in the Batde Creek SymfAony. She reminded me that what she was a 
student and had to play frmn Williams* book of transposition, she did not like i t  
She said, **Mr. Meretta, Fm so glad you had me work cm those studies!”
Did you teach any beginning students when you taught privately? 
Once in a great while. I enjoyed teaching b^iim ing students because I loved to see 
progress. I could be happy with a student who has played for a  few weeks, or I 
could be happy with a senior in college, if I see they’re trying and making progress. 
Who were these students?
Some were from Kalamazoo and others from around the state.
Did any of them come to the Univers#^?
Some did, yes. I started tire band camp here at Western Michigan. Now they call it 
a Seminar. It has developed beautifully! When we b ^ an  the camp at Western, the 
faculty the college didn’t want to do it. I was the cmly erne in the meeting fw  i t  
We did it, and it was successful!
Are your students at Western local to the arrea?
We are getting them frcmi all across the country and foreign countries, too.
Why do you think this has happened?
Several reasons; growth, reputaticm, an excellent applied faculty, the band program, 
and the Western Brass Quintet The quintet has quite a reputaticm. They were in 
China and Russia this past year, and are {laying in Sweden this summer at the ITG 
ccmventicm. The Western jazz program is nationally known. The growth is heart­
warming.
What do you think of the fhture of brass quintets?
I think they are gcnng to be with us for a long time and are flourishing. The 
literature is great and new wcaks are being written all the time.
Did you do any small ensemble playing like this while you were
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teaching at Western?
No, I didn’t have time in my schedule. I was just too busy with the band program 
and wind area. In fact, my title was Director of Bands and Wind Instrument 
Instruction. 1 had to hire and supervise the people in those areas including the 
marching band, so 1 was very busy. If I would have had fewer responsibilities, I 
would have performed more. I would have loved that opportunity.
Did Williams play during the private lesson?
He played very little, and I wish he had played more. Del Staigers did a little 
playing in his lessons with m e I told him “I just get so much out of your 
demonstration.’’ Of course, he [Staigers] had to save his lip for all the professional 
playing he was doing. CHi, you do learn! The value of listening to these types of 
players cannot be overemphasized. 1 am a great believer in CD’s and what they can 
do for students.
Did you play along with your students in their lessons?
Scone. A little with some and more with others, especially those whose sound 
wasn’t good and those whose basic interpretation needed help.
How long were the lessons with Williams?
Well, the agreement was thirty minutes, but he would make it Icoiger on occasion. 
All individual lessons?
Yes.
Were there any class or group lessons with Williams?
Only in the music camp. You could call them master classes.
How often did they occur?
Once a week at camp. That’s when I had those ten students. I would give each of 
them a private lesson and then as a group, they would have a master class with 
>A l^liams. I would play the piano frcsn volume one of Williams method, and each 
would play some of their materials and Williams’ would comment I learned how to
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teach! Incidentally, before we go on, do you have the book. The Secret of 
Technique Preservation by \A ^am s? Y es. Okay, that’s a result of the Ernest 
Williams School of Music! I think my name is mentitmed there. I think you would 
enjoy reading page two in the the text about omservaticm of lip strength, lip and 
finger limbering, practice procedures, taking a breath and using it the right way; 
turn all of it into '*pure tone,” as \A^Uiams called it. You could say that Williams’ 
teaching techniques and philost^hy regarding playing is contained in these first few 
pages and the exercises following!
What type off student do you think Williams selected for his school?
Well let’s put this into context of the times. Williams started his school in 1931. Of 
course, tfiere were more comet i^ayers than anything else. Ernest Williams was the 
big attraction. We had all kinds. The last chair cometist was of modest ability, but 
the first chair was Leonard Smith!
How did you select students for Western Michigan?
By auditioiL I had the same as Ernest )^^Uiams. I told D(m Bullock several years 
ago befcxe he died that it is fun to teach students who practice. 1 don’t care how 
well they play if they make an honest effort. That is my own opnion. Yes, we 
recruited. The sununer music camp helped. I was a  judge and guest conductor at 
several festivals and was fairly well knowtL 
Why did you reject students?
Limited ability. They all audititxred and still do today. They have to pass an audition 
before a ccxnmittee. We can be more selective because more good players try out 
and we can take the “cream.”
Are there teaching materials Williams used you did not?
Well, If we compare the materials Williams used in his studio to those you or I used 
today, I would say they were limited. I would add more variety to my materials as 
they came on the scene.
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Are there some materials today that are superior to the Williams 
materials?
Well then, we are talking ^x>ut Arban, aren’t we. I would use the variety approach 
by augmenting with materials by Nagel, Walter Smith, or Chariier.
Did you use any electronic aids in your teaching?
I would use recordings and a strobo-tuner occasionally.
Did you have a specific a curriculum for your students?
Yes, we outlined curricula in the Brass Area with flexibility for each teacher.
Did Williams have a specific curriculum?
It wasn’t written down as such, but it was a  very specific routine, as I mentioned 
earlier.
How did Williams motivate his students to practice?
It was automatic! You entered as a  prospective trumpeter in the profession, so you 
were serious about it! Whereas you might find some music education people who 
might think that if they play well enough to get by, that’s good, because playing the 
trumpet isn’t all they want to do. They might want to play clarinet as well, and feel 
they are spending too much time on their mzyw instrument! There are a few that 
way, as opposed to Ray Crisara; he was going to be a great trumpeter. Williams 
always wanted your best and when you went to the School, you knew it! You did 
your best and did not ask, “Why am I here?”
Did Williams have his students perform fi*om memory?
S<xne. 1 performed all o f my solos from memory.
Did you require your students to do memory work?
At least one solo per semester. My background was that I memtxized all my scdos. 
Even faculty [at Western] would argue this poinL They felt students could cover 
more material if they didn’t memcnize.
Do you think private lessons are valuable?
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I think the most valuaUe course in my college career were the private lessons and 
the ensembles. And I would tell this to my students, too.
Do you think that private lessons will be eliminated in the college 
curriculum?
Oh, 1 hope not! The private lesson is the most important college subject!
Is there something else which can replace it, such as group lessons 
or a master class?
They are experimenting with a combination of individual and group lessons at 
Western. Some faculty are very enthusiastic.
Did this group lesson supplement the lesson or replace that week’s 
lesson?
Weil, both. Three or four students get together with their teacher every third lesscxL 
This replaces an individual lesson, but it also supplements their study with small 
group work.
Did Williams use sonall ensembles in his teaching?
Very little. I wish he had as I look back. 1 know we did some of that at Western. 
There is one ensemble called the Russell Brown Brass Quintet It’s named after 
Russell Brown, a retired faculty member now living in Texas. He had a student 
whose parents won the state lottery and gave a large sum of money to the school. It 
is used to fund an stipend for each quintet member!
What specifically is the value of small ensemble instruction for your 
students?
How can one adequately answer that? It is very important One-tm-a-part playing is 
at the heart of independent learning.
What do you think they leam?
Well, cme-on-a-part playing is just like a string quartet The literature is just 
fantastic for teaching and learning. I go back to that book written by Gerald
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Prescott It came out in 1936 or 37. Getting Results Wifli School Bands. 1 used 
Prescotts’s ideas in Lenoir! He outlined four areas of a band program; the full band, 
the sectional rehearsal, die small ensemble, and the solo experience, and how they 
interrelated. Each part is important 
Is there anything else yon would like to add?
Well ideas have been floating around all weekend as 1 was preparing for our 
session. 1 believe we have covered most o f i t  There are more fine trumpet players 
today in comparison to the 1930’s. A t the time 1 got the job  at Nhchigart there were 
fewer good players than today. When there is a position open in a  symphony, sixty 
good players come for the auditiort and they get a player o f the caliber of a 
Ghitalla, etc! That just wasn’t the case then. There are better players today and more 
of them than when 1 started!
Do you believe schools are graduating too many performers for the 
marketplace?
Yes. 1 read something in the New Ycsk Times, that the administrations of the 
Eastman School and Julliard were concerned fcx students going into the field and 
recmnmended they do so with their eyes wide open. We don’t talk much how 
limited the field really is.
I want to thank you for your time today. It has been wonderful 
visiting with you.
You’re welcome.
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Appendix Six
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
INTRODUCTION
This study will examine and identify the similarities and differences of the teaching 
techniques of four Ernest )A ^am s students, ail of whmn are current and distinguished trumpet 
professors. It is sponsored by the University of and will conducted by Douglas G.
Wilson, a can d id ^  for the D ^ree  Doctor of Musical Arts.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
This study will examine the individuals’ perception of the contributions of Ernest Williams 
to their teaching and ^aying.Tbe ptoc^ures used in this study are intended to document the 
teaching content, style, and pMosophies o f die selected trum ps pm^essicmals. The principal 
method used to acocxnpiish this will be tape recorded interviews, either in person or by telephone. 
The interview process will be assisted through a questitmnaire designed for this study. The 
questicHinaire will consist o f topics covering many o f the commonly addressed problems in the 
studio setting All recorded interviews will be transcribed and placed in the appropriate section of 
the dissertation. A moddi of eadi participants’ methodology a ^  philosophy will be constructed 
from the findhigs. These models will be compared and contrasted fœ any similarities and 
differences. It will provide a  source of information for trumpet pvctfessionals and students who 
desire an culmination of their own methods of playing and teaching the tnunpet, while insuring the 
preservation of this infmmatioiL Your participation in diis survey is expected to be approximatdy 
one hour.
POTENTIAL FOR RISKS 
There are no potential risks associated with diis study and the knowledge obtaiiœd and will 
benefit the musical community.
ASSURANCES TO YOU 
Your participation is voluntary and the research involves no risk to you. Therefcae, there is 
no need for compensation to you and none will be given. You will be given a copy of this 
document
CONTACT
Should you have any questions, you may contact Douglas G. Wilson at 918-494-0165.
ACCEPTANCE OF PARTICIPATION 
This research is being conducted under the auspices of the University of Oklahoma-Notman 
Campus, and your signature below indicates your consent and willingness to participate in this 
project as outlmed in this document
Signature Dated
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